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The News Nos Been

Holland
tho Town
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Holland Since 1872

Really Lire

HOLLAND. MICHIGAN. THURSDAY. JANUARY

VOLUME 32— NUMBER 4
Sifht

Chamber

Holland Harbor s

Holland

Improvement Bids

Might Organize

M

Expected

Soon on Contracts on
Widfcning, Deepening
Holland was representedat
hearing in Muskegon Tuesday on
proposedharbor improvements to
accommodate ocean - draft vessels
on the eastern side of Lake Michigan in connection with the opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway.

Rev. William C.

Warner

The hearing, conductedby Col.
Peter Hyzer, Detroit, districtengineer of the Army Corps of EnLocal
gineers, was for the purpose of
gathering data in making budget
recommendations to Congress for
^
projects to deepen channels and
improve harbors.
William H. Vande Water, secretary-manager of the Holland
Chamber of Commerce, represent- The Rev. William C. Warner,
ed Holland. He was advised- by Col. rector of Grace Episcopal Church,
Hyzer that bids for section B of was re-elected, for the fourth conHolland Harbor improvements,in- secutive year, as president of the
volving deepeningof the channel Standing Committee of the diocese
and deepening and widening the of Western Michigan at the closturning basin in Lake Macatawa, ing session of the 83rd annual conwere opened Friday by the Corps vention of the diocese Wednesday
of Engineers and are now under at St. Mark's Cathedral, Grand
study. It is expected announcement Rapids.
of the successful bidder will be
The Standing Committee, conmade within a week, and work will sisting of four priests and three
begin as soon as weather condi- laymen, screens requests of dio-

Episcopal

Rector

N

Named

Weather Balloon

Neglifent Homicide

A large weather balloon carrying a huge loa& of deUcate instruments was believed to have
been sighted over HoUand Wed-

GRAND HAVEN

EIGHT PAGES— PRICE FIVE CENTS

24. 1957

'

Stanton Resident

Over HoDand Wednesday Charge Dismissed
(Special) -

A

charge of negligent homicide Held by
against Lawrence Spaulding, 49,
Muskegon, was dismissed upon examination Wednesday afternoon
Assault
nesday.
by Justice Lawrence DeWitt of
A spokesman at the Grand Ra- Grand Haven township.
pids weather bureau said the balThe charge resultedfrom a fatal
Members Will Be
Threatened to Kill Any
loon may have been one released accident Jan. 3 on US-31 north of
from the University of Minnesota Ferrysburg in which Mrs. Carrie
QtfestionglAbout
Officer Who Stopped
which frequently sends aloft the Willette,70, was fataUy injured.
10-story high balloons.
Such a Program
Him; Caught Near M-50
Spaulding’s car allegedly struck
Th balloons carry instruments a piece of ice or snow which was
The Board of Directors of ‘the to measure cosmic rays, humidity dropped from a semi some dis- GRAND HAVEN (Special) A
Chamber of Commerce Monday temperatureand many other ele- tance ahead, causing the Spauld Stanton man who threatened to
evening approved request of the ments. It is capable of reaching ing car to go into a spin and hit- “kill any police officerwho tries
100,000 feet.
ting Mrs. Willets who was wait- to stop me” was being held MonIndustrial Committeeauthorizing
Ottawa County deputies Wednes- ing to cross the highway.
day on a charge of assault with a
the mailing to industries,service day afternoon started looking for
Witnessestestifiedthe weather dangerousweapon.
groups arid businessesbelonging the balloon or its cargo of instru- was bad and the highway exGlenn Lee Van Hook, 33, of
to the Chamber, a bulletin explain- ments, which is released by para- tremely slippery. State police inStanton, waived examinationin
chute but had no luck.
vestigated.
iftg possible interest in establijhMunicipal Court Monday and was
returned to jail when he failed to
frieqt of a Foreman’s Club and
post $300 bond following his
set a date and tim£ for an or-

AforemansClub

Now Under Study
Official Word

A

Police

On

Count

i

ganizationalmeeting to determine
if interestwarrants the establish
ment of such a club.

Primary purpose of Foreman’s
and Supervisor's Associations is

Medical Facility

Scouts WiO Try

raignment.

Vote Scheduled

ToSend37Boy$

Grand Haven

Van Hook allegedly threatened
his wife with a loaded 20 gauge
shotgun following a visit to the

ZoYerink Gets

in

Jam;

Takes Shower

in

Lake

t

George Zuverink, who has more
than once taken a sudden shower
when his “zinker” isn’t sinking,

Accidait Occurs
Friday Afternoon

got an unexpectedbath Wednes-

day when he sunk himself into
Lake Macatawa.

East of Allendale

Zuverink, who pitches for the
Baltimore Orioles during the sum2 Priests Retninuif
mer, was moving his fish shanty
when the ice cracked. George fell
To Grand Rapids
n, soaking his valuable right arm
From Foneral Rites
in the ley water, and the shanty
came tumbling after.
(Special)
He was soaked from the shoul- GRAND
A
priest
returning
to
Grand
Rapids
ders down, but managed to pull
himself out of the jam and save after attendingfuneral services for
the shanty, too.
the Rev. Fr. Edward J. O’Hara in

HAVEN

Water System

-

Grand Haven was instantlykilled
at 3:05 p.m.* Friday when a car
went out of control and crashed
into a tree on M-50 just east of

Allendale.
The victim was Fr. Julian Korsakas, 61, route 1, ML Pleasant,
a displaced person from Lithuania
who had come to the United States
Filter
about three years ago. There are
no relativesin the United States.
He was a passenger in a car
Delivery of a load of mixed sand
and gravel for the filtration beds driven by Fr. An tanas Treska, 43,
at Tunnel Park is all that pre- of 4135 Clyde Park Ave., Grand

Awaits Delivery
Of

Sand

hospital Sunday
night where they stopped to see
for the self-improvement of those
Mrs. Van Hook’s sister-in-law.
who belong by studying and disAs Van Hook drove his family
in
To
cussing subjects which are intendRapids. F. Korsakas died of a
from Grand Haven he apparently vents 24-hour use of the Lake
ed to help members increase their
broken neck. Fr. Treskl received
became lost and stopped his car Michigan pipeline system.
ALLEGAN (Special) — In the An all out effort will be made
managerialskill.
bruises on the right leg and
Board
of
Public
Works
Superinon Arlington St. Mrs. Van Hook
The chamber will sponsor an or closing minutes of one of the long- to provide means for sending four
jumped out of the car with her tendent Guy E. Bell said today the shoulder.
ganization meeting to determine
State police were informedthat
est supervisors sessions on record more outstanding Scouts of t h e daughters, three years old and 14 filter sand is being shipped by
the degree of interest in such a
truck from Eau Claire, Wls. One the car was traveling about 35
months.
— more than four hours — the Al- Chippewa Districtto the National
club. H. W. Connor is chairman of
miles an hour when a wheel fcot off
She ran to a nearby residence load has been received and placed
legan courtlyboard approved Fri- Jamboree at Valley Forge in July,
the IndustrialCommittee.
in the bed and the rest is expect- the pavement. As FT. Treska atwhich happened to be that of city
The board decided that the day resolutionscalling for an elec- stated Lawrence A. Wade at the
ed at any time.
tempted to get the 1964 model back
police officer Delbie DeGram who
chamber will be represented at the tion April 1 on a $500,000 bond
The
mixture will provide a depth onto the pavement, the car went
monthly meeting of the District was at the station.As Mrs. De45th annual meeting of the United
37 Inches for the water to fil- into a spin and crashed Into a
Gram phoned headquarters Van of
States Chamber in Washington, issue for a new county medical Committee held in Zeeland last
ter through. The top 10 inches are tree on the left side of the road.
Hook came to the front door to get
D. C., in April. Any member in- care facility and an advisory vote night. According to Wade. 28
of coarse rock which thickens to The impact was dead center on
his family but fled after telling
terested should contact the cham- on the site.
Scouts and Explorers are now reg- his wife he would “kill any officer the consistency of road gravel. the right side snd the vehicle was
ber office as soon as possible.
This covers two feet of fine sand demolished. Both priestsremained
The county hospitalproposal will istered for the Jamboree, and who tried to stop him.”
tions allow.
ceses for election of bishop and
The chamber also will be rep- be on two ballots, one calling for a five more are making definite
at the bottom.
In the car. There were no other
Port cities represented were application of candidates in this
State Police and sheriff’s officers
Starting today, no water is be- vehicles in the Immediate vicinity
resented at the Great Lakes Har- $500,000 bond issue, to be paid off
plans to attend. Goal of the Dis- immediately began a search for
Frankfort, Pentwater, Manistee, diocese for ordinationto the
bor Association meeting at Detroit by a %-miil annual levy, or $60,ing pumped through the system when the crash occurred.
Ludington, Muskegon, Grand Havtrict is to send a full Troop of Van Hook.
priesthooed and to the diaconate, Jan. 27, 28 and 29. The city will 000 a year for 20 years, whichwhich has been supplying up to a
The body was taken to Langeland
en, Holland, South Haven and St.
37 boys and three adult leaders.
Radio
notices
to
all
police
acts as a council of advice to- also have a representative.'
third of the city's water for sever- Funeral Home in Allendale. Two
ever is the smaller amount. The
Joseph. The ports seek aid for
Also announced at the meeting warned officers to use caution
the bishop and, in the absence of
al weeks. Bell said he hoped
Chairman Harry Wieskamp re- secogd ballot will seek authority
priests from the Grand Rapids
dredging projects to deepen chana bishop, acts as the ecclesiasti- ported that the Rural Relations to raise the 15-miU tax Umitation. of Scouters was the staff for the when approachingVan Hook who wouldn’t be necessary to utilize chancefy were sent to Allendale
nels to depths ranging from 25 to
Grand
Valley Council Jembo-Ral was considereddangerous.
cal authority of the diocese.
the system until Monday.
committee had arranged for a
Trie resolutionwas approvedby at the Allegan County Fair
27 feet to allow passage of the
Two hours later Van Hook was He explained that painters will and arranged for the body to be
Fr. Warner is ex-officio a mem- Soil Testing Day for city and ur- a 19-9 vote, with those in the minocean - draft vessels expected on
Grounds in May. Bernard Shasha- picked up by State Police standing be at work on the pipes at the transferredto Grand Rapids.
State police will confer with
the Great Lakes when the sea- ber of the Association of the dio- ban folks on March 21 in the rec- ority most opposed because they guay, camping chairman,will alongside his car in a ditch on
plant while the system is not In Prosecutor James W. Bussard on
cese and of the Greater Chapter reation room of Civic Center. The felt that $500,000 would not proway is opened
serve
as
Camp
Director for the M-50 near US-31.
use. Water for the city will come accident details.
Adm. Lyndott Spencer, president of St. Mark’s Cathedral. He re- committee wiU be assisted by the vide adequate facilities.
Chippewa Districtsection and has
The shotgun was found In the
tired this year as dean of the agriculturalclass of the high
The special election will coin- appointed the following members trunk of the car. Several shells from the reservoir, 19th St. and
of the Lakes Carriers Association
the one remaining city well on
submitteda letter supporting the Central deanery, to be succeeded school and the county agent.
cide with village, township and to the section staff: Otto Dres- were in Van Hook’s pocket, police
Eighth St. for the rest of the week,
Acting chairman Walter W. state elections.
Muskegon and Grand Haven bids by the Rev. Donald Skinner of St.
sel, program director;Chester said.
unless the demand is too heavy, Police
Paul’s
Church,
Muskegon.
Scott
reported
that
plans
are
befor federal aid and recommended
The board twice reversed itself
in which case th( lake water
Verne C. Hohl was elected one ing considered for the visitation of in the matter of the advisory bal- Smith and Elmore Van Lente, asdredging channels of the two harsistants; Phil Frank, arrangewill be used.
bors to 25-foot depths. But h| did of four lay delegates from this secondary schools by Business and lot. After amending the original ments director; Tony Bouwman, Washington School Votes
not back the improvement plans diocese to the Synod of the Prov- Industry.This is a program in re- ballot form to include mention of assistant;Miner Meinderstsma,
ince of the Midwest at Spring- verse of BIE Day as formerly the city of Otsego as a possible
To Join PTA Council
of other harbors.
Hodgman-Strong Vows
cooking advisor;Lester Douma,
“Only ports that are considered field, 111., in the autumn. This is staged by ’ the Chamber.
iite, the proposal carried by a registrar.
An increase in the number of
At a meeting Tuesday evening Said in Bangor Church
Chairman George Heeringa re- 17-13 vote. Harold Fox, . of Wayin our recommendation as ports the second Synod at which he will
Amos B e e d o n advancement the WashingtonSchool PTA voted
dogs running loose In Holland has
with sufficienteconomic justifica- have representedthe diocese in ported that a meeting had been land, said that board miles requirchairman told the committee of to join the districtPTA Council, FENNVILLE ’'(Special) - Miss resultedin a warning from Police
tion to warrant seaway develop- recent years. The Synod compris- held with the representatives of ed a majority vote of all elected
ment should be considered,” he es bishops, clergy and lay dele- the MinisterialAssociation to dis- supervisors,not just those present. plans for Eagle Courts of Honors which has been formed to promote Faith Ellen Strong, daughter of Chief Jacob Van Hoff.
during Boy Scout Week ftt Harring- cooperation among the member Mrs. John Strong and the late
Van Hoff said that the city ordlnsaid.
gates from the 13 d i o c e s es in 'cuss the second annual Christmas
Since there are 34 supervisors,
The final hearing on aid requests Michigan, Illinois. Ohio, Indiana, Festival and factors to be consid- the 17-13 vote was considered a tie ton School and in Hamilton. A schools on matters of mutual con- Mr. Strong, and Kenneth Hodg- a nee requires that all dogs must
similar event will be held at Hiird cern. The Washingtongroup is al- man, son of Mr. and Mrs. Percy be kept on a leash and in the Imwill be held next month in Bay and Wisconsin. Mr. Hohl is ^Iso a ered for continued promotion of the
and the advisory vote resolution, Reformed Church in March.
ready a member of the National Hodgman were united in marriage mediate control of the owner.
City. Hyzer said he will then file member of the diocesan executive festival.
in its originalform, did not carry.
Eagle Patrol members of Troop Congress of Parent-Teachers.
in a double-ringceremony at A number of complaints have
interim reports and /the hearing council.
In the Retail Merchants commitLater Friday afternoon, on the
Mrs. Richard Parker, chairman Bangor Congregational Church on been received by police in recent
results from all lake ports with
Richard E. Kearns served as tee, Chairman Lew Hartzell stated motion of Edward Lyman, of Cas- 56, Montello Park* PTA, scored a
Class B rating at the annual Dis- of the PTA Council committee, Dec. 29, by the Rev. Walter weeks as a result of dogs upsetting
the Corps of Engineers divisionin chairman of the committee on the that Melvin Kail had been named
co, the board voted; 22-8, to “per- trict First - Aid -O - Ree Monday
garbage cans and ruining shrubChicago.
spoke on the advantagesof being Troeach, pastor.
examination of the Accounts of the as presidentof the Retail Division.
mit the people to state their pre- evening at MontelloPark School a member of the council. She told The bride was given in marriage bery.
The r<
reports will be forwarded Treasurer of the Convention.
Monthly meetings of the division
ferences for a site on some form gymnasium.Scoutmaster is Roto the Rivers and Harbors Board
how the organization helps each by her brother,John Strong. Mem- The bulk of the problem appears
Delegates from Grace Church will be held the first Monday of
of proper ballot.” The originalad- meo Alfieri.
in Washingtonwhich will make ap- were William J. Bradford, Hohl, the month. A good retail program
local unit to become a strong, ac- bers of the wedding party were to be from dogs allowed to roam
visory ballot was re-writtenslightAdditional reports at the meet- tive association, doing effective Miss Virginia Williams, Ortonville, at night by their owners, Van Hoff
propriationrecommendations on Kearns and the Rector.
is being planned.
ly and approved by the board.
ing included organization, train- work in its own school and neigh- maid of honor; Miss Katherine Eg- said.
projects to Congress.
Warren R. Townsend was re-apMayor Robert V i s s c h e r ex
natuck, Homer; and Miss Patri- Van Hoff said that any resldtat
Hearings of this type are part pointed as member of the diocesan plained the progress of annexation After approvingmilage and per ing, mMibership, health and safe- borhood.
of long, long studies on harobr finance committee. Mrs. Town- program and co-chairmanof the diem payments of $2,686.33 for ty, finance, publicity,1957 Scout
Mrs. Frank E. Working, presi- cia Hugh, cousin of the bride, were having complaints on dogs may
situations.By the time the work send served as delegate from St. study committee Marvin C. Linde- themselves, the board adjourned Week, appreciation dinner, Scout dent, opened the meeting and Ran- bridesmaids.Miss Kristin Pugh call Dog Warden Richard Bell at
is processed through federal chan- James Mission, Beaver Island.
6-5719 or contact police headquardall C. Bosfh led devotions.Miss was flower girl.
man explained the method of vot- the January meeting which had Fair and civic service.
lasted seven days. The closing
Tribute was paid to Ted Ander- Nelvie Jonker and Mrs. Howard
Best man was Nelson Hodgman, ters and the information will be renels and proper appropriations
ing in the city annexation.The promade by Congress, it is ^expected
cedure in school annexationwas session, which lasted from 10:30 son, Manager of the Scout depart- Douwstra,music teachers, direct- brother of the bride groom. Ush- layed to Bell..
a.m. to noon and from 1:45 to 4 ment at the Boys Shop who will be ed singing. Mrs. Vernon D. Ten ers were Walter Hunger, Park
five or six years may elapse bealso explained.
p.m. was believed to have been leaving Holland this month upon Cate, new vice president,was in- Forest, 111., and James Waldo,
fore work is completed.Current Several
Three-YearProbationi
one of the longest board meetings graduation from Hope College.
hearings possibly are a part of
troduced to the group. Reports Deckerville,brothers-in-lawof the
New Reformed Church
on record.
1960 appropriations.
Also attending the meeting were were given by Mrs. Carl Miller, bridegroom. James Hill, cousin of Given in Two Caiei
Dr. William Arendshorst, James secretary, and Mrs. Guy Duey, the bride, was ring bearer. NupElects Consistory
In Local
tial music was furnished by Mrs.
E. Townsend, Ivan De Neff, Les- treasurer.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Mrs. Elizabeth Brewer
Mrs. Edith Stall, 64,
ter Douma, Chester Vander Molen,
Harold Streeter, principal, ex- Erwin Nelson and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Fox, 50, Ferrysburg, who
An organizational meeting for
Four persons were referred to the new Reformed church south- Succumbs in Fennville
William H. VandeWater, Arthur plained the purpose of the class- Sam Lait.
Dies at Woodhaven
pleaded guilty Jan. 18 to aggratraffic school at a night court west of Holland was held in MonThe bride is a graduate of vated assault,was placed on proBoeve, William Howard, William room meetings, such as the one
Mrs. Elizabeth Brewer, 85, of session Thursday before Munici- tello Park School Wednesday*night FENNVILLE (Special) - Mrs. Rauch, William Boer and Ben held preceding the business meet- Bangor High School and Western bation for three years today by
146 East Seventh St., died at 3 pal Judge Cornelius vander Meu- and six elders and six deacons Edith Stall, 64, of Fennville,route D. Mulder, of Holland; Robert S. ing, in which the parents take the MichiganCollege.The bridegroom Judge Raymond L. Smith. Condia.m. today at Woodhaven Rest len. They are Jerry Vander Ploeg, were elected. The name of the 1, died unexpectedlyof a heart DeBruyn, Miner Meindertsma,part»of the class and the teachers is engaged in dairy farming.
tions are that he spend 60 days
Home in Zeeland following an ex- of 338 West 17th St., speeding; church, Charity, which previously attack Wednesday afternoon at the William Payne and Robert Den explain the routine day of the
Mr. and Mrs. Hodgman are now in jail, pay $100 costs after he
tended illness.
Luella Lundy, of 111 Madison, im- had been under considerationwas home of Mr. and Mrs. William Herder of Zeeland; Fred Billett, school child and each subject.
residing at their home in Grand gets out of jail, refrain from
She was bom in the Netherlands proper left turn; Irene Blystra, of discussed but final action was de- Northgrave of Fennville, where Leo Locatis and Ed Joostberens
It was announced that there will Junction, route 1, and Mrs. Hodg- drinking and pay $5 a month
in 1871 and came to this country 8(A West 32nd St., right of way; ferred until a later date.
she was employed as a practical of Hamilton; Abbott Davis of Sau- be a Room Mothers’Tea Feb. 7 man has returned to her duties at oversightfees. He will receive
with her parents in 1882. Members David Kolenbrander, of 250 West
gatuck; and Chris Gregorson of and a Family Fun Night Feb. 26. Fennville High School where she credit for time already spent in
Elected elders were James nurse.
of her family were the originators 1th St., careless driving.
She is survived by her husband, Pearl.
jail dating back to the alleged
The social committee, aided by is a member of the faculty.
Klomparens, Gene vande Vusse,
of what is now the Pine Creek William Lowry, of 686 North Lester Klaasen, Frank Meyer, Ray; one son, Sherburn, at home;
offense Jan. 5.
room mothers, served coffee. ServChristian Reformed Church. Her Shore Dr., was found guilty at a Harold Scholten and Russ De Vette. two daughters,Mrs. James Me
Fox allegedly assaulted his sising on the committee were Mrs. Tuesday Service Group
husband,John Brewer, died June non-jury trial before Associate New deacons are Wayne Goldrick of Fennville, Mrs. Theo- Henry Holleman, 78,
ter, Mrs. Mary Sands, at her home
G. Vander Schel, chairman,Mrs.
20, 1940.
Municipal Judge Fred T. Miles
with such force that he broke two
V. Klomparens,Mrs. K. De Waard Makes First Payment
Jacobusse, Don Den Uyl, Harold dore Dykema of Holland; seven Succumbs in Drenthe
Surviving are five sons, Bert, Thursday afternoon of a charge Jurries, Edmund Oonk, Roger grandchildren; one great grandof her ribs, besides other injuries.
and Mrs. R. Reidsma.
Herman, John, Jr., Cornelius and of failure to have his car under Stroop and Ernie Post, Jr. A total child; three brothers, Theron,
Tuesday Service League of the
John Kouw, Jr., 33, Spring Lake,
Henry Holleman,78, of Drenthe,
Bill Brewer, all of Holland;two control. He was assessed fine of
Holland Hospital Auxiliary met who pleaded guilty Jan. 14 to a
of 41 families have been accepted Charles and Lewis Flora, all of Holland, route 3, died unexpectedHope JV’s Score Easy
daughters, Mrs. William (Jennie) $10 and costs of $11.80.
Tuesday, at the home of Mrs. H. charge of nonsupportof his wife
ly at his home Saturdayevening.
into church membership.The Rev. Kalamazoo.
Timmer of Holland and Mrs. Rich- George Dykstra, of 355 West 19th Ralph Menning of Central Park Mrs. Stall was a member and Death was due to a heart condition. Wii Over Church Five
P. Harms, Waukazoo.
and two children, was placed on
ard (Nellie) Kluitenberg of Ft. St, was found guilty at a non-jury Reformed Church presided. »
Members made surgical dress- probation three years. Conditions
past officer of Lake Shore Rebekah Born in Drenthe in 1878, he moved
Myers, Fla.; 19 grandchildren and trial Wednesday of charges of imto Springfield,S. D., when a boy
Hope College's JV basketball ings for the hospital and held are that he pay $50 costs in monthThe church holds Services every Lodge in the Ganges grange.
proper passing and driving with28 great-grandchildren.
Funeral services w1U be held of six and lived there until 1938 team rolled to its third win of the their bi-monthly business meeting. ly payments startingwhen he gets
Sunday at 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. in
Funeral services will be held out lights.He was assessed fine Montello Park School. The church Saturday at 2 p.m. from the Chap- when he, with his family, returned season Saturday night with a 78- Twelve of the 17 members were a job. He also must pay $5 a
Monday at 2 p.m. at Dykstra Fu- and costs of $25.50.
pell Funeral Home with burial in to live on a farm in Drenthe.
month oversight fees.
58 trouncing of Grand Rapids Fifth present.
Tom Mannes, 25, of 130 East has requested that the Rev. A. Taylor Cemetery.
neral Chapel with the Rev. Marvin
This branch of the Auxiliary
Reformed church.
Surviving
are
the
wife,
Minnie;
Rynbrandt of Maplewood Church
Ninth
St,
pleaded
not
guilty
to
a
Vanderwerp,pastor of Ninth Street
four sons, William Holleman of
The winners led at intermission has pledged $1,600 toward furnisb- Hudsonville Home
be the moderator. This nomination
Christian Reformed Church, offici- charge of defraudinga rooming
Clinton, Wis., Gus Holleman of 41-31. John Kleinheksel,who ings for the new hospital addition.
must
be
approved
‘by
Ho
land
Judy Brown Wins First
ating. Burial will be in Pilgrim house at 177 East Sixth St. Trial
Drenthe, Edward Holleman of wrenched a knee in the contest, At the meeting it was decided by Destroyed in Fire
classis.
Home Cemetery.Friends and rel- has been set for Jan. 22 at 1:30
Hudsonville and H. Dirk Hoileman paced Hope with 23. Don Van’t Hof unanimous consent to send the
Consistory
officers
are
KlomparAmong
Teenage
Archers
atives may call at the funeral p.m.
HUDSONVILLE (Special) - A
of Greenville,S. C. : one daughter- followed with 13 and Bob Thomas- first payment of $600 to the hospiCharles H. Johnson, 27, Allegan, ens, vice president;Scholten,treachapel Saturdayfrom 7 to' 9 p.m.
Judy Brown took first place with in-law, Mrs. Lule Purcell of New ma had 20 for Fifth Reformed.
tal at once. The remaining$1,000 faulty chimney today was blamed
surer,
and
Post,
clerk.
and Floyd Dekker, 30, route 1, Alarid Sunday afternoon frotn 2 to 4.
a 398 score out of a possible 540 York City; eight grandchildren; Other Hope scorers included: of the pledge will be contributed for a fire that destroyed a two-story
legan, were bound over to 'Circuit
frame home Wednesday mornat the first teenage- archery shoot two sisters, Mrs. Gertrude Schol- Jan Robbert, 10; D. White, 8; Carl within die year.
Court. at examinationson charg- Former Local Resident
ing resulting in an estimated
of the year at Holland High gym ten of Springfield,S.D., and Mrs. Wissink, 6; De Braad, 4; Gene
Stanton Man Pleads
es of giving false statementsto
$10,000loss.
Tuesday
night.*
Ida
Englesman
of
Springfield,
Pa.;
Van
Dongen,
3;
Jack
Hoogendoorn,
obtain credit. They will appear in Dies in Grand Rapids
Dr. De Haan Addresses
Police Chief Don Stratton said
Guilty in Assault Case
Jack An ties came in second with two brothers,William T. Holleman 2; Daryl Wiersma, 2 and Lloyd
the. higher court Jan. 25. Both
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ver Lee had
388 to nose out Jack Ten Cate, who of Avon, S.D. and Dr. Clarence Tinholt, 1.
Local
Teachers'
Club
John
Fredricks,
a
former
Holwere released on their own recog
GRAND. HAVEN (Special)
just returned home to 1223 Mcland resident, died unexpectedly fired 386. Other scorers included: Holleman of Pomona, Calif.
nizance.
Glen Lee Van Hook, 33, Stanton,
Dr. Robert De Haan of the Auliffe Ave. from work in Grand
Others appearing were Dale Ken Sunday morning In the Holland Ted Wierda, 380; Ron Gibson, 324;
Linen Shower Given
pleaded guilty in Circuit Court
psychologydepartmentat Hope Rapids. Ver Lee stoked up the
neth Rabbers, 17, route 5, speeding Home in Grand Rapids at the age Jeny Van Wieren, 304; Dan Wight- Mt, and Mrs. Strong
Wednesday to a charge of assault
College addressedthe Holland furnace and then came upstairsto
man, 291; Terry Woldering,231
35 In 25, $10;- Harold J. Driscoll, of 74 years.
For Miss Ruth Sale
with a dangerousweapon. He wiU
ChristianHigh School teachers have somethingto eat before reJr., 19, route 1, right of way to
He is survived by one son, Her- and Jim Essenburg, 81.
Honored at Reception
tiring.
return for sentence Feb. 19 or earThe
youngsters
shoot
every
Msis Ruth Sale was guest of club at its regular monthly meetthrough traffic,$7; Eugene .Ray- bert of Saranac; four daughters,
Mrs. Ver Lee smelled smoke a
lier. Bond of $500 was ‘not furmond Simerson, of 1652 Lake, fail- Mrs. Henry Heuker of Marion, Tuesday night at 8 p.m. in Hol- Mr. and Mrs. James O. Strong honor at a linen shower last Fri- ing, Wednesday night. Special
few minutes later. She opened the
nished. Van Hook allegedlythreatguests
at
the
session
were
memland
High
gym.
of
Long
Beach,
Calif.,
were
honorday
evening
at
the
horn,
of
Mrs.
ure to control car, $12; Eleanor Mrs. John Lucas of Tustin and the
basement door and saw flames.
ened to kill his wife while the Schipper, 31, Hamilton, right of Misses Sara and Luella Fredricks
ed at a reception last Friday eve- Jarvis Drnek. Games were played bers of the Junior High School
The couple managed to escape
family was in Grand Haven Sunfaculty.
ning in Bethel Reformed Church and duplicate prizes awarded.
way, $12; Roy Qiester Jackson, of Grand Rapids. Also surviving Troop 7 Committee
without injury. When firemen
day night
Topic
for
the
address
and
the
New Richmond, failure to signal are 24 grandchildren;16 great
basement,given by Mrs. Strong’s Assiting the hostess were Mrs.
arrived minutes later the entire
Mrs. Evelyn Heath, 19, of 441 for turn, $12; Peter, Bylenga, 21,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jur- George Sale, Mrs. Lavem Sale and later discussion period was “Degrandchildren; a sister, Mrs. G. Chairman Resigns
structure was in flames. The loss,
West 23rd St., Holland, who was Grand Rapids, driving on sideDr.
De
Haan
outlined
the
meaning
ries
of
445
West
20th
St.
Mrs.
Lester
Sale.
John Lubbers of Holland; two
not covered by insurance was estifound guilty by Circuit jJudge Ray- walk, $5.
Albert A. Walters, Scoutmaster This is the first time, the Strongs
The guest list included the Mes- of true leadership and what qualbrothers,Ed Fredricks of McBain
mated at $7,500 to the house and
-rnond L. Smith last Friday of criRay Veldheer, 23, of 541 Beach, and Herman Fredricks of Muske- of Troop 7, Third Reformed have visited Holland since their dames Nick 7/iggers, Jerold Lub- ities determine a good leader. He
$2,500 to the contents,Strattonsaid.
minal neglect of her two children, speeding, $12; Verna Van De Burg, gon.
Church, announced today the res- marriage Dec. 3, 1955, in Long bers, Gerrit Sale, Bernard Poll, also spoke on the gifted child and
2% and 1%, was placed on pro- of 293 North River, Speeding 45
ignation of Troop Committee Beach. Mr. Strong, son of Mr. and Kenneth Branderhorst,Henry the opportunitiesfor leadership
bation for two years. Conditions In 30, $15 suspended after traffic
Chairman Gordon Groenewoud, Mrs. Roy Strong of Qskaloosa, Io- Rankens, Harold Ende, Lawrence among this group. A lively discus- Yet, Skating Today
are that she pay $5 a month over- school; Gilbert Witte, route 3, Fre- Divorce Granted
who is leaving Holland for a new wa, is a pre-dental student at Sale, Kenneth Sluis, Martin Sale, sion period folWed the talk.
A full day of cold weather withsight fees and refrain from drink- mont, speeding 40, in 25, $12; WilGRAND HAVEN (Special)
John De Vries presided at the out any snow has resulted in “exposition at Orlando, Fla. No iuc- Long Beach City College. Mrs. Julius Sale, Myron Sale, Alvin
ing. The court felt she should have Ham H. Sims, 21, of 281 Colum- Maxine Threat of Holland was cessor has been named.
Strong is a graduate at But- Petroelje,Carl Dannenberg, Hen- meeting. The speaker was intro- cellent’' skating conditions at the
an opportunity to show she has bia, speeding 35 in 25, $15; Adrian granted a divorce in Circuit Court Troop 7 will hold its annual win- te nvorth Hospital and is employed ry E. Lubbers. Ed Sjoerdsma, duced by Harold Grissen, chair- Fairbanks Ave. Park Superinteograta up and realize the respon- L. Van Putten, of 339 River Ave., Wednesday from Charley ’Ihreat of ter camping ,trip at Yankee at the Long Beach Veteran’s Ad- Lester Sale, Lavern Sale, Justin man of the program committee.
Dick Smallenburgm * ‘
sibility of raisingher children.The right of way to through traffic, Holland. Custody of die minor Springs Recreational Area in late ministrationHospital.
Sale, George Sale, and the Mis- Arthur Tuls and Henry Vander
children are still under Jurisdic- $12; Jbhn Bos, 18, of 241 West children was awarded
The couple now is visiting rela sis Marla Sale, Hazel Luboers Lmde were in charge off the rethe FebruaYy. Troop fathers will be
tion of probate court*
20th St., stop light, $5.
invited to attend with the boys lives in Iowa.
and Virginia Dfrek.
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Chamber Launches

Ottawa County

Membership Drive

GOP Convention

With Breakfast

SetforJan.30
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - Republicansof Ottawfc county will
meet in, count/ convention in the
Grand Haven court house Jan. 30
to select delegates for the GOP
state conventionIn Detroit Feb.
9, - according to an announcement
today by George Van Koevering of
Zeeland, Republicancounty chair-

Zuverink Featured
Speaker at

Meet

;

Seek 100 Members
The Holland Chamber of Commerce launched its annual membership drive at a breakfast at 8
in the Warm Friend
Tavern with George Zuverink,

,

a.m. Monday

man..

big league baseballplayer, as

Ottawa coupty is entitledto 28
delegates at the state convention
which will be held in Ford Audi-

speaker.

The membership campaign this
year has a goal of 100 new members. Co - chairmen are Jack
Flewes and Frank Kleinheksel.
Captains are John Emmick and

largely

as

relief pitcher for the

Baltimore Orioles the last two
years, spoke briefly of some of

\

•

f

clude a State Highway Commissioner, State Superintendentof
Public Instruction,two members
of the Board of Regents of the
University of Michigan, two members of the State Board of Agriculture, the governing body of

his experiences and offered to an-

swer

1

torium In Detroit. Besides nominating state candidates in the April
1 spring election, delegates will
select a Republican state chairman, state vice-chairman,and
each, congressionaldistrictwill
select lour , members for the Republican State Central committee.
Candidatesto be nominated in-

Wilbur Cobb.
Zuverink, who has been serving

r-f

24, 1957

questions which became

quite lively and interestjng. Questions ranged from how he felt
merce. Zuverink was main speaker at the event.
NELSON BOSMAN (second from left) won the
when called to face three batters coveted autographed baseball bearing t h e
Membership co-chairmenare Jack Plewes and
on base with no outs (you get used
Frank Kleinheksel. Team captains are John
signature of George Zuverink of the Baltimore
to those), to conversation at the
Michigan State University,and one
Emmick and Wilbur Cobb. Left to right are
Orioles at a breakfastin the Warm Friend
COLLECTIONS MOUNT — Bennie Visscher
a drive among their members in an attempt to
pitcher’s box (means trouble if
member of the State Board of EduEmmick, Bosman, Zuverink, Plewes, Cobb and
Tavern
launching a membership
stops at Skipper’s Tavern to pick up 30 March of
the manager Is there), to Zuversurpass the nearly $1,200 they collectedin 1956.
cation, all of whom will run on the
ink’s age (someone once said he
(Penna-Sasphoto)
Dimes cards that are completely filled with coins.
The polio campaign will run through the recampaign for the Holland Chamber of Compartisan ballot.
was 21 when he was 23), to ZuVisscher said approximately $165 are on the
mainder of January.
Nominations will be made for
Verink’s now famous “zinker ball''
cards. The Holland area licensees are conducting
(Sentinelphoto)
three justices of the State , Sudesigned to have batters hit in
preme Court who will run on the
the dirt for a double play).
non-partisan ballot in the election.
On Jan. 14 the Wacipiwahca paper. Jud/ Borr treated.Re-portIt was Zuverink’s opinion that
Camp
Fire group met at Mrs. Van ed by scribe, Linda Veldheer.
if people want baseball speeded
On Thursday afternoon.Jan. 10,
Dyke’s house.
each brought
up. why not have batters walk
the Happy and Gay Blue Birds
instead of having to pitch four
some art paper and made symbol- elected officers. 'Hiey were: Nanballs. .Zuverink said he is leaving
grams. ‘Bonnie Van Dyke treated cy Diekema, president; Barbara
Wilfred F. Clapp, assistant su-isaid that although the board's ^Some school leaders were disnext month for spring trainingat
us with ice cream. Reported by Van Zoeren. secretary; Dian Vaperintendent of public instruction | P0l*cy ca*!® for an ^11-district an- gruntled over the double program
Scottsdale,Ariz.
scribe, Beterly Hoffman.
nexation, it is not the thinking of involvingcity annexation and
derham. scribe; Sharon HoeksePep talks were give by Plewes, for Michigan, expressed disap- the Holland board to deprive any school district annexation,and
The Tamikata Camp Fire Group ma, srgeant at arms; and SanKleinheksel, and Secretary - Man- pointment that the Holland Board
met at the nome of Judy Van dra Berens. treasurer. Then we
student of education, and there is little or nothing was said of any
ager William H. Vande Water, alEerden. The business meeting was were treated by Judy Den Bleykof Education had limited its an- nothing to preclude that more dis- advantageswhich city annexation Fred Van Wieren, 77, of 1442
The
Okiciyapi
Camp
Fire
Girls,
Ottawa Beach Rd., was found
so by the two captains. Crux of nexation pro|ram to 11 adjoining tricts cannot be annexed later.
held, then we were treated by Judy er and then we made Blue Bird
would bring.
the talks was that the Chamber school districts, but urged school Miles also explainedthe high
On the question of requiring dead in his car at 11:15 a.m. Mon- group 1, of St. Francis de Sales with orange pop and cookies. We calendars with our Blue Bird group
is more anxious to have new memleaders in the entire area to school building and site fund of some $10,000 in state equalized day a few miles south of Zeeland.’ met at the home of their leader, gathered in the kitchen where we pictures on them. Reported by
Van Wieren, retired drain com- Mrs. Kenneth Hall a week ago made symbolgrams for our Indian
bers and new blood to help build
“keep working at it” and eventual- the Holland Board of Education in evaluation behind a child in order
scribe, Diane Vanderham.
missioner of Ottawa county, died Monday. They worked on their names. We picked out the symbols
the community, rather than just
ly arrive at a solution whereby which $50 was set asidt? from tui- to build a high school,Clapp said
The Maplewood Dozen met at
of a heart attack, accordingto memory books and planned an ice’ we wanted and worked a long time
collectingmembership fees.
all the children in Holland area tion from outside students and there is no basis in law for such
the home of the leader,Mrs. MaMembers of Cobb’s team are will be in a school district serv- $50 for each city student. He a formula, but he pointed out that
skating party. Reportedby scribe, arranging them the
we zurek and Mrs. De Feyter, we are
Victor Van Fleet, Dale Fris, Ray ing kindergarten through 12th
Kathryn Hall.
thought it best. Reportedby secre- learning the song ‘ Boom-de-a-da.”
pointed out that it was not until the state average is around $13,Riedsma, Arthur Alderink, Ber- grade. •
The Watomakiya
Fire tary, Kristi Venhuizen.
two years ago that the Holland 000 behind each child, ‘and "to
We then played some games and
nard P. Donnelly. George Good,
The WetomachickCamp Fire made plans for future meetings.
Group of Maplewoodmet at the
Clapp appeared at a meeting of board charged the maximum for do a job” there should be sufficAndy Dalman, Louis Steketee, the Holland Rural Area School tuition.
home of Mrs. De Haan. Margo girls met at the home of Jo Ann Reported by scribe, Linda Naber.
ient valuation in a district
Russ Vande Poel, Peter Berneck- Board Association Monday night He also explained that the cur- Walter Vander Haar. a memNaber, the presidentcalled the Shashaguay. The committee for< The Hi Flying Blue Birds met
er, W. F. Roser, Gordon Van Putmeeting to order. After the secre- our trip to Chicago was told what Jan. 15 at the school. We played
in Lakewood school, attended by rent program was limited to 11 ber of the 32-member annexation
ten, Harvey Buter, Cornie Van
tary and treasurers' reports and they had to do. We found out how games and made sea shell sachabout 100 persons. Harold Ram- districtsbecause there are some study committee to probe city
Voorst. Robert Freers, WilUs Wela treat by Mina Kempker, we went we were *oing to earn the few ets. Jo Ann Den Uyl brought a
sey, who presided, announced an- city residents who will resist any annexation, explained certain aims
ling, Ernest PhHIips, Paul Winon two ^group excursions,thus requirements left. One thing we treat. Reported by scribe, Marcia
other meeting Feb. 18 in Montello idea of annexation and it was of the committee as to determinchester,Hdward Van Egmond, Park school «at which time Clem- generally felt that annexationin ing boundary lines. He also said
earning an honor ' in Frontiers were glad to find out about was Winter.
Robert Hall, Vem Schipper, Wil- inshaw appraisals will be discuss- easy stages would be the best Holland and Park townships have
Craft. At one place, we each re- our swimming at Grand Haven.
The LongfellowLucky 13 Blue
liam DuMond.
Banquet Bii4s went to the city green house
ceived two souvenirs. Reported by For our Father-Daughter
ed.
answer. He said there likely would a separate study committeeon anMembers of Emmick’s team are
Thelma Leenhouts was to intro- on Jan. 14. A treat was served
scribe,Mary De Haan.
The meeting, largely an open be further annexation some years nexation problems.
Simon Steketee, Cornel Brewer, meeting of questions and answers, hence, but then the larger area
Hie Tayanwa group of Jefferson duce the toastmaster and toastmis- before we went by Barbara Van
In holdingout for a larger school
A1 Knipe, Lew Deridder,Opal touched only briefly on matters which would be a single school
School met in two places. Hflf of tress. As not many of the girls Loo.' There were many interesting
Manthey, William De Haan. Rob- of alternatereorganization.It district by that time would share district than the proposed prow.. group met at the home of Mrs. were there each girl was assigned plants in the greehouse.There
gram of 11 districts, Clapp sugert Wolbrink. Gerald Vande Vusse,
Van Eenenaam. They did copper to call one girl and tell her what were cactus, coffee treep, lemon
was towards the *1:1056 of the meet- in the decision. “It's not duck soup
Jack Daniels, Bernard Shasha- ing that Clapp said he felt that to sell annexation in the city or gested that interestedpersons hold
enameling,assisted by Mrs. J. had happened at the meeting. Jo trpes, and even a banana tree with
guay, John Van Tatenhove.Jr., consolidation of districtsoutside the outlying area/ he said.
a series of meetingswith the one
Plewes and Miss Karen Andreasen. Ann and her mother treated to littl green bananas on it. Also
Ray N. Smith, C. A. Van Liere, the city was not the best answer There was a tendency in later aim of providing better education
The other half of the group met brownie, cookies and sodas. Mrs. there were may flowers and a
B. J. Rosendahl, William J. Olive,
at the home of Mrs. Andrew Dal- Smallenburgis our leader.
and he expresseddoubt that the discussion to take some of Miles’ for children. "You'll find a way
few palm trees. We are invited
Steve Waskerwitz, Ben Altena, state would approve a reorganiza- statements out of context and in spite of* some of the stumbling
man and made belts, braceletsahd On Jan. 14 the Tawanka Camp again in April when every thing
Merle Boes, Nelson Bosman and
Fred Van Wieren
dangles out of some of their beads. Fire girls of Lincoln School met is in bloom. Reported by Linda
tion program of that type
"pin him down” on depriving stu- blocks in the constitution and
Don Williams.
Wendell A. Miles, president of dents of education in outside dis- state law,” he predicted. “Just Dr. Alfred J. Vander Waa who Miss Barbara Walvoord helped at Mrs. Geertman's.We wrote a Van Durenj* scribe.
keep working at it!”
the Holland Board of Education, tricts.
served as deputy medical exami- them. Reported by scribe. Marcia symbol story for our memory
The Pixie Blue Birds met in
books and colored them. The pres- Beechwood School Library. The
Jongsma.
ner.
Grand Haven Resident
The body was found by Harvey On Jan. 14 the Watomachick ident, Virginia Costellopresided at meeting opened with Pledge to the
Kleis of Holland who notified au- Camp Fire group finished their the meeting.Reported by scribe Flag. Electionof Officers was held.
Dies After Illness
thorities. The car had run dff the Camp Fire Memory books. Karen Barbra Britton.
Prsident. Jane Overway; secreGRAND
(Special)
The Tawanka Camp Fire group tary, Patty Vander Yacht; treasroad on 32nd St. into the . snow Streur, treated with candy bars.
Mrs. Julius Garbrecht. 42. route
and against a tree. Damage was Reported by Karen D a i n i n g, of Beechwood held their last meet- urr, Sandra Brand; scribe, Patty
1, West Olive, died late Monday
negligible.The location was on scribe.
ing at Laura De Feyter’s house Wehrmeyer. We started to make
afternoon in Zeeland Community
32nd St., a half-mile east of ZeeThe Ataya Mukkinneunk Camp We nominated Joy Coffman and gifts for our Mothers. Patty WehHospital after a seriousillness for
land's State St.
t
Fire Group .held their meeting in Laura De Feyter to be in charge meyer, scribe.
Gilbert Vande Water, 69. who for
the past two weeks. She was born
The body was taken to Yntema Beechwood School No.^1 Library. of entertainment. W^ also made • The Busy Blue Birds of the 3rd
Leaders from 46 Scout units and
30
years
served
as
coroner
of
Helen Alma Veldhuis,Oct 6, 1914,
executive committee members will Funeral Home in Zeeland and then Mrs. Kibby and Mrs. Nelson Camp Fire booklets. We had re grade, Van Raalte Scltool met at
Southern Ottawa County, died at
in Zeeland and had lived in the
meet in Holland. Jan. 31 at 6:30 transferred to Ver Lee's in Hol- checked our memory books. We freshments. We played games then the home of one of their leaders,
10:45 p.m. Sunday as he was preWest Olive area for 16 years, movp.m.
to discuss plans and make land.
planned to make Valentines • for were dismissed, The meeting be- Mrs. Bugene De Wit(. We made
paring to retire. His home address
ing there from Spring Lake. Mr.
Van Wieren, who served as coun- Valentine's day. We drew names fore last we met at Sally Plakke’s pink and black oil cloth place
final decisions on the 1957 Scout
was
83 West 18th St.
and Mrs. Garbrecht were married
Fair for the Chippewa Districtof ty drain commissioner for many for our Valentine’s party. Donna and we .covered cigar boxes with i ats. Peggy De Witt Treated. ReMr. Vande Water was on duty
years retired a few years ago and Van Til and Carol Schuiling were cloth and decoratedthem. Sally ported by scribe, Marcia Mulder.
in Zeeland Oct. 17, 1935. She was
the Grand Valley Council.
a member of Harlem Reformed earlier in the evening at Dykstra
The
Fair itself will be held March was succeeded by George De chosen to make a Valentine box. served refreshments. Reported by
The Maplewood Dozen Blue
#
Church and the Ladies Aid and Funeral Home where he served as
by
scribe, Karen secretary, Sally Plakke’.
30 at the Civic Center and will conBirds
met at the home of Mrs.
also the West Olive Ladies Club. manager for many years. He was
On Dec. 18 the Tayanwa group Mazurek with Mrs. De Feyter on
sist of two main parts. The larger
Karsten.
the
son
of
the
late
William
H.
Besides the husband she is surOn Jan. the Wetomachick had a Christmasparty in the Jef- Jan. 14. We stasted to make baswill be the exhibit booths. In each
Funeral Services Held
vived by a daughter. Mrs. Roger Vande Water who served as sexton
of these one Scout unit will demonCamp Fire Girls met at the home ferson School gym. They each in- kets out of reed. Ellen Van Deuat
Pilgrim
Home
Cemetery
for
Kolean and one son, Frank of West
of tyeir leader Miss Pat Daining. vited another girl. Mrs. William De sen treated the group with cup
strate something its members have For Fred Van Wieren
Olive; her parents Mr. and Mrs. many years.
learned or are doing in Scouting.
They elected officersfor the new Long is the leader. She played cakes. We sang some songs. ReFred Veldhuis of Zeeland; four Mr. Vande Water was a memFuneral servicesfor Fred Van year: President, Barbara Hilbink; records and directed them in the ported by scribe, Linda Naber.
These will include handicraft,first
ber
of
Trinity
Reformed
Church
sisters, Mrs Way Henson of HolThe Bonny Blue Birds of St.
aid. camping and similar activi- Wieren, who died Monday of a vice president, Sharyn Overway; games. They played "Find the
land, Mrs. Willard Taylor and and past president of Trinity Resecretary,Beverly Kiekintveld. Girl,” and “North, South, East, Francis met in the auditorium of
ties.
heart
attack,
were
held
Thursformed
Church
Relief
Society.
He
Mary Ann Veldhuis of Zeeland and
and West.” They had a gift ex- their school with their leader Mary
Reported by Karen Daining.
The second part will consist of
also was active in the Men's Bible
day at 2 p.m. at Hardewyk ChrisMrs. John Heyblom of
On
Monday,
Jan. 14 the Okihi change also and before they# re- Ann Seif and one of the mothers,
booths
in the cenler of the audiHaven; six brothers. Jerome of Class. He served as director of the
tian
Church the Camp Fire girls met at the home ceived their refreshmentsttyey Mrs. Schoonard. They held a short
torium floor forming a midway.
Rev. Henry Baker officiating.
East Point, Ga., Allen, Norman Ottawa County Savings and Loan
of Mrs. Bresnahan.The president, danced the Bunny Hop. On the en- business meeting and learned new
The executive committee has ruland Martin of Holland. Leon and Association,was a member of the
He was a member of the Harde- Suzanne Fetters opened the meet- tertainment committee was Ann «ongs. A wonderful treat was furnied that only entertainment or
Holland
Chamber
of
Commerce
Fred, Jr., of Zeeland and two
wyk Consistory for 40 years.
Gllbert Vande Water
ing with prayer. The reports of Van Eenenaam, Carole Speet, shed Schoonard. The meeting ended
and formerlywas a member of man Bekker, Miss Cora Vande games of skill may be staged. Prograndchildren.
Surviving are the wife. Bertha; the treasurer and secretary were Kathy Eggers and Mary Jeanne at 4 :50. Reported by scribe,- Marceeds
from
the
midway
are
kept
the old Park and Cemetery Board. Water and Mrs. Henry Helmink.
six sons. Martin, John, Andrew,
made. We elected officersfor the Buys. The girls who decorated the garet Wayman.
He served as county coroner until all of Holland;two brothers, the by the individual units to meet Elmer J. Van Wieren of Holland;
The Happy Blue Birds of Longrest of the year. Lynn Bresnahan table are Barb Plewes, Carol
'costs of group activities.Booths
about two years ago when it was Rev. John Vande Water of Midland
Fred Jr. of South Haven; Garence is president; Maria Farkas, vice Kraal. Nancy Cuperus, and Carol fellow School met for a favorite
are allott6das the units apply for
voted to have medical examiners. Park, N. J., and William Vande
Van Wieren of Rochester, N. Y.; president;Mary Donnelly, treasur- Brondyke. The refreshment com- doll’s tea party, Monday, Jan. 14them.
started work at Dykstra Water of Holland.
three daughters, Mrs. Arthur Vaner; and Virginia Merlllat, secre- mittee was Pam Roser, Barb at the home of their leader, Mrs.
Boy
Scout. Cub Scout, Explorer
Funeral Home at the age of 14.
Funeral services will be held and Sea Scout units are eligible to den Brink and Mrs. Albert tary. Mrs. Donnelly treated with Kouw, Karen Barber, Joanne Gordon Zuverink. Each girl introHis only son, Russell, died in Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. at DykBruursema of Holland and Mrs. apples. Reported by scribe, Vir- Musher. This was reported by the duced her doll and fed her "tea”
take part. Applicationsfor the
1950.
James McDougall of Albuquerque, ginia Merillqt.
stra Funeral Home and at 3 p.m.
from doll’s dishes. Nancy Kolean
scribe,Marcia Jongsma.
Surviving are the wife, Ger- at Trinity Reformed Church. The various booths are now being re- N. Mex.; two stepsons,Gerrit and
On Jan. 14 the Tanda Camp Fire
On Dec. 17 the Okiyahapi Camp brought the treat. The’ girls then
ceived
by
the
participation
comtrude; six sisters. Mrs. Simon Rev. John Hains will officiate and
Albert Van Kampen of Holland; 37
Girls of Lakeview School met at Fire group met at the home of made paper dolls from magazine
Scheerhorn,Mrs. John Saggers, burial will be in Pilgrim Home mittee.
grandchildren; 53 great grandchilthe home of Mrs. Matchinsky. their leader Mrs. W. Connor. They pictures and designed dresses for
The
Chippewa
District includes
Mrs. John De Ridder. Mrs. Her- Cemetery.
dren; two sisters, Mrs. Herman
the communities o f Fennville, Geers and Mrs. Andrew Bremer Marilyn Koeman took roll. Susan had a business meeting first 4hen them. Ruth Arin Van Dyke made
Hamilton, Saugatuok. Douglas, of Holland; three brothers,John Wojahn and Eva St. John brought enjoyed a Christmas party. The> the prize outfit. Susan Me Bride,
West Olive, Ganges,. Pearl, Hud- Leonard and Henry Van Wieren the treat. We wrote invitations and girls exchanged gifts then brought scribe,reporting.
Methodist Bible Class
discussed '>u^, ceremonial which is glass holders to the hospital that
sonville,Zeeland and Holland.
of Holland.
Jan. 21. We are Inviting our spon- they had made at previous meet- One-Year-Olis Feted
Stages Potlach Sapper
sors and school teacher. Reported ings. Mrs. Connor served refreshments'. The girls also made Moss At Birthday Party
by Judy Reinking.
The Ladies Bible Gass of First Two Saturday Mishaps
Coaple Married Monday
gardens for their mothers for A party was given for Rodney
On
Jan.
7
the
Okiyahapi
Camp
MethodistChurch had a potluck Occur at Same Crossing
In Third Church Chapel
Fire group met at the home of Chritmas. Reported by scribe, Allen Dannenberg and David
supper at the church Friday eventheir leader, Mrs. Connor. The Mary Lou Wlerda ‘
ZEELAND (Special)— There will ing, with 21 members present. Mrs. Four cars were damaged Satur- Miss Doris Brower, of 177 West girls counted their honors. On Jan. The Seven Pixies of Federal Michael Tinuner on their first
birthdayby their mothers;Mrs.
day
afternoon in two separate acI^onard
De
Witt
gave
the
invocanot be a primary election here
11th SL, and John E. Muller, of 14 the girls first went skating then School met Dec. 17, *956 at Mrs.
James Dannenberg and Mrs.
tion. Mrs. Gold! a Fox, president, cidents at North River and Doug- 693 South Shore Dr., were married
Feb. 18. due to a lack of candiwent to Mrs. Connor’s house for Tubergan’shome, A pot-hick .was Helen Timmer, Saturday, Jan. 12
opened
the meeting with a poem las Aves.
in
a
iimple
ceremony
this
morndates. City Clerk John Holloman
ceremonialto receive their enjoyed and gifts were exchang- at the Dannenberg home at 187
At 4:30 p.m. a car driven by ing in the chapel of Third Reformas a tribute to Mrs. Elfie Walker,
said Monday.
beads. Diane Rutgers, Caroline ed- After that we went to Centen- East 25th St.
Ruth
Van
Leme,
29,
of
922
OakKenneth Bosman
Ray Schaap and Harold Becks- who will leave shortly for dark dale Ctw was making a left hand ed Church with the Rev. Christian Connor and ^4ary Lou Wlerda nial Park for caroling. On Jan. Those attending were Mrs.
Memorial Home in Grand Rapids.
Walvoord and the Rev. Jerry Veld- lighted candles for having most 14, 1957 Mrs. Tuberga took us
voort for whom nominatingpetiEvelyn Dannenberg, Beverly and
Kenneth Bosman Assumes
Mrs.
S. P. Eakley led devotions turn when It was struck by a car man officiating.The couple was
tions for mayor were being circubeads. Mary Wlerda and Caroline to the 7-Up Company. Mary Ann Diane; Mrs. Jerry Wise, Cathy,
and later told a story entitled "The driven by Stanley Bareman, 18, of attended by Mr. and Mrs. Ed Van
lated, have both been withdrawn
Connor treated. Reported by Roossien treated. Reported by Vicki and Paula; Mrs. A1 WiegerJuvenile Agent Position
llSJ^akewoodBlvd.
Eck.
scribe, Mary Ann Roossien. y
from nomination, Holleman said. Hero of Kastdale.” The program
scribe, Mary Lou Wierda.
Fifteen
minutes
later
a
car
opInk; Mrs. Burton Borr and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Muller left for the The Aowakiya group of WashGRAND HAVEN (Special)
The Golden Blue Birds of Maple- Tony Dennenbbrg. Unable to atBecksvoorthas not lived in the for the year was planned. The erated by Jack Huizenga, 17, of
class
will
hold
a
white
elephant
west
coast
and
will
sail
Jan.
28
on
Kenneth Bosman. 121 East 13th city two years, and thereforedoes
157 Vander Veen Ave., collided the S. 8. Lurline for Hawaii. They ington School had their meeting wood School had an interestingtend were Mrs. Betty Haas and
St., Holland Monday began his du- not meet that qualification. sale Feb. 15 at the home of Mrs.
Jan. 14 at Claudia Vander Heuvel’s trip on our regular meeting day, Mark David, Mrsi Donald Lakker
with the rear of a car driven by
will be at home April 1 at 693 South
ties as the county Juvenile Agent Schaap, who did not take out his Ilerm Miller.
house. We chose new officers, then Jan. 14. Mrs. Felon and Mrs. RuShirley Dekker, 16, of route 4, who
Shore Dr. Mrs. Muller has taught talked about the next meeting. We bingh took us to the Telephone and Mary Lou Brewer.
In charge of the supper were
for the Ottawa County Probate own petition, declined to run bewas stopped at the intersection.
The guests of honor were preMrs. John Oudman, Mrs. Claudia
English in Juhior High School and
Court.
cause it would mean giving up his
Ottawa County deputies said typing in Holland High School. Mr. then sang rome songs and for our Company. Two ladies showed us sented with gifts. Lunch was serThompson
and
Mrs.
Herman
DamBosman 26, a sociology major position on the fire department,
treats we had pop and cookies. through thfe building,and we took
damage to the four vehicles was
son, kitchen committee;Mrs. John
Muller is associatedwith the Reported by scribe, Mary Ellen books borne with us that show us ved at a table decorated in a cirlit Colvin Coiiege,has been recom- Holleman said.
estimatedat $500.
cus scene.
StandardGrocer Co.
mended for appointmentfor the It is now up to the nominating Serier and Mrs. Maud Horning,
how the first telephones were startWoldring.
position by Probate Judge Fred- committee to secure enough can- dining room committee.
ed
Vickie
Hulst
served
the
treat.
On Jan. 10, at their regulai
erick T. Miles. 'The appointment didates to necessitatean election,
Stcotid Ward
lnjared
meeting, the Waukazoo Camp Fire Reported by scribe, Kathy Buur Zeeland Reserves Win
is expected to be verified by Gov. with barely enough candidatesnow
Girls elected new officers. They
COMSTOCK PARK (Special)
A petition for nomination as
Two Cart Dama fed
G. Mennen Williams in the near petitioning.The nominatingcomOn the 14th of Jan. the 13 little Zeeland’s reserve team trounced
councilmanfrom the second ward
Gail Sparks, 16, of 358 West 19th are as follows: Donna Zone, presifuture.
mittee,if it can, will find two mayTwo cars were damaged Thurs- has been secured by Harold B. St., Sunday received possibleback dent; Sandra Elenbaas, vice pres- Blue Birds of-LongfellowSchool Comstock Park, 70-31 here Friday
* Both Bosman and his wife, the oral candidates, two to run for day afternoon when they collided at Tregloan, 287 West 16th St., Gty injurieswhen a car in which she ident; Susan Ramsey, secretyy; had election. Presiden is Sharon night The quarter scores favored
former Norma Piers, live in Hol- county supervisor one for assessor 30th St. and Pine Ave. Drivers of Clerk Clarence Grevengoed said was a passengerdriven by Willis and Mary Lou Serne, treasurer. Welling; secretary, Linda John- Zeeland, 22-8; 44-15 and 59-23.
land, with their 21-month old
and four for two posts on the city the cars were Edna Dykema, 31, of Tuesday. Tregloan is the first can- Cain, 21, of 460 MichiganAve., and Plans for- coming ‘meetingwere son; treasurer, Judy Jongsma; Wayne Schout and Jack Van Dort
scribe, Linda Veldheer; conduct, each had 17 for Zeeland while
Bosman succeeds Avery D.
council
324 West 17th SL, end C. Dorgelo, didate from the ward to apply for a car operatedby Thomas Ferai, discussed.Group singing enter^
resigned to take
SatUgpay noon was the deadUne 36, of 128 West 29fh St. PoUce esti- a petition since the resignationof 51, of 300% West 17th St., coUid- tainer the girls for the remainder Robin Walters. We made snowmen Keith HubHell added 11. Terpstra
in Midland.
out of paper plates and cobred sank 13 for Comstock Park.
lor securing petitions.
ed at 19th St. and Harrison Ave. of « ^meeting. •
Laverne Rudolph last W<
mated damage aj $350.
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Prefiminary Plans
For Founders

Vows Spoken

in

Lutheran Church

Day

Plans are in progress for the 69th

annual Michigan Christian En-

Made

deavor Union convention to be held

at

Meeting

in Holland June 20 to 23, with the
Holland and Allegan Christian En-

Preliminary plans for the Founders Day observance on Feb. 9 were
made at a meeting of committee
chairmenand members with Judge
Cornelius vander Meulen, general

deavor Unions as hosts.
Headquarterswill be in Third
Reformed Church. Outside delegates will be housed in local
homes. The Saturday night banquet will be held in Civic Center.
Henry Kleinheksel of Maplewood
Church is serving as general
chairman for the local committee.
Vice chairmen are Jay E. Folkert
and John Kleinheksel.Margaret
Nykamp of the Allegan union is
serving as secretary and Willis
Van Vuren of Holland as treasur-

chairman, Friday afternoonin

er.

Committee chairmen are Prof.
Clarence Kleis, lodging; Willis Van
Vuren, finance: Cornelia Van
Voorst, publicity; the Rev. Ed
Viening, banquet and halls; Tony
Last, registration and reception;
Mrs. Edith Walvoord,long timers,
John Van Tatenhove, decorations
and exhibits; Merwin Van Doomik.
music; Nathalie Nyhuis. recrea
tlon; the Rev. Kenneth Van Wyk,
guides and ushers; the Rev. Henry

Henry Kleinheksel

of Holland by the Michigan Historical Foundation will be in
charge of Jdhn Van Eerden and
Robert Wolbrink. Renovation of
the cemeteryplot in Pilgrim Home
Cemetery, with the Rev. A. C.
Van Raalte'sgrave marker restored. has been completed.

Rozendal and the Rev. Norman
Van Heukelom. ministerialcooperation; Roger Garvelink, flying
(Penno-Sas photo)

Jaycee Group Completes

Megan

In a ceremony, honor students
or Boy Scouts will place a wreath
on Dr. Van Raalte’s grave. William Vande Water and 0; S. Reimold will be in charge.
luncheon in honor of Dr.
Willis Dunbar who will make the
presentationof the marker is being
planned. This will be open to the
public on reservation. Willard C.
Wichers, Mrs. J. J. Riemersma.
Mrs. George Pelgrim and Clarence
Jalving will make arrangements.
Marvin Lindeman, W. A. Butler
and Verne C. Hohl were appointed
by Judge vander Meulen to promote the Founders Day observance with appropnatenoticesand

squadron.

Group DiscussesPlans for annual benefit dance.

Selected

Council Chambers of City Hail.
Several features were discussed
during the general discussion.
Suitable exercises will be held
in the schools on Friday, the day
preceding the observanceon Feb.
9. Dr. I. J. Lubbers, Walter W.
Scott and Dr. Bert Bos will be
chairmen.
Dr. Jacob Hoogstra and Dr. John
R. Mulder will make arrangements
for religiousservices the day following (Feb. 10) at a ministerial
conference Monday.
The unveiling of the marker to
be officially presented to the City

The Michigan Christian Endeav
or union board of directorsof
which Robert Nykamp of Holland
is presidentis working closely
with the local committeein its
convention plans. Darrell Franken
of Detroit, general secretary for
the state union, also is working

A

ond Mrs. Herbert W. White,

Jr.

(Princephoto)

Zion Lutheran Church was the This Ring.”
scene of a double ring ceremony Mrs. Gladden wore a brown lace
uniting Miss Ruth Gladden and dress over beige taffeta with
closely with the Holland com
Herbert W. White, Jr., in mar- brown and beige accessories and
AU is in readiness for the eighth
mittee.
riage Dec. 29. The Rev. E. M. a yellow rose corsage. The mother
Convention
speakers
already
annual polio benefitdance for SatALLEGAN (Special)
More
Ruhlig
read the rites before a of the groom chose a blue lace
Women of the Moose
scheduled for the June convention
urday, Jan. 26. to be held in the
than 3,000 Boy Scouts and leaders
setting ot gladioli and mums, dress with matching accessories
are
Arch
McQullken
of
the
PennTulip Room of the Warm Friend To AttenJ Conference
with white satin bows marking the and a pink rose corsage for the
from the seven counties of the sylvania Christian Endeavor UnRobert Nykamp
pews
occasion.
Tavern.
The Women of the Moose, Chap- Grand Valley council, will con- ion, and the Rev. Earle Gates
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
Shown examining one of the
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Cobb acted
president
of
the
International
posters.
ter 1010, held their regular busi- verge n Allegan May 24 for a
dance posters at a meeting of comand Mrs. Harry C. Gladden, 856 as master and mistress of cereChristian Endeavor Society.
South Shore Dr. Parents of the monies at the reception for 100
mittee chairmen held last Monday ness meeting Wednesday evening three-daycamporee at the fairChristian Endeavor societiesall
groom are Mr. and Mrs. Herbert guests at the church hall follownight at the home of Mrs. Norman at Moose Home.
grounds.
over Michigan currently are preW. White, Sr. of 8485 Remington ing the ceremony. Serving punch
Wangen, 118 West 30th St., are
Mrs. Gladys Gordon, Senior The "Jambor-AH” as it has been paring for Christian Endeavor
Dr., Allison Park, Penn.
front row (left to right): Mrs.
were Joyce Hansan and Grace
Told
Regent, conducted the meeting. designated, is expectedto be the Week Jan. 27 to Feb. 3. Theme this
Donn Lindeman in charge of tick1116 floor-length gown chosen by Veen, and Clarence Bakker and
year is "Consider Your Call."
ets: Mrs. Egbert Boer, business Plans were completedfor co-work- largest gathering of Scouts ever ChristianEndeavor week this year
the bride was of white chantilly Mickey Kimber. Mr. and Mrs.
Holland Branch of American
Feb.
arrangements and Mrs. Wangen, ers to go to Ionia Jan. 27 to atlace with long sleeves pointed over Hart Egger were at the gift table
En' Association of University Women
president of the Junior Chamber tend the Mid-Winter Conference. ^tineXlfr.cenUy
the wrists and trimmed with irri- and (Miss Ruth Kimber/ was in
met in the Koffee Kletz at Hope
of Commerce Auxiliary, which is From fiscal year records at Mose- the heavy snow to survey the fair- deavor society.
Anauta, the Baffin Land Eskimo descent sequins at the neck. Her charge of the guest book. MemCollege Thursday evening. The woman, will be the forenoon fingertipveil of illusion was held bers of the Lutheran Ladies Aid
sponsoring the event. Second row heart, Mrs. Gordon was selected grounds as a possible site for the
shows Mrs. Don Gilcrestin charge as ConferenceLeader. Being an meeting and found it acceptable.
program featured a panel discus- speaker at the Allegan County by a headpece of seed pearls and also assisted in serving. Mrs.
of posters: Mrs. Paul De Kok. dec- honor chapter,Holland will ex- Eleven camp sites were laid- out
sion by Miss Barbara Lampen, Teachers’Institute.She will de- irridescent sequins She wore a Schaap sang several selections
orations and Mrs. George Slikkers. emplify the initiationceremony. on the grounds. Each will have its Directors
scribe the customs, habits and pearl necklace, gift of the groom, and Dale Conklin played ’Tea for
Dr.
Joy Talbert,Miss Natalie Bosco-chairman.Mrs. Don Scholten, Practices for the new ritualistic own gate-waydecorated to depict
nian, Miss Nella Meyer and Miss traits of her people who differ and carried a white Bible with a Two" and "La Bmnette” on the
procedure are being held every the work of the group within.
co-chairman, is standing.
Emma Reeverts, speaking on from the race of Eskimos living white orchid.
The meeting will be patterned afTheme of the dance is' ‘Evening Tuesday evening.
Mss Louise Gladden, sister of The bride attended Holland High
in Alaska.
"Europe's Women Today."
Taking part in the ceremony will ter the national jamborees held
in Paris" and the committees are
Topics discussed were the status Anauta and her children were the bride, as maid of honor wore School and has recently eben emeach
year
at
Valley
Forge.
Cookplanning an appropriate Parisian be Mrs. Gordon, Senior Regent;
brought from the Arctic with a a floor - length gown of gold with' ployed as a teletype operato.* at
Mrs. Nett Ver Hoef, Chaplain: ing will be over charcoal fires Ten members were elected to of professionalwomen and that of large supply of furs which were
atmosphere.
velvet bodice and skirt of cry the H. J. Heinz Oo. The groom is
the housewife, family life, educaFrank Lockage'sorchestrawill Mrs. Marie Botsis,pro-tern Junior and the boys will sleep in small the board of directorsof the Otta- tion and job opportunitiesfor wo- sold oo a high market. She then stalette. She sarried a aolonial a student at the University ot
wa County Humane Society for men. As a general rule, women traveled and learned the English bouquet of gold roses and white Montana in Missoula, Mont.,
provide music from 9 p.m. to Regent; Mrs. Blanche Solomon, tents.
Kent. Allegan, Barry, Montcalm, two-year terms in an election-byJunior Graduate Regent; Mrs.
1 a.m.
in Europe are better educated language before wonting on the mums with gold streamers. Miss where the newlyweds are now at
Entire proceeds will go to the Florine Berkey, Recorder; Mrs. Mecotta. Ottawa and Ionia coun- mail earlierthis week.
Marcella Gearhart and Miss home.
than American women, but in lecture platform.
The members are Gerald Helder.
Holland March of Dimes cam- Jeanette Vanden Heuvel, Treas- ties are included in the Grand ValEurope job opportunitiesare few- Dr. Richard Struna will tell of Amaryllis Getman, bridesmaids, For a western wedding trip, the
urer;
Mrs.
Ellen
Chrispell,
Argus
ley
council.
Paul Fredrickson,Mrs. Donald er, it was pointed out. Family his, "Two Years Behind the Iron wore gowns styled identicalto the new Mrs. White changed to a
paign.
Francis Hanson and Probate Winter, Mrs. Ward Hansen, Mrs.
The committee worked on decor- and Mrs. Ruby Alexander, Sentinel.
Dr. maid of honor's in green. They blue and gold brocade dress with
life is closely knit and many Curtain in Czechoslovakia."
Mrs. Onalee Boraas will be Guide Judge Harold F. Weston, of Al- David Gier, Mrs. Floyd Koopman,
ations at Monday’s meeting.
labor - saving devises are being Struna, physician, industrialist, wore matching headpieces and black accessories and a white
Mrs. Mary Kavathas,chairman of legan will direct local preparations all of Holland, Claude Ver Duin,
introduced into homes because of world traveler, observer and carried yellow roses with white orchid corsage.
Clare Broman, Bob Runyan and
the Hospital Guild Committee will for the event.
an acute shortage of domestic speaker, believesthat the world is mums and white streamers.
A rehearsal dinner was given by
Mrs. Essie Perry, all of Grand
be speaker for the newly initated
help. In all countries mentioned in great danger because two totaliJohn Stevens was best man and the groom's parents at the home of
Haven area.
co-workers.
women have the vote except in tarian systems have decided to ushers were Dennis and Robert Mr. and Mrs. Burt Kimber of HolPresent members whose terms
Mrs. Florine Berkey is in
Switzerland. The most equality is destroy democratic culture and Kimber. Miss Ruth Wendt, or- land. Pre-nuptial showers were
did
not
expire
are
Mrs.
P.
T.
charge of plans for the second
enjoyed by Scandinavianwom.-»r\ civilization.
ganist, accompanied Mrs. yarold given by Mrs. Hart Egger, Miss
Cheff, Mrs. John Van Dam, State
dinner to be put on by the chapter
Mrs. Ted Boeve, membership Dr. Struna has had occasion ot Schaap who sang "The Wedding Marcella Gearhart and Miss
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Rep.
George
Van
Peursem.Dr.
for members and guests on Feb.
chairman,introduced, new memThursday were Benjamin Breuker.
James Cook. Dr. L. E. Schmidt. bers, Mrs. John Bender, Miss Na- live under the iron hands of both Prayer.” "Beoaiae” and "With Amaryllis Getman.
1. Co-workers will make 25 dozen
route
1; Gary Vanden Berg, 488
Hitler and Stalin. He lived for two
Holland Rotary Club was enter- cookies to be delivered by the
Mrs. H. H. De Vries, O. A. Vantalie Bosman, Mrs. Frank Gaiow- years behind the Iron Curtain in
tained with an archery exhibition Gray Ladies to the Veterans College Ave.; Ardith Gebben, 260 den Dooren. Mrs. Charles Kirchen.
Sunday callers on Clarence Ter
West 15th St.; Mrs. Janice Mullins. Richard Bell. George Heeringa ski. Mrs. Everett Hart. Mrs. Haz- Czechoslovakia.Dr. Struna beat their regular meeting Thursday Hospital at Battle Creek.
Haar of Grandville, patient at a
el Hayes. Mrs. W. A. Hinkle. Mrs. lieves we cannot do business with
1978 West 32nd St.; Jack De Vries, and John Van Putten.
at the Warm Friend Tavern.
Grand Rapids hospital.
Fifteen members attended the
Marvin Jalving, Miss Sara Keith, Communism, that is Russia, any12
West
16th
St.; Robert Van Ark,
National champion Bill Piercer meeting. Prizes were won by Mrs.
The Ladies’ Missionary and Aid
Also associated with the board
Dick De Witt and Jimmy De
Miss
Harriett
Mulder,
Mrs.
Robmore than we could with Hitler Society met on Thursday,Jan. 10 Witt of Holland were Sunday evenof Hastingsdescribedthe equip- Marie Botsis, Mrs. Augusta Over- 69 East 32nd St.; Cindy Lou Mar- are the mayors and chiefs of poetr Sessions, Miss Fern Snyder,
at 2 p.m. in the church basement. ing guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
ment used and demonstratedthe way and Mrs. Florence Victor. link, 219 Dartmouth Rd. (discharg- lice of the three cities in the coun- Mrs. R. S. Van Dyke, Mrs. John and his Germany.
ed
same
day);
Robert
Kragt,'141 ty, Sheriff Gerald Vanderbeek and
Anauta will speak at 10 a.m.
proper technique of stringing
Lunch was served by the Child West 32nd St.; Mrs. Harry MaatVan Ingen, Mrs. Dale Van Lente, and will allow a period for ques- The meeting was opened with the Boss.
the dog committee of the Board
bow and shooting. Pierce said ar- Care Committee with Mrs. Jeanetsinging of a Dutch psalm, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Nyhuis
Miss Joan Van Wingeren, Mrs.
tions followingher lecture. 'Die In- George Van Zoeren read scripture and family of Kalamazoo were
of Supervisors composed of Larry
chery is an excellent hobby and ta Vanden Heuvel in charge. The man, route 1.
Robert
Wiles.
Mrs.
James
Witty
Discharged Thursday were Wade, Henry Slaughter and
stitute will adjourn from noon un- and offered prayer, minutes of the Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
that it is gaining in popularityeach next meeting will be Feb. 6 with
and Mrs. Jerome Counihan.
til 2 pm. during which time the previous meeting was read by Martin D. Wyngarden and family.
year. He then gave an exhibition the Ritual Committee in charge of Wayne Rozema, route 2; Fred Richard L. Coolc.
Announcement was made of the
Grote. 69 West Ninth St.; Paul
Allegan County MEA will hold a Marie Ver Hage, roll was called
of target shooting that displayed the program and lunch.
Young People's catechismclass
International
Relations
group
Vannette, 127 Vander Veen Ave.;
luncheon at the Presbyterian to which the following responded, met on Wednesday at 7 p.m. folhis markmanship.
meeting
Feb.
11
at
the
home
of
Cubs
of
Beechwood
Mrs. William Moore and baby,
Church.
The speaker was introduced by
the Mesdames:'J. G. J. Van lowed by Senior C.E.
Mrs. Sessions. Guest speaker will
route 2. West Olive; Bert Habing. Pack Receives Awards
Mrs. Vanden Brink
Teachers will procure their Zoeren, J. De Jonge. H. Wabeke, The Sewing Guild meets on
Rotarian Lee Kleis.
be Miss Metta Ross who will give
300 Washington Ave.
luncheon tickets before Feb. 4 G. Boss, H. Roelofs, G. Van Thursday at 1:30 p.m. in the
a talk on Africa.The drama group
To Henry Ter Meer
Hospital births include a daughBeechwood School No. 1 was the
from the high school superinten- Zoeren, H. Spaman, J. T. De church basement with Mrs. Gerry
will meet Jan. 31, also at the Sester born Thursday to Mr. and scene of the January meeting of
dents or from the county superin- Witt, M. P. Wyngarden and Marie Schermer serving as hostess.
Announcement is made of the Mrs. Evan Jackson. New Richsions home. Mrs. Richard Parker
Cub Scouts from Pack 3052 Thurstendent.
Ver Hage. Our readers of the The Golden Chain Union meetmarriage
of
Mrs.
Grace
Vanden
announced
that
there
will
be
a
mond; a son, Warren Dean, bom day evening.
School was closed Thursday on
Dr.
Struna
will begin his lecture afternoon were the Mesdames: G. ing will be held in the Vriesland
Brink and Henry Ter Meer or Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Warren
meeting of all area PTA groups at
account of the blizzard and cold
Each den had charge of one
at 2 pm. The Allegan High School Boss. H. Roelofs, J. T. De iWtt, Reformed church on Thursday at
route 5. Holland on Jan. II at the
Harrington School Jan. 28, at 7:45
weather.
Fitts. 190^ East 15th St.
phase of the evening’s activities
home
of
the bride.
p.m.
All
members
interested in Chorus will sing from 9:30 to 10 H. Wabeke, and Marie Ver Hage. 8 p.m. A film "C.E. Highlights”
An epidemic of hepatitis that has
with members of Den 1 -in charge
Offerings were taken, the hymn. will be shown.
these meetings are invited to at- a.m. <
The Rev. Donald Brandt performbeen raging in western Allegan
of the pre-opening period. "Pledge
The Institute will be held at "Why Not Now" was sung, and
The King’s Choralliers, male
tend.
ed
the ceremony.Attendants were
county, and especially severe in
of Allegiance" was given by Den
Griswold Auditorium in Allegan closing prayer concludedthe pro- chorus, will present an all sacred
Mr. and Mrs. John Brinkman,
Fennville and community, has not
2; Den 3 entertained with several
on Feb. 8. Four hundred seventy- gram. The next meeting will be concert in the Oakland Christian
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing have
abated, as everyone had expected, brother and sLster-in-lawof the
tricks and games were led by Den Court Grants $900
eight teachers will attend.
held in February.
Reformed church on Thursday at
a new grandson, Thomas Roy. 4. An infonnal band, composed of
with the coming of cold weather. bride.
Sidney Van Gelder, student at 8 p.m. This will be their only apA
reception
followed
at
Bosch’s
born
Jan.
8
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Floyd
Default
Judgment
Several teachers and teachers’
boys from Den 5, presented a
Western Theological Seminary ip perance in this vicinity.
Lewie Kadwell Installed
aides are among the victims. The Restaurant. Zeeland for members Lowing, Jr., of Coopersville.
musical number. A skit, "A Trip
Holland, was guest preacher in
Herman De Witt, Mr. and Mrs.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A
Mrs. Dave Smead spent Thursyounger class of people was among of the immediate famihes. A
to the Moon." was given by Den default judgment of ,3900. with As Rod, Gun President
the local church on Sunday, Jan. Jacob T. De Witt of Zeeland, Tony
social
evening
was
held.
day
with
her
cousin.
Mrs.
Jay
Mais
the first patientsand now older
with the following boys taking 330.75 costs to be taxed, was
13.
De Witt, Albert De Witt, Mr. and
Present were Mr. and Mrs. John of Grand Rapids who has been ill
people are affected.
part: Roger Dyke, John Hopkins, awarded Nancy H. Stearns of
Lewie Kadwell was installedas
Mr. and Mrs. Will Vander Kolk Mrs. John T. De Witt of TownVanden
Brink.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jake
for
some
time.
Mrs. Keith Landsburg, Mrs.
Tom Hindert, Bobby Van Dyke, Grand Haven, in Ottawa Circuit president of the Tulip City Rod were Sunday evening guests of line attended the funeral services
The West Allendale Community
Richard Jonathas and Ned Bale Vanden Brink, Mr. and Mrs. MelPerry Raak and Mike Young. Mr. Court Fiday afternoon against and Gun club at the regular Mr. and Mrs. Joe Vande Velde on of Mrs. Maggie Kooman of Jameswere delegates Tuesday and Wed- Vin Schaap, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Club met at the home of Mrs. Len and Mrs. Howard Dyke directed Roger and Dave Emelander, route monthly meeting Thursday night. Jan. 6.
town on Monday afternoon.
Kraker,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
VanLambertgse
Tuesday.
A
carry-inqfsday from Bethel chapter, O.E.S
the skit.
Don
Elenbaas
was
named
vice
3, Hudsonville.
Mrs. Bernice Beyer and Mrs.
John
Van
Rogenmorter
was
a
to the special session of grand den Brink, Mr. and Mrs. James dinner was served at noon and the
Awards were presented by Mrs. Stearns sought 32.500 from president.Ken Kadwell, secretary; Wednesday guest of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Beyer were Tuesday guests
Van
Ham,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Norman
afternoon
was
spent
in
making
chapter held in Grand Rapids
Cubmaster Warren Van Kampen the Emelanders for injuries receiv- Jack Zwiers, treasurer and Bemie Henry Boss.
of Mrs. Tom Beyer of Zeeland.
Others who attended part of the Boeve, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Wier- quilt blocks. The next meeting will and achievement chairman Jack ed in an accident in Georgetown Waterway, sergeantat arms.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Meuwsen Mrs. Simon Broersma and Mrs.
sema,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Koopbe
held
in
February
at
the
home
session were Mrs. Charles LupNichols. Receiving Bobcat awards township Feb. 17, 1954. Mrs.
Irv De Weer was appointed of Zeeland were Sunday evening Martin P. Wyngarden were Friday
low, Mr£ Charles Collins, Mrs. man, Mr. and Mrs. Ren'J. Koop- of Mrs. Anna Schippers.
were Bobby Van Dyke and Orlan Stearns alleged that her husband's chairman of the resolutionscom- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Will Tim- afternoon guests of Mrs. Harold
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing Slagh; Wolf, Roger Zeh and James
Irwin Hutchins, Mrs. Audrey man and Mr. and Mrs. Allyn J.
parked car was struck by a car mittee and comittee members in- mer and family on Jan. 6.
Ter Haar.
spent Friday with their former Plooster; Bear, Bobby Hoffman,
Mellon, Mrs. Margaret Sheard and Cook.
driven by Roger Emelander, and clude Ray Tardiff, Bill Wenzel,
Monthly consistorymeeting was
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roger
Wabeke
of
Mr. and Mrs. Ter Meer are now neighbors,Mr. and Mrs. Tom
William Van Hartesveldt, Sr.
Keith De Kraker, John Smith and owned by Dave Emelander. which Harold Van Slooten and Ernie South Blendon were Friday guests held on Monday evening.
at
home
at
route
5.
Holland.
Beukema
of
Grand
Rapids.
Norman Kee is seriously ill in
Steve Scheeihorn; Lion, Steve was operated without lights at U Phillips.
Prayer meeting was held on
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wabeke,
Mrs. Flora Tuttle spent several Kammeraad. Gold arrows were p.m.
the Allegan Health Center where
Clare broad. Holland State Park Roger Wabeke is serving in the Tuesday evening at 8.
day* this week with her brother. presented to Douglas Laarman,
he was taken following stroke Mrs. J. Van Voorst
The declaration alleged that manager, showed films on the Navy at present, stationed In Mrs. Martin P. Wyngarden was
Wjll Me Millan and family of Bobby Hoffman, Dennis Den Uyl Steams had stopped his atuomosuffered in his home.
a Wednesday afternoon guest of
conditionof state parks and what California.
Spring Lake.
Mrs. Homer Bale is convalescing Succumbs in Decatur
and Steve Kammeraad,with sliver bile to permit their dogs to run has to be done to improve them.
Saturday guests at the Simon Mrs. Louis Beyer.
Mr*.
James
Kronyndyke
has
at the Ned Bale home following
arrows going to Douglas Laarman, and parked partiallyon the high- April 13 has been set as the Broersma home were Mr. and
Mrs. Jacob Van Voorst, 82, of been ill the past week.
surgery in the Douglas hospital.
Dennis Den Uyl and Steve Kam- way.
date for the clean-up day at the Mrs. BUI Van Houten of Grand
Mr*. Harry Bennett is con- meraad. Paul Rotmin and Lee De
Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Johnson Decatur, former resident of HolBert Vande Poel, 77,
state park with April 20, the alter- Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Jousland,
died
Thursday
morning
folvalescing from a leg injury sus- Feyter received Denner Stripes.
Mrs. Anna Morse and Mrs. Carl
ma
of
Holland.
nate
date.
Refreshments,
were
lowing several weeks illness.
Lutheran Missionary
Diet at Hospital
tained in a fall recently. /
WaKer returned home Tuesday
The closing of the meeting was
served.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Moll and
Surviving are four daughters,
Russell Lowing and little nephew in charge of Den. 7.
from a three week trip to Florida
League
Has
Meeting
family of Borculo were Sunday Bert Vande Poel, 77, of 17 East
Mrs. Albert Slager of Kalamazoo, Danhy Lowing of East CoopersThey were visiting their sister and
guests of Mrs. Bernice Beyer and 16th St. died Friday evening at
Mrs.
Gerrit Beckman of Holland,
ville,
spent
Thursday
with
his
Royal
Neighbors
Plan
brother-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. HarThe January meeting of the
children.
Holland Hospitalwhere he had
Mrs. John Volkers of Ludington, parents. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Low- Newcomers to Holland
old Dickinson, when Mr. Dickinson
Lutheran Women's Missionary Public Installation
Mrs. A1 Hop and Terry were been taken in the afternoon.
and Mrs. Melvin Witzel of Grand ing of Bass River.
was strickenwith a fatal heart atTuesday afternoon guests of Mrs.
Honored at Sapper Party League was held Wednesday at
Rapids; two sons, John and Henry
He was born in North Holland
tack.
the church.
Practice for installation of Royal Effie Roelofs of Zeeland.
Van Voorst of Decatur; 22 grandin 1879' and lived In this area all
' Charles Abbott plans to go to children; 30 great grandchildren
Mrs.
Peter
Kroman
based
her
deMr. and Mrs. Jay Fetter, 885
Neighbor officers was held at a reMrs. Albert K. Lanning of his life. For early 50 years, he
Holland Harbor Funds
Kalamazoo to make his home with and the following halfbrothersand
South Shore Dr., entertained at a votions on "Lord, Teach Us to gular meeting Thursday night in Drenthe spent last week Wednes- owned and operated the Superior
WASHINGTON
(SpeciaD-Presihis sister, Mrs. Opal Bates. He
supper party Thursday night in Pray.” Miss O. Armbrusterre- charge of vice oracle Mrs. Stella day with Mrs. Henry Wyngarden. Sport Store and was also in the
half sisters: Mrs. Jennie Baron, ent Eisenhower
had lived with his mother, the late Mrs. Frances Schaap and Mrs dent Eisenhower’sfiscal 1958 bud honor of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence ported on the Lutheran Women's Dore. Installing officerswere Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss were cigar manufacturingbusiness for
get includes 834,000 for maintenMrs. Annah Abbott, until her death
Gladys Jipping of Holland, Mrs, ance and operation of Holland Har May, who have recently moved to Guild in regard to sewing for in- Wilm a Bronkhorst and Mrs. Saturday supper guests of Mr. and many years. He was a member
last weak.
Mrs. Syrene Boss of Galewood. of First Reformed Church and thfc
Grace Lookerse and Mrs. Emma bor and 325,000 for operation and Holland from Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. stitutions in and around Grand Blanche Shaffer.
Miss Gretchen Ming was appoint- Mr. and Mrs. Willis Boss of Men’s Bible Class. He was also
Pyle of Zeeland, Mrs. Marie Yates maintenanceof SaugatuckHarbor. May is associated with Mr. Fet- Rapids. The clothing drive for
Hungary next week will be in ed special auditor at the meeting. North Holland were recent Sunday a member of the greater consister in business.
of Clarksville, Wash., John Beld of
‘Mothers March9
charge of Mrs. R. Richman. The
Mr.
and
Mrs.
May
are
making
Howell,
Henry
Beld
of
CoopersLunch was served and prizes won guests of Mr. and Mrs. Carl tory and served as a deacon for
ALLEGAN (Special) - The Altheir home at 176 West Mth St. clothing which is collectedwill be hv Mrs. Melva Crowle, Mrs. Shaf- Sohermer.
ville and Herman Beld of Grand Marriage Licenses
many years.
legan Business and Professional ville.
Ottawa County
They have a daughter, Leah, who sent by the LutheranWorld Relief fer and Miss Bronkhorst.Mrs.
Andrew Forsleff recently re- He is survived by three
Women’s club will again underLarry Van Lare, 24, and Ethel attends Marywood Academy in Organization.
Nellie Kleis and her committee turned- to his home in Ludington Russell Vande Poel
take the "Mother’s March” for
Mrs. J. Steininger closed the were in charge.
Broadcloth was originallya silk Smith, 22. both of Holland; Leslie Grand Rapids.
after spending several weeks at Lester
Poel of
funds to combat polio this year. shirting, so named because it was Howard Weller. 21. Holland and
Mrs. May was presented a pair meeting with prayer. Hostesses
Public installationwill be held the Jack Wyngarden home.
Calif..
The "porch light parade” is sche- woven in greater widths than the Donna Mae Westeihof,19, route of wooden shoes as the typical were Mrs. M. Hoover and Mrs. J. Jan. 31 at 8 p.m. with a potluck Mr. aqd Mrs. Harold T
duled for Thursday night, Jan. 31 usual 29 Inches.
1,
|
Gutknechti
gesture of welcome to Holland.
lunch planned.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Ter
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Sunday School

I

Endeavor

Lesson

Sunday, January 27
ConsiderYour Call

Sunday. January 27
Need* That Jesua Meet*
Matthew 9:1-13
by C. P. Dame
#
(Based on copyrightedoutlines
produced by the Division of Chris-

Ephesians4:1-16
by Darrell Franken
-Consider Your Call" is the
theme for Youth Week which be-

THURSDAY, JANUARY

Indians,

Femville

Take League Wins

•

To Alter Standings

24, 1957

Bethany Have

Zeeland

Sisters of

The Ladies Aid of First Reformed Church held their first
meeting of the New Year on Thurs-

25th Anniversary

day afternoon.Mrs. Chris Plasman
read scripture and offered prayer. Seventy-fivewomen attended the
A trio composed of Mrs. A. Wiers- ath anniveniry pn>ffrun Sll.
ma. Mrs. Albertus Mulder
L*
and Mrs. A. G. Pyle sang. "Teach ters of Bethany in Fourteenth

and

.

Meet

T “

Kangaroo Kourt

Me to Pray," accompaniedby Street Christian Reformed Church
Fenn- Mrs. L. Meengs. Mrs. A. Vain Tuesday night. Mrs. C. Unema,
gins Sunday. Jan. 27 and continues
tian Education, National Council of I ville High School racked up its Duine gave a poem, "A Year Un- president, preakled and conducted
Raises
through next Sunday. Youth Week
the Churches of Christ In the fifth straight victory here Friday tried." The hymns sung were devotions.
U. S. A. and used by permission.)
is being celebrated in churches of
"Love
Divine"
and
"More
Love
to
'Hie
table
was
attractively
denight, beating Gobles for the first
nearly every denomination. It is a
People have many needs. Jesus
Thee."
corated with a large anniversary
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
time when all the youth of our
knows our basic needs and is able time since 1951 and breaking a tie
It was announced there will be bowl with streamers, flanked with Dr. Wallace Robertson,pastor of
for
second
place
in
the
A1
•
Van
churches are given recognition.It
to minister to them. In' this lesson
an all day sewing at the church silver candelabra and two silver the Grand Haven Presbyterian
he Hem ef the
is also a time when young people
_j11m4 aty Newe
we are taught how Jesus minister- league.
Thursday, Jan. 17 for t|»e Wo- bowls of white carnations. Mrs. Church, seemed to be the culprit
PublUhed every Thurt- are busy. Some will be given the
The shorter Blackhawks used a men’s League of Hope College. Andrew Klompareni arranged the whom the citizens of Grand Haven
ed to persons whose needs Jesus
fday by The Sentinel
defensive press to stop Gobles Hostesseswere Mrs. S. Schlpper table. Pouring were Mrs. Clarence were most anxious to have releaswell understood.
fprinUnf Co. OfHce M-M opportunity to lead one of the
West Hghth Street. Hol- church services.Banquets are beI. Through our faith we can be and. thanks to Jerry Smith’s 21 and Mrs. G. Poest.
De Graaf and Mrs. John Van Til, ed as a result of Kangaroo Kourt
land. Mich.
ing scheduled, special speakers
a blessing to others. The story of rebounds, managed to control the Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Boone of this past presidents.
held Saturday afternoon to beneEntered as second class matter at
the post office at Holland Mich., are being called in. films are bethe healing of the paralyticis boards in a game which saw Fenn- city left this week to spend sevA history of the Sistersof Beth- fit the polio drive.
under the Act of Congress.March 3. ing ordered, parties are being
found in Matthew. Mark and Luke. ville held to a 28 percent accur- eral mnths in Florida.
any, in story form, was read by
To get Robertson out of jail,
Rena Boven
1879.
planned, and special finance drives
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph De Koster Mrs. L. Hoekitra."My Hours of
Mark and Luke give some details acy mark from the floor.
$121.75was paia, and to keep him
w. A. BUTLER. Editor and Publisher are being organized. Plan now, to
which Matthew does not give. Je- Smith's 18 points topped both and their children,Mr. and Mrs. Memory in Song" was presented. In, another $26.75 was given. The
make Youth Week the highlightof
sus had returnedfrom a journey teams and Doug Allen's13 and Bob K. Coy of Hudsonville left Tuesday Mr*. C. De Graaf was narrator. Kourt netted $446.50 for five promTelephone— News Items SIM
Advertisingand Subscriptions3191 this year.
to his own home in Capernaum. Coffey's 10 further aided the win- for Florida and other points of in Soloists were Mrs. A. Alderink. inent Grand Haven figures and
To The Leader
While he was teaching in the house ners’ scoring. Jerry Fash led terest. Mr. De Koster recently re- Mrs. J. Sterenberg, Mrs. A. Knoll one from Spring Lake, who were
The publishershall not be liable Consider Your Call is a descriptired as clerk at the Zeeland post
which was filled with and sur- Gdblcs with 14.
for any error or errors In printing
and Mrs. M. Plockmeyer. Mrs. brought Into the Kourt on trumpFennville got through a tight office.
any advertisingunleu a proof of tive title for the general category
rounded by people, four men
Dick Geenen accompanied. Tak- ed-up. charges.
such advertisementshall have been of vocations. That is the title of Hospital
zone
defense
in the first quarter
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Matt
J
carrying a paralytic on a bed
obtained by advertiser and returned
ing part in the play were the MesHere’s how citizensfelt on the
by him In time for corrections with the topic that will be used in youth
came to the house hoping to get in to lead. 10-9. and faced a man-to- Duven. of Orange City, Iowa, left dames N. Lanning. C. Cook, G.
other culprits:
man
the
rest of the way. Haif- Thursday morning after spending
such errors or corrections noted groups which will meet during the
but could not because of the crowd.
Bonzelaar, R. Scholten, E. Vander
plainly thereon; and In such case if coming week. There is probably
Spring Lake President Clara
For
When they could not get into the time score was deadlockedat 23- over five weeks with relativesIn- Berg," J. Ditmar and Jack Yoe- Broman. $72 for Hi release and
any error so noted Is not corrected
all,
and
the
Blackhawks
held
a
more
than
one
way
to
develop
or
cluding Mr. and Mrs. P. T. 'Moernubllshersliability shall not exceed
house In the usual way they
' i of the entire space work out the topic, but here is one
such a proportion
narrow 36-35 margin at the three- dyk and friends in Zeeland. Rev. mans and Jennifer Yoemans. v $11 to keep Mm in; Dr. William
__ error bears to the way it can be done.
occupied by the
Rena Boven, whose entire nurs- climbed to the roof and let the quarter point.
Duven is a former pastor of the Greetings were given by Mrs. Creason, councilman.$52 to get
occupiedby such adverwhole space occup
man down into the house through
Bob Scholten from the Mr. and him out and $5 to leave him in;
Coach Sam Morehead will *ake Vriesland Reformed Church.
A Debate
ing career has been intertwined the roof right in front of Jesus who
tlument
his club to Lawton Tuesday before
the proposition for this debate with the history of Holland HosJtay
Lokers,
principal
and
direc- Mrs. Club; Miss Dora .Wentzel R. V. Terrill,city manager, $47
was preaching. The faith-ofthese
TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION
One year. 13.00: six months. 12.00; could be, "God calls all people in-' pital, died Saturday night at her men caught the attentionof Jesus clashing headon with league-lead- tor of Adult education at Zeeland from the Fellowship Club and Mrs. to release him find $17 to hold
ing Martin at Fennville Friday High school, announced this week Hoekstra from the Ladies Aid. him; Mayor Claude Ver Duin.
three months. «L00 single copy. 10c.
their profession.”Usually a de—note the words— "and Jesus seeSubscriptions payable In advance and
bate team consistsof two affirma- home at KM West 11th St. after
night.
that there will again be a class Mrs. William Sloot presented a $35 for his release and 517 for
will be promptly discontinuedIf not
ing their faith said”— whose faith?
his retention;Paul Hostetter.busiThe Fennville second team had in leather carving for adults in humorous reading.
tive speakers and two negative an extended illness. She was 60
renewed.
Why the faith of the four men. a last second overtime basket
Subscriberswill confer a favor by speakers, but for the sake of sim- years old.
Serving on the refreshment com- nessman, 530 to let him out and
evening school which will start at
reportingpromptly any Irregularity
Miss Boven, whose name has These men did some fine team ruled void because of a mistake 7:30 p.m. Monday evening. Feb. 4 mittee were the Mesdames Wil- $15 to keep him in.
plicity and time that can be cut
in delivery,write or Phone 3191.
down to one speaker for each side. been synonymous with Holland work. We need workers like that in timekeeping and absorbeda 39- in the school shop department. liam Scheerhom. M. Acterhof. Ed MunicipalJudge Jacob Ponstein
The time limit could be five min- Hospital for almost four decades, In the churches today.
38 defeat from the Gobles junior Floral anjl figure carving will be Holkeboer,J. Van Putten, Marie was the examining magistraate
A STRAW IN THE WIND
Jesus spoke to the paralytic varsity. Loy Loudin made what
utes for each speaker, along with officially retired last Oct. 14 after
taught by Paul Hooker, directorof De Boer, L. Sale and G. Vander and Prosecutor James W. Bussard
The eviction of an American two minute rebuttal speech.
arraigned the culprits.
more than 37 years of sendee with about sin telling him that his sins his mates thought was the winning shop at the school. There will be Riet.
had been forgiven.The scribesand tally and the team left the floor
diplomat by a London landlord beAffirmative speaker: "I believe the institution.
a class for beginners, but also a
Mrs. Hariy Koop. Mrs. William
She had come to Holland Hos- Phariseesheard Jesus and mur- only to learn of the reversal.
cause said landlord was "mad at” that the propositionwe are debatclass for advanced students who Brouwer and Mrs. Lanning were
mured in their hearts saying that
The score was 35-35 at the end finishedtheir beginner'scourse on the program committee.
Americans has some meaning as ing is true, and here are the rea- pital Jan. 26, 1919, shortly after
Jesus
was
blaspheming
because
of regulation time.
last year. The class will operate
a straw in the wind, not much sons why I believe this. God creat- completing her nurse's training in
Grand Rapids. From that date to only God could forgive sins. Jesus
under the same regulationsas last
else. It reveals how passionate is ed us. He gave each of us difknew what they were thinking and
year and the registration fee is
the resentment o! average Britons ferent abilities and interests. There 1930 she sened as assistant sugave proof of his deity by telling Al-Van League Standings
52.50 per person. The only other
that we Americans refused to be are some things we can do and perintendent of nurses. In 1930 she
the man to arise and walk which
W L cost is for materials,used in makthe tail of England’s foreign poli- some things we can't do. Thus, became hospital superintendent.
Have you lost the habit of readhe did. He who had the divine Martin ......................6 0 ing carved leather goods.
cy; for the landlord was doubtless when God calls a man into a job. After a hospital expansion proing? Why not revive it by reading
power
to make the lame man to Fennville ........... ....... 5
1
He
calls
him
through
the
person’s
gram.
she
relinquished
the
direcAt the regular meeting of the
symptomaticof the rank and file
Han Suyin’s new book “And The
Clinic
of British people. As for the own recognition of those abilities. torship in 1949 to become super- walk also had the divine power to Saugatuck ..................4 2 Zeeland Lions Club guest speaker At
Rain My Drink." Dr. Suyin also
forgivesin. . . This man was healed Gobles ......................4
2
So
if
God
wants
a
man
to
be
a
intendent
of
nursing.
was Charles Friley of the MichAmerican diplomat, he merely
After 35 years of service with —both his body and his soul. The Lawton .....................2 3 igan Department of Conservation. Thirty-iixpmon. donated blood I « 0
found another place to live and leader in some field he gives him
; Spjendored
3
Holland Hospital, in 1954 she was critics saw the man carried on a Lawton ............ ....... 2
He stated that Michigan has too at a clinic tor the Holland
that was the end of it for him. those abilities.
Bo^b0°l?
,*h^d
‘‘T.1
3
"For example, we know that God given the title of director of nurs- bed, they also saw him carrying Covert ............. ........ 2
many deer for the food available munity Blood Bank Monday In Red to women who wish to have a bet, But the reason why the land6
........
0
LawTence
..........
his
own
bed.
ter
understanding
of
the
Eurasian
\
to them in winter time and that Cross headquarters.
lord was "mad at" Americans makes some more capable of work- ing emeritus. Her duty in 1955
6
Bloomingdale
..... ........ 0
II.
Jesus
seeks
sinners
and
uses
ing
with
their
hands.
These
bemind.
"And
The
Rain
My
Drink”
and
1956
was
taking
care
of
the
makes revealing reading: "In
was the reason so many deer are
Donors were Egbert Brink, Nell
Covert-Lawtoncanceledsnow
found dead in the woods during the Dykstra, Edward Stille, Bob is set in Malaya where antiquity
view of the despicable conduct of come carpenters and machinists. recovery room. This latter work them. One day Jesus saw a man
and modernism intermingle in
winter and also why so many of
the United States and the con- He makes others more able to returned her to her "first love." named Matthew working at his
SAUGATUCK (Special)-Hitting the deer do not reach large size. Crockett. Robert L. Lemson, Ber- richnesi and squalor.
sequent profound contempt that I work with their minds. These be- care of the patient.In 1952 a hos- job collectingtaxes for he was a
nard
Kok,
Melvin
Baron,
Mrs.
from all over the floor with tre- Mr. Friley is stationedat the Swan
‘Tower In The West’” by Frank
In common with many millionsof come teachers.Some get along pital guild was named in her custom officer. Matthew was a
Bernard Kok. Philip Webb. Harshunned man because he had mendous accuracy. Saugatuck Creek wildlife preserve in Allegan
Norris vwaa a 1957 Harper Prize
my fellow countrymen feel for with people better than others. honor.
vey
Brandt,
Mrs.
John
Cammen.that country and its nationals,I These become personnel managMiss Boven was a member of stooped to collect taxes for the High School Friday night squashed county.
ga, Willis B o u w m a n, Donald Novel. It is excitinglypeopled with
Star Scout Willard Van Ham. Windemuller,Roger Westenbroek, businessmen, racketeers, journaam not prepared to allow an ers. The same is true for other the American Nurses Association, hated Roman government.In ad- Lawrence, 70-52. to vault into a
American to occupy any property types of work. (List several other the Michigan State Nurses Asso- dition the taxgatherershad bad third place tie with Gobles in the Jr. was present at the meeting and Marvin Bremer, John T. Mokma, lists, politicians,and the women
Al-Van league standings.
professions to prove this point)
gave a short talk on the history
in their wake. I don't happen to
over which I have control.”
ciation and the Ottawa District reputations for they often extorted
Lawrence deposited the first bas- and activities of scouting, as one J. B. Brown. H. W. Jaarsma, like this style of writing, but you
It may be taken for granted that Therefore, I believe God calls all Nurse’s Association. For several money from citizens. Love of mon
Mrs.
Minnie
Sheldon.
that represents the reaction ^ men into their profession.He calls years, she was active in the work ey made them stoop to take the ket of the game and then were of the projects for earning a merit
Chester Van Liere. Donald A. may.
forced to take a back seat as the badge. He now has eight of the 10
"many millions" of average En- them through the abilities he has of the Southwest Hospital Council. office.
P. G. Wodehouseis back
Hulst,
Oarence Windemuller,Mrs.
given them."
glishmen. There isn’t much
Jsus called Matthew to follow Indians piled up a 20-12,first quar- badges necessary to earn the rank
again; this time with three books
During her years with "Holland
ter lead, a 44-30 halftime bulge of Life Scout, after which there Harry Achterhof. Ernest Mein.
Negative speaker: "I do not be• anything to be done about it;
Hospital, she had seen the hospi- him and he obeyed immediately
Mrs. Roscoe Kent, Robert Rhoda, "-Bertie Wooster Sees It
the English public wants to be lieve that God calls everyone in- tal program grow from remodeled leaving everything, in order to fol- and a 59-42 margin by the end ot is one more— the top ranking of
George Zuverink,Bernard Dyke- Through,” "Simmer Moonshine.”
"mad at" us, well then we’ll just to their work. Here's why. There quarters in the former Nether- low Jesus. He made a quick and the third quarter.
Eagle Scout.
and "The Clicking of Cuthbert.”
Four
of
the
Saugatuck
starters
are
numerous
types
of
work
that
have to put up with it We can
At the annual meeting of the ma. Earl Boeve, John Bos, Harold It was Bertie Wooster’s opinion
lands Museum building at 12th and an important decision which he
J.
Schlpper,
Donald
Slighter,
Mencertainly get along without them do not glorify God. A man who Central, to the present hospitalon never regretted.It cost him money reached double figures in scoring Zeeland Girl Scout Associationheld
that his new moustache would do
as well as they can without us is a "dope-pusher” is one. A print- Michigan Ave. more than 25 years but it gave him peace of mind and paced by Harvey Slotman with 22, last Monday evening Mrs. Arthur no Dykstra, Gordon Gruppen. Don- somethingfor him. It was Jeeves’
ald
Rohlck.
William
Emerick.
Frank
Lamb
swished
20,
Bob
er
who
floods
the
market
with
Given the state of the world today
Nykamp was elected president;
ago. Since then, there were two heart. No one loses by following
Brackenridgewent home with 15 Mrs. James Watt, vice-president; Physicians on duty were Dr. opinion that it did Indeed do someit is highly desirable for average “unnecessary and unwholesome
Jesus. Matthew got so interested
expansion programs.
thing for him — somethingunmenEnglishmento like average Ameri- material is another. (List several She was a member of Four- in Jesus that he made a great and Carl Jacobs wound up with Mrs. Henry Geerlings, secretary Warren Westrate and Dr. M. tionable.A certain coolness resulFries
wyk.
Nurses
were
Mrs.
Gene
10.
Phil
Sanborne
had
14
for
the
can^, and the other way round more such types of work to prove teenth Street Christian Reformed dinner for him to which he invited
and Mrs. Harold Holleman, treasPasma, Mrs. Howard Davis, Ella ted. For a dizzyr high-gear humor
But if we must buy British love your point) Certainly God did not Church, the Woman's Literary all his old friends.The Pharisees lasers.
urer. Plans are being made for
The
win
was
the
second
in
a
row
Boer,
Deborah Hekman and Mrs. or vapid mirth. Wodehousemay
call
them
into
their
work.”
by approving everything the Engthe annual Girl Scout and Mother's
found fault with Jesus for eating
be the snack you want.
"I believe that God calls only Club and its Hospital committee
for the Indians and gives them a Banquet which will be held at the R. L. Schlecht.
lish do when actually we do not
the Christian Business and Profes- and drinking with these publicans
"Tire NetherlandsIn Photo5-3' record for the season. They
those
who
become
ministers
and
Nurses
aides
were
Mrs.
H.
T.
approve, then we’ll just hav*
City Hall on March 11.
sional Women's Club, and several but the Lord had an answer for
graphs”
by C. J. Kelk is a beaumissionaries.
No
Christian
I
know
will
face
one
of
their
biggest
ests
get along without that love.
The Seniors at Zeeland High Stanaway, Mrs. William Beebe
them, "They that be whole need
church organizations.
America is a country, not a Bri- of, except ministers and mission- Surviving are two sisters, Mrs not a physician, but they that are of the season next Tuesday when school are being measured for and Mrs. Andrew Christensen. tifully portrayed in black and
they will be entertained by league- their caps and gowns which are Gray Ladies were Mrs. Ken white and colored photography;
tish colony. There is not the slight- aries, ever talk about being called
Herman Garvelink and Mrs. W C sick. But go ye and learn what leading Martin.
many of the picturesare air views.
est reason why England should not of God."
to be white for the girls and green Thompson, Mrs. Don Hoek, Mrs.
Kools and two brothers, Cornelius that meaneth, I will have mercy
The text accompanying the picThe Saugatuckjunior varsity al- for the boys. Their announcements Don Gebraad.*
Affirmative speaker: (Rebuttal
give us the right to form our own
and Jacob Boven. all of Holland and not sacrifice: for I am not so had an easy night, trouncing
foreign policy. That London land- speech) "Say. we really differ in
Canteen workers were Mrs. Wal- tures is in four languages — Dutch,
come to call the righteous, but teh Lawrence seconds, 56-33. Tony are also being prepared.
our points of view. But I still
lord. and the thousands of
ter
Reagan, Wilma Sas. Mrs. Lil- English. French and German. It
The Ladies’ Aid Society of Secsinners to repentance.
don’t believe y o u’ r e altogether
Hinson notched 26 points and Bill ond Reformed Church held their lian Borchers, Mrs. Dorothy was given us by the Netherlands
countrymen that he referred
The religious leaders of that day Figley put through 23 for the
’s
were absolutely sure that British right. You said that only ministers
Dengler.Historians were Elinore InformationService.
shunned the outcasts but Jesus Braves. Bill Beeching had 16 for organizationalmeeting in the
policy was right and ours wrong. and missionaries were called by
Ryan
and Sarah Van Dahm. Ro- "And Walk In Love" by Henchurch parlors and chose the folsought them, they were very care- Lawrence.
Those people closed their minds God into their work. But what
lowing
committees;
Mrs.
A.
Jan- chelle De Vries was Junior Red rietta Buckmaster is a novel basful about religiousceremoniesand
ed on the life of the Apostle Paul,
to the idea that perhaps they about teachers,business men, prossen. kitchen; Mrs. W. F. De Cross aide.
ritual but they showed no mercy
giving the author’s concept of
might be wrong; and they denied fessionalservice people, social
Jonge, flowers; Mrs. D. WyngarNORTH BLENDON (Special) and human sympathy and were
Paul’s characterin an intensely
us the nght to have the same feel- workers and a thousand others?
den, choir robes; Mrs. J. Beyer,
Don't you think that God is work- Members of the ExecutiveCom- most unbrotherly.Today there are
ing about our point of view.
interestingstyle. Women who like
calling; Mrs. G. J. Van Hoven,
That used to be the attitudeall ing, directing, and guiding them mittee of the Women's Missionary some sinners who know their needs
book’s like The Robe will like this.
devotions; Mrs. H. Den Herder and Trial
along the line. American litera- just as much as a minister? If Union of the Zeeland Clasais met but there are also sinners who do
"Rhymes For My Rags" is a
Mrs. H. Geerlings, Hope College
ture, from Cooper and Emerson God is helping them to find the at First Reformed Church at Zee- not realize their conditionnor their
new book of verse by Robert Serleague; Mrs. F. De Young,, leper
on, is full of protests against the right place in life, is he not "call- land Monday afternoon to formu- need.
vice who is 83 years of age will
delegate; Mrs. B. Veneklasenand
In Assault
British assumption that we should ing” them just as much as he late plans for the annual spring
please the senior world with his
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Mrs. J. Vander WeitJe, memoercalls a minister?
conference to be held on May 1
always follow the Britishlead.
reminiscenses in rhyme.
Glenn Lee Van Hook, 33-year-old ship; Mrs. G. De Vries and Mrs.
Music
Discussion
That point of view has been Negativespeaker: (Rebuttal at North Holland Reformed
John Hoffman. 53, of 583 Graaf"America Remembers" by RapStanton man who appeared in F. Berghorst,nursery; Mrs. D.
abandoned in this country many speech) "I am beginningto see Church with Harlem Reformed Featured at Meeting
Municipal Court Monday on a Dc Bruyn and Mrs. I. Van Dyke, schap Rd., pleaded not guilty to port and Schartle contains out bestyears ago, and it would seem to that we were both partially wrong. Church as co-host.
social; Mrs. J. Kleinheksel, pro- a charge of assault and battery loved customs and traditionsin a
The Ela Gamma Chapter of felony, was returned to the same gram; Mrs. F. Berghorst, Mrs. J. when he was arraigned Tuesday collectionof informal recollections
Sessions will begin at 10 a.m.
be high time that it be abandoned I think we could compromise.Let's
court Tuesday to face another
in England. That London landlord not say that, "All people are called and 1:30 p.m. with a program Beta Sigma Phi held a cultural
charge — this time operating a C. Bouwens and Mrs. R. Vander before MunicipalJudge Cornelius or home, farm, village and big
and his ‘ countrymen" are about into their profession,” nor that, featuringa missionary speaker, di- meeting Monday evening at the
vander Meulen. Trial was set Jan. city by America’s greatest writmotor vehicle while his license was Wall, parsonage.
75 years behind the times. News Only ministers and missionaries visional conferencesand reports home of Mrs. Donald Hogue.
The chorus of Zeeland High 29 at 3 p.m. Bond of $500 was not ers. You will find itt convenient to
suspended.
reports indicate that the people are called of God.” But let's say on the Women's National Assem- Guest speaker for the evening
On the new count, he was sen- school, under the direction of Mr. furnished. Complaint was signed pick up thla book when you have
are standing in line in England that God calls Christians into the bly. Program arrangementsare in was Mrs. Kay Murdock, state reby his wife.
only fifteen or twenty minutes of
tenced to pay J75 fines 56.10 costs Louis are preparingfor competiwork
for
which
they
have
been
waiting for a chance to acquire the
charge of Mrs. H. Koop, second presentative of the American CanBobby Gene Whitaker. 20. Fenn- reading time. All short storiesand
tion with other schools in the Kenand
sene
two
days
in
the
county
proper papers so they can mi- qualified. He also calls Christians vice president.
cer Society. She explained the
ewa League. They will spend a day ville, who pleaded guilty to a short selections from autobiograjail. If fine and costs are not paid
grate to America, Canada or Aus- into work where He can be gloriMrs. H. Kuite. union president, functions and services of the
in Coopersville sometime in charge of liquor in car, was placed phies.
he
will
be
required
to
sene
an
tralia. If they do not like us why fied.
together with Mrs. F. Dykstra. society.
March. The choruses will be rated on six months' probation Tuesday. All of the above books are availConrlualon
move in.
first vice president, and Mrs. E.
A short business meeting was additional20 days.
Van Hook was arrested by state on their performances. All the Conditions are that he obey all able at Holland public library.
This is only the skeleton of the H. Tanis, member of the Board conducted by Mrs. Hogue, presichoruses will combine to sing three laws, no drinking or frequenting
type of debate that could take of Foreign Missions, are the dele- dent. The sorority decided to vol- police Sunday night after his car
massed numbers. In the evening of places where liquor is sold, pay
Jacob Zuidewind Dies
landed in a ditch near the junction
place. We know that God calls
gates who plan to attend the Wo- unteer as a group to help in the
a program will be presentedfor $4.70 costs and $5 a month over- AIle|in GOP Convention
people. Whom he calls and how he
of US-31 and M-50. Previously, he
At Pine Rest Sanatorium
men's National Assembly to be education program of the Amerithe public.
sight fees.
calls is a giant question for us all.
Scheduled ior Jan.
^
had threatened to shoot his wife
held at Buck Hill Falls, Pa., April can Cancer Society of Ottawa
A group of Future nurses of Appearingon traffic charges
Invite
your
pastor
or
counselor
to
who
jumped
out
of
the
car
with
Jscob Zuidewind, 83, of 25 LinCounty.
23. 24 and 25.
Zeeland High visited the Muskegon were Henry Van Huis, 74, route
ALLEGAN (Special) - Allegan
coln St., Zeeland, died at Pine present some concluding remarks Announcement was also made Six members are planning to at- two young daughters. He waived Children’sHome recently.A guide
1, red light, $5; Robert Schra.
county Republicanswill name 16
Rest Sanatarium Thursday after- and to answer questionsthat might concerning the annual business tend the workshop Thursday in examine tion when was was took them through the home and
route k Hamilton, excessive speed
delegates and 1(> alternates to the
noon after being hospitalizedfour arise.
meeting to be held at Ottawa Re- Berrien Center. Spring rushings arraigned Monday on a charge of then showed them some slides.
and disobeying stop sign, $12; state convention when they conweeks.
assault
with
a
dangerous
weapon
formed Church at 1:30 p.m. on for the sorority will begin in
Peter Piersma, of 97 East 22nd vene here in the Griswold Audiand was preparing to furnish $300
He was bom in Grand Rapids Sons of Revolution
March.
March 22.
St., interferingwith through traftorium at 7:30 p.m., Wednesday,
Intensified Fond Drive
and after his marriage to Phebe
Mrs. Tanis was in charge o<
The cluturalprogram. "Music bond for his appearancein Circuit
fic, $12; Warren L. Koop, 19, route
Jan. 34^
Vander Bie he made his home in Entertained by Warners
Court
Wednesday
morning
when
devotionsimmediateyafter the Influence and Enjoyment of
1, Zeeland, speeding 38 in 25-mile
Tops Goal in Allegan
Fred McDonald, county chairHolland for several years. He
meeting was called to order by Music” was presented by Mrs. ho was confronted with the second
zone, $13 suspended after traffic
man, said a large turnout was exmanaged a Kroger store in Grand The Very Rev and Mrs. William the president. Mrs. Kuite. the Howard Poll and Mrs. Hogue. charge.
ALLEGAN
(Special )-An inten- school.
pected for the local convention beRapids for 11 years and lived in C. Warner entertained the Holland group enjoyed a dessert luncheon Music effects, spiritually and phyVan Hook’s license was suspend- sive ons-week drive for $75,000to
Glenn Carr, Jr., Grand Rapids, cause of the high interest, not
chapter of the Sons of the RevoluZeeland for the past 21 years. He
ed
following
a
drunk
driving
conprecedingthe meeting.Hostesses sically. on people in all walks of
construct new Sunday school and right of way to through traffic,
only in the elective offices at stake
was last employed by the Centrai tion at their home Monday night. were Mrs. B. Poest and Mrs*. H.
viction in Stanton last September. group meeting facilitiesfor the
life was discussed by the group.
$12; Willis Eugene Raterink.20,
"Burgoyne’s
Defeat.”
was
the
April 1, but because an Allegan
Farms Hatchery. Mr. Zuidewind is
Before
that
arrest
he
had
applied
Episcopal Church of the Good route 1, Zeeland,speeding 35 in
They enjoyed the playinfeof hi-fi
chosen by R. E. Chapman, Koop.
a member of Second Reformed subject
for and received a chauffeur’s Shepherd, exceeded its goal by 25, $15; Lawrence D. Fuller, 17, man, Vemy J. Reynolds, is a canrecords
throughout
the
remainder
who presentedthe paper of the
didate for Republican State ChairChurch in Zeeland.
license which he displayed to of- more than $12,000, canvass officials
of the evening.
of 79 Vander Veen, faulty brakes, man.
evening, embracing this critical ‘Understanding Children
Surviving are the wife, one son,
ficers
who
arrested
him
Sunday
revealed today.
Luncheon was served by Mrs.
$12; RooseveltHoward, of 1746
period of the American RevoluArdale Ferguson, Benton Harnight.
Clarence M. of Grand Rapids; two
The campaign reached the $87,- West 32nd St, speeding 45 in 30Marty Barth and Mrs. Franklin
tionary War. It was the regular Topic at Extension Meet
bor, the Fourth Congressional div
daughters, Mrs. Charles V: Miller
000 mark at the end of the one- mile zone, $15 suspended after trafBronson.
and Mrs. Henry Van Ommen of monthly meeting of the group, and The Virginia Park Extension
week effort in spite of the fact that fic school; Beatrice Zylema, Grand trict's candidate for state treasurAttending were the Mesdame^ Gym Classes for Women
proved
to be the largest member
er at last August’s convention, will
Holland;10 grandchildren and 14
group
was
entertained
at the home Charles Armstrong, Bronson,
canvassers were hampered by Al- Rapids, speeding 45 in 25, $15.
attendance of the season.
be the keynote speaker at the
great grandchildren.
legan’s heaviest snow storm of the
Robert Crawford. Regent pres- of Mrs. Lester Cook Monday eve- Barth, Louis Brunner, John R. Du Set for Evening School
Allegan convention.
ning.
The
chairman,
Mn.
Edwin
year,
according
to
R.
E.
Myers,
ident and members from Holland,
Mez, William Kiefer, George LieThe state convention will be held
Power
Fails
A
women’s
gym
clajs is being general chairman.
Fuder,
opened
the
meeting
with
Saugatuck and the Ganges area
Zedand Resident
vense, Hugh Overholt, Poll, O. M.
Power between 14th and 15th Feb. 9 in Detroit
devotions and conductedthe busi- Raith. Robert Van Dyke, Alvin offered for the first time this year
With about 10 percent of the
attended.
by the Adult Education program pledges unreported, it was predict- Sts. in the vicinity of' Harrison
Celebrates Birthday
ness meeting.
Van Dyke and, the hostess.
which starts Monday, Jan. 28.
Mrs. Cook presentedthe secreed by Charles McClelland, canvass Ave. failed around 12:30 p.m. Mon- Driver Issued Ticket
Mrs. Gerrit Groenhofcelebrated Damage Set at $250
The eight-week program will in- director,that the campaign might day apd the Board of Public
tary’s report and had roll call on
Reka Bontekoe, 45. of 196 West
her 71st birthday on Jan. 19 at a Two can received damage es- "The Beauty Spots of Michigan.” Storm Hits Telephones
clude games, exercise, volleyball well produce $100,000 before the Works was not sure by 1 p.m.
14th St, Saturday afternoon was
a party in the home of Mr. and Mrs. timated at 3250 wrien they collided
A discussion on "Understanding Monday night's driving rain and other features as beginning 150-week pledge period was ended. what had caused the trouble,' but issued a ticket for interfering
Louis Datema, 323 East Main, Monday afternoon on M-21 near Young Children" was given by the Storm knocked out telephone ser- combination. Other activities of inspeculated it was a transformer.
with through traffic after her car
Zeeland.
U2th Ave. Involved were can dri leaders, Mrs. Murray Chambers vice to approximately600 resi- terest to the group will be develand
one driven by Jack Vanden
Two
Cars
Damaged
Rtfereshmntawere served after ven by Arthur Becks voort, 26, of and Mrs. John Kuiper.
dents in Holland and surrounding oped.
Fire Damage Minor
Berg, 23, of 635^ Michigan
Cars
driven
by
Robert
Veltman,
which a social time was spent.
CJasses
will
be
held
on
Thursday
79 West 34th St., and Kenneth Rldareas.
Manager
Andrew
Sail
of
the
An offering was taken for the
Those present were Gerrit <ler, 34, Zeeland.Ottawa County polio drive after which refresh- Michigan Bell Telephone Co. ex- nights from 7 until 9 p.m. at Long- 25. of T24 Riley St. and Jon Main, Firemen Thursday afternoon ex Ave., collided at Pine Ave. and
^enhof, Mr. and Mrs. Niel Zyl- deputiea said neither driver was ments were served by the hostess pected all service to be restored fellow School. Requirements in- 16, of 272 East 13th St, coUided tingulshed a minor blaze at 17 10th St. Police estimated damage
to the two cara at $225.
clude gym shoes, blouse and on River Ave. near Howard Ave. West Second St Chief Andrew
and son, Mr. and Mrs. Her- injured.
by Tuesday night
and Mrs. Kuiper.
Momparens
said
the
fire occurred
slacks.
Tuesday night. Ottawa County dep: Coburn and family, Mr. and
It was announced thfct several
There are betweep 1,800 and
Further Information is available uties said neither driver was in- in a partitionabove e warm air
wtra and famHy, Tha known history of Korea ex- members have been helping at the
There are about 250 islands
in the Palace of Ver*'
register
and
estimated
damage
at
jurel,
but
estimated
damage
at
>atema and Bob ^ndj back to the 12th century Hospitality Shop at the Holland forming the British crown colony by phoning 9631, Adult Education
$75.
office.
of Fiji.
Hospital
FENNVILLE (Special) -
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Company Insures
Fast Delivery

14,

1937

Holland
in 1918
(FoHowing ii another

in a series

of article* taken from news of the

Ben’s Rubber Stamp Co., locat- Holland Daily Sentinel published
ed next to the Holland Concrete
more than 39 year* ago.)
Products, is equipped to give oneday delivery on all rubber - stamp With four men already in the
needs. They carry a complete line field petitionswere being circulaof made-to order rubber stamps in ted Friday for atill another candiany size for personal or business date for the office of mayor at the
use. Rubber type sets or rollers spring primaries, began a story
with removable .ype, marking in the Friday, Feb. 22 issue of the

kits for naking clothes for the
Holland Daily Sentinel published
children at school or servicemenin 1918. Friends of Nick Kammerare reasonably priced.
aad, alderman of the third ward,
Yes, they are made in Holland were securing signatures for him
and there is no waiting. The new today
phone number is 64252. They carry
Miss Antoinette Rosendall and
a complete line of marking de- Alfred C. Joldersma were married
vices, daters, self inkers,numbers
Thursday evening, the ceremony
stamps, cost and selling and autobeing performedby the Rev. H. J.

matic numbering machines.They

also carry the latest stencil roller

AUTO SHOW CONTRACT — The

Exchange
Club last week signed James Klomparens to a
contract to manage the 1957 Automobile Show,
which will be held Feb. 7, 8 and 9. Exchange
dub members are now selling tickets to the
show. Shown at contract signing are front, left

to right, Harold Scholten, Klomparens and Exchange Club President Ray N. Smith. At rear
are Dick Wilson, Nelson Bosman, Arnold Hertel,

FENDTS AUTO

SERVICE at 344 West 16th
St. is the place to go if you are having trouble
with your automatic tranamisaion.They have the
equipmentto repair all type* of automatic transmissions at a reasonable fee. If your transmission
slips, leaks oil, or isn't operating properly, stop
at Fendt’s and talk over your problems with ,
Henry Fendt. the, proprietor. Dan Wright,

Veldman.

The

village pf fish shanties on

on the market today, a terrific
Black Lake is fast disappearing
time saver.
and before very long the ice will
Ink pads and ink for any purbe bare again.
pose to mark cloth, glass, metal
Less than a year ago a Red
and grocery store Ink are also for
Cross society was organized in
sale. Besides making high quality
rubber stamps. Ben’s Shop re- Coopers vi lie. This was followed
pairs and rebands daters, paid with a number of auxiliary
stamps and grocery price mark- branches in the neighboring towns,
and since that time they have
ers.
A representativewill help you been busy as bees, doing their
with any problem you may have bit to help the boys in front.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van Regenin the marking field at no extra
cost. "If it’s worth having it’s morter will leave for Ireton, Iowa,
where they will make their home
worth marking."
Mr. Van Regenmorter for many
years has been employed at the
G and M dock and has also for a
long time been a member of the

mechanic and transmission man, or Olin Keel,
part time mechanic on weekends.If your transmission is beyond repair these fellowscan install
the guaranteed rebuilt units they have in stock.
Fendt’s Auto Sendee will be glad to help you
solve your transmission difficulties or any other
problems you are having with your car. Why not
drop in and see them?

Two

Library Adventures

Two

By Arnold Mulder .....
<

Petitions

Secured

petitionsfor nominationto

the City Council in the Feb. 18

The Macmillan appointmentsto

not dare to fire

him because Beau-

primary were taken out Thursday,

City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
his ministry lifted a corner of the regard had much popular support
said
Friday. William A. Hceringa,
and
it
would
have
been
politically
curtain on the stressesand strains
that are inevitableIn any govern- sulcical to relieve the general of 60 East 21st St. secured a petition
John Van Dyke, Dr. William Westrate and
ment Such glimpses behind the his command.
for oounciiman-at-largeand Ernest
Russell Bo$ve.
scenes are seldom allowed either In Lincoln'sreglma almost Iden(Sentinel photo)
H.
Phillips, 133 East Ninth St., apIn London or In Washington,or tically the same ittuationprevaillocal fire department.
plied
for a petitionas councilman
ed.
General
George
B.
McClellan's
W. J. Geer, formerly of Hope indeed in any government any- hatred and contempt for Lincoln from the city's first ward.
where.
college, has accepted a position
Normally it Is not possible ior began early in the war. And Linas Professor at the Military and
the average citizen to learn what coln soon lost confidence in McNaval Academy at Lake Geneva,
Clellan. But McClellan was popular
Applications for 10 building per- Wis., and loft Monday for that goes on behind those political curtains until years later. His best and it would have been bad politics
mits were received last week by place.
chance to get at the facts is found for Lincoln to fire him In the early
The Young men ca the Central
Building InspectorWilliam Layin literature.Years after an ad- years. Finally he did so, but it
Ave. Christian Reformed Church ministration of government has wss with fear and trembling.
man. TTiose applying were:
DETROIT
—
Possible
outbreaks
How much does a blizzardcost?
organized a Young Men’s Bible
ended, historians and the writers General Halleck was highly critStanley Kleis, 35 East 17th St.,
of diphtheria,whooping cough and
Not that anyone is apt to try to
Clasa Thursday evening. The fol- of creative literature patientlydig ical of Grant, and Grant was retetanus due to parents’ failureto remodel upstairs,self, contractor;
buy one. but Holland is stuck with Sontli Haven State Police
lowing officerswere elected: John out the real facts with which to sentful of Halleck's attitude. In
a dandy after last week’s storm Post Hat New Commander get booster shots for their children cost, $100.
Galien, president; Peter Greven- counter the legends that ara al- both the Union army and in the
has caused a leading pharmaceuwhich had set the eastern part of
Confederacygenerals on the same
Sun Oil Co.; install three 6,000- goed, secretai7; Abraham Pott, ways growing.
the country to digging.
side were often bitter enemies.
Promotionsand transfersaffect- tical house to take space in news- gallon under ground gasoline tanks treasurer.
There
is, for instance, the RooseIn estimating your individual ing 18 Michigan State Police offi- papers in the United States and at 44 River Ave. and two similar The annual meeting of the Mich- velt regime of fairly recent mem- One of the greatest sources of
cost, be sure to include the extra cials have been announced by Canada for "An Open Letter to tanks at 677 Michigan Ave., Leng- igan Chapter of the Sons of the
ory. At the time the average Amfr- interest in reading history stems
gasoline burned while warming up Commissioner Joseph A. Childs, Mothers And Dads".
er ConstructionCo., contractor; Revolutionwas held Friday eve- ican was hardly conscious of the from such a lifting of political or
Parke, Davis & Company said
the car longer than usual in the effective Jan. 20.
ning at the home of Arthur Bax- temperamentalpersonalitycon- military curtains.
total cost, $2,000.
morning. There's likely an extra
They include Corp. Frederick today the public-servicewould run Gerrit Ver Berg. 311 West 22nd ter Cotton in this city, the Mich- flicts that raged in the administrablanket to be paid for and just H. Buschell, who was transferred in approximately100 newspapers St., remodel clothes closet, self, igan Society members being tion’s "family.” Many writers toGrind Haven Resident
about everyone in town has some from the Romeo post to command jt around 50 cities, including The contractor;cost, $150.
guests of the Holland Chapter, be- day are exposingthem.
Arrange thot special busiSentinel, startingtoday. The letter
shiny new boots, too.
of the South Haven Post.
gan
a
story
in
the
Saturday,
Feb.
Leon Rhinehart, 122 East 16th
The diaries of Harold Ickes. for Dies at Age of 84
ness appointmentat The
From the city's point of view, Sgt. Ellis J. Potter, commander also will emphasize the need for St., remodel kitchen; Beckman’s 23, issue.
instance, written in strict secrecy
Bier Kelder.Air-conditioned
pushing aside the 13 Inches of of the South Haven post, has been completionof the polio vaccine Kitchen Store, contractor;cost, And still they come. The sixth at the time but published since GRAND .HAVEN (Special)
with only nationally adverprogram
of
three
immunizing
innamed
commander
of
the
Detroit
snow before traffic became hope$420.
candidatefor nominationfor the Ickes’ death, throw a flood of light John Walsh, 84, of 831 Columbus
tised beverages. Open for
lessly entangled was an expensive, post, succeeding retired Sgt. Hen- jections, and vaccination or rePenn-Dixie Co., West Eighth St., office of mayor appeared on the on the cat-and-dog fights in the
your conveniencefrom noon
St.,
died
in
Municipal
Hospital
ry P. Kozowicz.
vaccination for smallpox.
time-consumingprocess.
erect office and scale building 20 seen today when it became known Roosevelt cabinet. Ickes himself
until midnight.
"Despite constant work and by 30 feet with scale and unload- that the frienda of Herman Van- hated Secretary Morganthau,of the Sunday night He had been in iU
Twenty-four men worked 2,100
vigilanceon the part of public ing pits, Owen, Ames and Kim- Tongeren were circulating peti- Treasury department, and Mor- health for a year. He was born In
hours with 18 pieces of equipment
health officials, physicians say ball, contractors; cost, $30,000.
in clearing the way. The treasury
ganthau despised Ickes. Both took Grand Haven Sept. 3, 1872. He was
tions in behalf of his candidacy.
that complacencyand laxity about
will be about $3,670 lighter as a
Hope Reformed Church, 99 West The Rev. J. F. Bouwerman, every chance they got to display a member of the F and A.
immunizationprograms - on the 11th St., remodel kitchen, Rhine paster of the M. E. church and their hatred — but usually behind lodge and a former member
result. The payroll for the crews,
part of parents - can create Van Der Meulen, contractor; cost, acting chairman in the War and the scenes. Now such things can bid Grand Haven life laving stawho were up at 3 a.m. for 10
potentially- dangerous situations $3,000.
straight days, amounted to $2,463.
Thrift Stamp campaign in the low- be told.
tion.
throughout the country," the open
That’s just for the men employed
Edward Vos, 136 West 19th St., er half of Ottawa county has up- In some or the Britishministries He was formeriy employed by
at snow and ice removal.
put siding on front of building to permost in his mind the idea to of the nineteenth century the con- the Grand Trunk car ferries and
Six Chippewa DistrictExplorers letter points out.
"In Detroit, for example, a re- replace broken window, self, con- make Holland
City Engineer Laveme Serne were given final approval for
100 per cent flicts of temperamentswere equal- was a marine engineer on the carly severe, but then as now they
estimatesthat 150 tons of sand Eagie Scout rank, according to an cent outbreak of diphtheria - the tractor; cost, $75.
Thrift Stamp town.
ferry Grand Haven. He also was
Larry Geuder, 6U Lawndale Ct., Twelve foremen of the Holland were usually kept under cover, employed by the Story and Clark
were strewn around the city during announcement today by Amos disease everybody thought was
for
political
policy
reasons.
A
completely under control - struck remodel kitchen, Hilbink and Shoe Co. surprised their former
the snow-blitz.Put four sacks of Beedon, advancement chairman.
Piano Co. and four years ago rechloride with every ton of sand
A special Eagle Board of Re- down 168 children,five of whom Kempker, contractor; cost, manager. Fred Tilt at his home. great many books have been pub- tired from employment at the Cam
lished exposing the "family" quarand the cost for materials mounts view was conductedFriday eve- died. Last year, more than 2,000 $1,800.
80 West 11th St. Mr. and Mrs. Tilt
field ManufacturingCo.
to more than $1,200. Then add the ning at Western Theological Sem- cases of diphtheria occurred in the
Robert Sanderson, 132 West 19th were presentedwith a beautiful rels of the ministers.Posterity His wife, the former Gertrude
depreciation on the snow loader, inary under the direction of Dr. United States . . . and most all of St., remodel upstairs, self, con- oil painting, the subject being knows much more about the reali- Reinkes, died in 1921. Surviving
ties of the Gladstone regimes than
six snowplows, six sidewalk ph>ws, Eugene Osterhaven.Also serving this suffering and heartbreak tractor; cost, $400.
The Harvest Moon."
are two sisters.Mrs. Jennie DyGreater Holland Foundation, en- John Vander Woude of Borculo, the people of Gladstone’s own time kema of Grand Haven and Mrs
four trucks hauling snow and a on the board were Clifford Marcus. could have been prevented,if
knew.
William
Spahr,
and
Richard
Wilparents had made sure their chil- close front porch at 363 Van Raalte Frank Weener of New Holland and
sanding unit.
The same thing is true about Mary Thompson of Muskegon; and Th« beauty oi water U reflected in
dren were protected by adequate Ave., Hilbink and Kempker, con- J. Vander Gohenghte of Zeeland
By rousting the crews out at son.
military personalities. In times of several nieces and nephews.
a quiet pool. Is a bubbling fountain.
At
the
same
meeting
Richard
tractors;
cost,
$250.
immunization.
3 a m., Seme said 'we were able
have gone to Vancouver to join
The same is true of whooping In addition, a demolition permit the spruce brigade. The men will war we hear a great deal about
In a thundering cataract.In a ma)eeto keep ahead of the drifts." even Vukin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Nick
how we hate the enemy and how
though the working day for the Vukin, 1190 Beach Dr., was given cough, another childhood disease to remove a house at 49 West 11th help make a bridge for our solPair
Fined
1c Iceberg, In a downy snowflake
the enemy hates us. We seldom
employes didn’t end until around approval for a Gold Palm, signify- that is particularly serious with St was sought by Edward Vos. diers to France in the way of
and the boar-lroet.
hear
little, until many years later,
ing the achievement of 10 merit children less than one year of age.
GRAND
(Spetlsl)
4 o’clock in the afternoon.
ships.
of
how
generals
on
the
same
side
But now let’s be aware of danger,
badges beyond his Eagle Scout An initial series of shots in 1 the
Petitionsare out for the nomina- hated their fellow generals; how Two persons who were found sleepfor the power of free ling water Is
rank.
ing
in
a
car
along
the
highway
in
first few months of infancy. . .
tion of Jack Kramer, for alderman statesmen in the same cabinet
The Explorers given approval to with the prescribed subsequent
Tallmadge township by Deputy terrific. It can break your pump
in the First Ward.
hated fellow statesmen.
receive their Eagle badges at spe- booster shots . . . will modify or
Sheriff Roelf Bronkema late SaturFor just one day. at least, the
We know by this time that Doug- day afternoon were arraigned be- and burst your water pipes and
cial Courts of Honor during Bey
prevent the disease in most incause your water supply to fail.
war
clouds rolled away, and the las MacArthur has no love for
Scout Week in February were: stances.
snow drifts were forgotten and President Eisenhower,and Eisen- fore Justice Lawrence De Witt Sat- Guard your water system with elecTroop 30, Harrington School
'Tetanus (lockjaw) - a dangerthe balmy south winds blew and hower has of course not in any urday night for being drunk and tric "no free sing" elements and
PTA— Gary Smith, son of Mr. and
disorderly.Robert Stokoe, 24,
ous disease that frequently follows
Six perjons were injured Satur- the sun shone in all its brightness way cuddled up to his fellow soldier Grand Rapids, who admitted he thermostats.
Mrs. George Smith, 1933 South
injuries occurring in childhood and
even
the
crows,
harbingers
of in World War II.
GRAND HAVEN (Speclal)-Mrs. Shore Dr., and Gary Evink, son of can be prevented with a series of day night when a car struck a
had been driving the car, paid
Farther back the picture is still
wrecker towing a disabled truck spring,flew over the town to usher
Evelyn Heath, 19, of 75Mi East Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Evink, lul2
$35 fine and $6.10 costs and his
initial injections and subsequent
in
the
wedding
day
of
Marguerite,
clearer,
because
many
historians
on US-31 a mile north of SaugaFifth St., was found guilty by Highland Ave.
passenger
Perks, 23,
booster shots.
Troop 33, Hamilton Reformed
tuck A second car slammed into daughterof Hon. G. J. Diekema, have made it their business to re- Grand Rapids paid $15 fine and
Circuit Judge Raymond L Smith
"As
a matter of fact, three-way
and
John
Manly
Rodger
of
Chiveal
the
facts;
those
facts
can
no
toe pileup seconds later
in a non- jury trial Friday on Church— Paul Douma, son of Mr.
$6.10 costs.
protection against diphtheria,
Injured were Donald Rupp. 27. cago. The ceremony took place at longer do any political or military
a charge of criminal neglect of her and Mrs. Alfred Douma ; Kenneth
MFG. & SUPPLY CO.
whooping
cough
and
tetanus
is
harm.
Hope
church
Saturday
evening.
Kaper, son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
two children, 2Va and 1H years.
of 117 West 15th St., possible head
provided
now
in
a
triple immunizThus
in
the
Confederacy.
In
the
This
news
appeared
in
the
Monday,
P.O. BOX 212
In finding the Holland woman Kaper; Robert Kaper, son of Mr.
injuries, bruises; Alvin Gepner. 23,
ing agent, which reduces the numCivil War, General Beauregarddeguilty, the judge said she had and Mrs. Ray Kaper.
of 3274 Lake Shore Dr., lacerations Feb. 25 issue.
PHONE
ON M-21
ber of injections."
The decision of Miss Blanche E. spised President Jefferson Davis,
endangered the lives of her two Troop 12, Trinity
of the right arm, leg and head;
and
the
Confederate
President
The
open
letter
also
refers
to
children by exposing them to con Church— Stuart Volkers, son of Mr.
John Slenk, 27. of 428 Central Post to leave Ottawa county, as
announced today is likely to mean more than returned the compliditionsof filth such as no child in and Mrs. Harold Volkers, 197 East the need for maximum polio and Ave., possible head injuries.
ment. Technically Davis was Beauat home and
smallpox immunizations.
modem society should be exposed 26th St.
Others were Norval Hasty. 37. that Ottawa county will lose its
regard’scommander, but he did
visiting
nurse
service,
unless
the
Scoutmastersare Forest Flaughto. He referred to exhibits parti
Spring Lake, possible chest injurcularly photos of a crib as it er, Jesse Kool and William R.
ies and bruises; John Tiggelman, frieiKte of that service get busy
appeared Oct. 9 and said it was Hornbaker. An additional Board
29. route 3, South Haven, lacera- now to save it. At least that Is the
deplorable.
of Review will be held within two
tions left leg and hand; and David opinion of many wbo have been
Mrs. Heath originallyhad been weeks for two additional canTate, South Haven, head lacera- watching the situation.
charged with two counts, criminal didates.
The boxes for old gold and silver
tions. All were treated at Douglas
24
neglect and failureto provide for
articles which have been placed in
Hospital.
HOUR
her children while receiving aid.
several
prominent
places
in
the
South Haven State Police said
The latter charge was dismissed. Morse Five Captures
SERVICE
Three sophomores and on fresh- Rupp, driving a wrecker, was tow city for the benefit of the Young
When Mrs. Heath pleaded not guilty Initial League Victory
man were named winners in the ing a stake truck north on US-31 Women's Christian Association’s
YOUR HOSTSr
Phone
Nov. 7, Judge Smith appointed GRAND RAPIDS (Special)- H. local Peace Extemporaneous and
when a car driven by Hasty hit the war fund will soon be opened and
PAUL
AND
KONA VAN RAALTI
Gordon Cunninghamto represent E. Morse won its first West Michi- OratoricalContests Thursdayafterthe campaign closed. There are
rear of the truck.
her.
noon
on
the
Hope
College
campus.
many
people
who
have
been
ingan League game here Saturday
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICS
After Prosecutor James W. night with a 70-68 nipping of Con- Winners will represent Hope at the The impact knocked the vehic- tending to contribute to this fund
RUBIER
Bussard rested his case, the roy’s of Battle Creek. The win state contest to be held Saturday les into the southbound lane of by turning the old broken spoon or
ZEELAND
STAMPS
traffic in front of a car driven by
defense attorneymoved for disFeb.
9
at
Detroit
Institute
of
Techchain
or
even
the
old
watch
that
snapped a four-gameMorse losing
Tiggloman. Gepner and Slenk were
CLOSED SUNDAYS
missal which was denied. Sentence
nology.
streak in league play.
riding with Rupp and Tate was a is of no use into money that will
was deferred until Jan. 23.
help this good cause. The Young
The winners led all the way a Mary Ann Klaaren, freshman passengerin Tiggelman’scar.
Witnesses for the people included
Woman's Christian Associationare
20-17 margin at the first quarter from Sioux Center, Iowa, took woHasty
was
issued
a
ticket
for
Avery D. Baker, former juvenile
and a 34-27 halftime lead. The men’s oratory with her oration reckless driving. Police laid dam- safeguarding young girls near the
agent; Dick Brandt aigl John
score at the end of the third period "Branches Heavenward.'’George age to the two cars, wrecker and cantonments,are providing aid
Otting of the Holland Fire Depart
56-50. Morse had a 12-point advan- Worden, sophomore from Cadillac truck was estimated in excess of for the milbon girl* in munition
Scrappy lays:
ment, and A1 Bransdorfer, Sentinel
factories,for the women of our
tage during the third quarter but took men’s oratory with "Person $3,000
reporter. Mrs. Heath took the stand
to Person."
allies who need aid and for our
in her own behalf. Her brother, effectiveness wa* hampered by
DRIVERS—
watch out, kids
Ron Nykamp and Carl Edewaards
In the women’s extemporaneous
nurses in service abroad.
William Moomey, also appeared.
Ward
Walters
Has
Party
each having four fouls.
event, sophomore Reiko Kim of
don't!
At the services Sunday Rev. H.
A artful driver obeys
Edewaards led Morse with 17 Okinawa was judged the winner.
Hoekxema, pastor of the Fourteen-
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On His 10th Birthday

with Marisey had 15. Nykamp MelchiorVan Hattem, Grand Rath Street ChristianReformed
followed with 14 and Dave Schreur pids sophomore, won the men’s
Ward Walters celebrated his 10th church, announced that he had deDedication Service
pumped 10. Other Mofse acorers event. Subject was "The Middle birthday anniversary Friday night clined a call from the 12th Street
were: Mulder, 9; Tasma, 3 and East.”
The monthly meeting of the holtrust,2. Burkhead paced Con- Single judge-critic was Guy Van- with a party at his home, 266 West Christian Reformed church, Grand
Rapids and that he had received
23rd St.
PhilatheaClass of First Metho- roy’s with 17. Morse plays Vander
der Jagt, former Hope College deanother from the Franklin Church,
Supper
was
served
after
which
dist Church was held Wednesday
Weide’s of Grand Rapids at 8:15 bater and orator. Dr. William the group attended the Holland also of Grand Rapids.
evaning. The dinner was in charge
p.m. Saturday Jan. 26.
Schrier,directorof oratory,was in Christian• Dowagiac basketball Alfred and John Scholten of
of Mrs. Wanda Van Leeuwen,
charge.
game at Holland Civic Center. The Graaftschap have enlisted in the
chairman. A short business meetparty was given by Ward’s mother, aviation service. They will leave
ing was conducted by the presi- Two Cars Damaged
Mrs. Gerben Walters, assisted by Tuesday for the state of Washingdent, Mrs. Violet Weeks. The 'Two cars were damaged Satur- 20 Attend Meeting
his grandmother, Mrs. Albert ton to begin service there.
group then adjournedto Memori- day when a vehicle driven by
Walters and his cousin, Ellen The Rev. H. J. Veldman. pastor
al Chapel for an impressive can- Lynwood Brower, 19, route 1, Al- Of Eagle Auxiliary
of the First Reformed Church, anTwenty members of the Eagle Walters.
dlelightservice for the dedication lendale,failed to stop in time and
Those present were Dennis nounced Sunday that he had deof new members.
collided with the rear of a car op- Auxiliary gathered at the E a g 1 e
Mrs. Alice Scott as Spirit of erated by Chris Van Koeverlng, Hall Friday evening for a regular Plockmeyer,Gary E ns ing, Timmy clined the cack extended to him by
Ucatesi,David Lubbers, Bobby the Reformed church of Vriesfamd.
Philathea conducted service and 45, route 1, Jenison, u he turned meeting.
explainedthe meaning of Phfla- off Bauer Rd. into a driveway Mrs. Jeanette Raffenaud, Mrs. Pott, Larry Van Wieren, Dickie Louis Padnos has returned from
thea. Mrs. Shirley Walker gave near 28th St Ottawa County depu- Jean Kuhlman, and Mrs. Melvina Visser,Jimmy WoKman, Roger De Chicago where he passed his phyRitterby who observed birthdays Vries, Mike Meyer, David Vander sical examinationand was placed
devotions on the Interpretationof ties estimated damage at $400.
the Beatitudes. Each new member
this month provided lunch which Bie, Carl*Boersema, Gene Bratt, in class 1 of the recent draft.
was presented with a rosebud, The twinkling of stars U caused featured a decorated birthday cake Jimmy Brieve, David De Kruyter. Clarence Zwemer left Monday for
symbol of love. The class pray by the irregularityof the density served by Mrs. Kuhlman. Mrs. Bobby Walters, Mark Walters and Ft. Oglethorpe, Ga., to begin his
song, sung by Mrs. Mildred Da- of masses of air through which Raffenaud was awarded the prize Tommy Walters. Tommy Wedeven career in the service of Unde
Sam.
eon, ended the meeting.
the light from stars comes to us. for the evening.
was unable to attend.
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Beaverdam

Many Arraigned

The

local unit of the Zeeland

GuUd met Wednesday afternoon at the home of

Hospital Service

On Varied Counts

24,

1W7

Ottawa County Dutch Have Easy Hospital Notes Evening School
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Friday were Robert Piers,
Farm News
Tine Movng Into Graves Sandra Vander Zwaag, Scheduled at Hope
Richard Machlele
Fulton
Grand Haven; Betty
53

PI.;

601

St.,

County Agrlcutural Agent
Mrs. George Nienhuis. The afterJean Hart, route 1; Larry WanOttawa County farmers can get
noon was used in sewing for the
rooy. 216 Division; Mrs. James
Place
hospitalneeds. Those attending an expert evaluationof their
In
Quinlaw,205 Heins St. Holland;
were Mrs. George Ohlman, Mr*- roughage at a clinic to be held Hope College's basketball team Louis Van Wezel, 655 Ottawa The Hope College evening school
Martin Voetberg,Mrs. Lawrence during Farmers’ Week at Michi-j missed the century mark by a Beach Rd.; Rodney Hoatlin,74 will open its second semester MonSeveral persons appeared before
Part Township Justice C. C. Wood
De Vries, Mrs. Ben Karsten, Mrs. gan State University next week. point but managed to get the as- Vander Veen Ave.; Rita Jean day Jan. 28. Prof. John Ver Beek,
the last few days.
Harvey Loedema, Mrs. Lawrence Hay, grass and com silage som- tronomicaltotal with such ease Tubbergen,798 136th Ave.
directorof the evening college, has
Irvin J. Diekema, of 209 East
Warner.
Mrs.
Leslie Bekins and ples will be tested for quaUty and that the -warning flag went out
announcedthat registrationwill be
Discharged
Friday
were
Henry
Ninth St., pleaded guilty to
Mrs. Harry Bowman. Unable to ph level at the clinic on Tuesday, today to beware of the Dutch in Israels,30 East Sixth St.; Mrs. completedon Monday between 5
charge of furnishing beer to a
attend were Mrs. Arnold Huyser Wednesday .and Thursday. Michi- the MIAA's home stretch race.
Richard Van Uere and baby,
minor and was sentenced to serve
and 8 p.m. In Room 101, Van
and Mrs. Martin De Klein.
Hope used third-placeAdrian as route 2, Hamilton; Mrs. Leon
14 days and pay fine and costs of
gan State University specialist*
Pvt.
Arnold
Schreur,
son
of
Mr.
the latest springboard.to record a Vander Yacht and baby, route 1, Raalte Hall. He has emphasized
$54.30.If fine and costs are not
and
Mrs.
Arie Schreur who com- wiU make the tests at 1 p.m. each 99-73 win in Civic Center Satur- West Olive; Mrs. Norman Kamps the Importanceof completing regpaid, he will serve an additional
pleted his basic training at Fort day and those fanners entering day night before 1,800 impressed and baby, 230 Woodward, Zeeland; istrationsat that time so course
14 days. The alleged offense ocHood, Texas has recently arrived samples may talk with the judges fans.
Mrs. Bernard Voorhorat and baby,
curred Jan. 7 in Holland township.
in Korea where he is assigned as
What impressed the fans most Hamilton;Mrs. Cornelius Doolaard enrollments may be checked.
Greta Mae Smith, route 2, was
at that time.
was the way the Dutch did every- and baby, route 6; Ardith Gebben, In general, classeswill meet one
a clerk typist at Eighth Army
assessed fine and costs of 539.30
In addition to evaluating the thing right and the comparative260 West 15th St.; Mrs. Peter Van evening per week for a minimum
Headquarters
in
Seoul.
on a charge of operating a motor
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Huyser, roughage, recommendations for ease with which they amassed the Houw, 48 West 16th St.; Robert of 16 sessions as scheduled from
vehicle while transporting beer
who have been living in the apart- grain rations to supplement each highest point total of the season Piers, 53 Graves PI.; Mrs. Erskln 7:30 to 9:10 p m. Most courses will
(minor). The alleged offense ocment above Huyser store moved sample or roughage also wiU be and took home a chunk of third Shelton, 122 West Ninth St; Sandra be taught by regular members of
curred Jan. 7 in Holland townSaturday into their new home made. Roughage samples should place in the MIAA scramble. Vander Zwaag, 601 Fulton, Grand the Hope College faculty. The privship.
Haven; Betty Jean Hart, route 1. ileges of the college library are
which has just been completed in be taken to Room 211, Anthony
Others appearing were Lesue
Hall, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Admitted Saturday were Louis extended to students in eveningthe village,south of the store.
H. Weller, of 669 Gordon, speeding
Other dairy program features
Dunn, FennvlUe;Larry Dryer, 665 classes. Courses are offered for
Mrs.
Cornelius
Bekins
will
ob75 in 65, M-21 in Georgetown
West 22nd St.; Ray GiUespie, 617 credit or for self - improvement.
serve her 95th birthday on Wed- include tours of the main dairy
township, 514.30; Robert GeerMidway; Mrs. Carl Ebel. route 1, Courses carry one. two or three
nesday. Jan. 30. She is confined in bam, dairy nutritionexperimental
lings, Jr.,' route 3. speeding 50 in
barns and loose housing boms;
West Olive; Mrs. Mary Smeenge, hours credit toward thp AB degree.
Parkview
Convalescent
Home
in
40, M-21 in Holland towship, 39.30;
436 Pine Ave.; Mrs, Eugene ReiZeeland where friends and rela and dairy equipment exhibits in
Ver Beek has announced that
James Randall Ahlberg, Detroit,
mink, Hamilton; William Lubben, the apprenticetraining program
fives may caU on her from 2 to 4 the footballstadium and the agrispeeding 50 in 40. M-21 in George603 Lugers Rd.; Robert Oude- given in cooperation with General
and 7 to 8 p.m. She is in fairly cultural engineering building.The
town township, 59.30: Clare Eumolen, 421 East Eighth St.; Ray- Electric Co. will continue this segood health but vision is failing. equipment exhibits will include
gene Towne. of 169 East Eighth
mond Miles, 521 East Eighth St.; mester. Any students who are inThe
CE
was
led by Miss Judy bulk tanks and other milk handling
St, no operator’s license. M-21 in
Karen Goodyke, route 3; Mary terested and who qualify are welequnipment.
Vereeke
Sunday
afternoon.
Young
Holland township, 59.30.
Veneklasen;252 Cambridge; John come to join these classes of prePeople remember the Golden
John Naber, of 72 West 27th St.
Tula, 846 Harvard Dr.
Some of our county vegtable
Chain
Union
Meeting
in
Vriesland
engineering work.
stop sign, US-31 and 16th, Holland
Discharged Saturday were Mrs.
growers will be Interested in a
Thursday evening.
Two course.? are offered this
township, 57.30; Maurice Corby,
Cameron
Cranmer,
322
Pine
Ave.;
Next Sunday the Reformed discussion to be held Tuesday of
semester which have not been listGrand Rapids, stop sign, M-21 in
Mrs. Herman Slager and baby. 207
church will take a special offering Farmers’ Week at 9:45 a.m. dealed before on the evening college
Jamestown township, 57.30; Philip
East 26th St.; Mrs. Theodore Maring with “BuildingYour Plastic
for
the
Hungarian
Relief.
program. They are Short Story, a
Francis Aman. route 3, red light,
tinie
and
baby.
12}i
East
17th
St.;
Next Sunday is the observance Greenhouse.The Agricultural Entwo-hour English course to be
KEEPS LIMBER — George Zuverink, right, keeps in shape during
M-21 and US-31, 59.30; Arthur Van
Mrs. Warren Fitts *and baby, 190%
of Foreign Sunday of the Classis. gineering Department at Michigan
taught by Dr. Edward Brand; and
the winter months officiatingbas'ketballgames. He has worked
Dyke, Jr., of 325 Home Ave., HolWest
15th
St.;
Mrs.
Sly
Gibson,
Mrs. Everett Kleinjans from Jap- State University will conduct this
General Economics, a three-hour
several games in Holland and throughoutWestern Michigan and
land, speeding 45 in 35, Lakewood
56
West
13th
St.;
Linda
Rozema,
an will speak to the congregation discussion and everyonewill have
credit course to be taught by Prof
will referee the Detroit Lions-Sullivan'sgame next Wednesday in
Blvd., 59.30; Roger W. Stapleton,
route 2; Charles Modders,306 East
an opportunity to visit a plastic
Thomas Van Dahm. in the morning worship service
the
Grand
Rapids
Civic
Auditorium.
Here,
Zuverink
signals
one
Grand Rapids, speeding 50 in 40,
13th St.; Grady Camp, 718 Riley
The subject for discussion in the greenhouseon display. I am sure
Prof. A. E. Lampen will again
free throw and hands the basketballto Bob (Shorty) Van Dyke of
M-21 in Georgetown, 59.30.
St.; Ben ‘Brookhouse, 635 East
offer his popular two-hourcourse
Men’s Brotherhood which m e t many of our folks are interested
Holland in the Holland Grand Have/) polio benefit baskotbqjlgame
Eugene Van Uere, route 4.
Eighth St ; Mrs. Martha Anderson,
in this as a means of increasing
Ray RlUema
Monday night was "Sin.”
here last
(Sentinel Photo)
• speeding 50 m 40, M-21 in George182 West 10th St; Mrs. Harry D. in Descriptive Astronomy on Tues... big hands pay off
Mission Guild will meet Thurs- their greenhouse capacity. It certown township, 59.30; George EdMaatman, route 1; Mrs. James days.
Others of the eight courses ofday evening in the chapel at 7:45 tainly would be worthwhile to Hope now has a 4-3 league record Lambers and baby, 172% West 21st
ward Smith, Grand Rapids, no liIt was only Coach Russ JDe
fered.
besides the G. E. program,
p.m. The roll call word is “Work”. hear this discussion and see the
cense plate on trailer, US-31 in
St; Mary Veneklasen,252 CamVette’s decisionto pull his regulars bridge; Mrs. Eugene Riemink, are: Old Testament History by Dr.
Mrs. Harold Hassevoortand Mrs. exhibit.
Holland township, 59.30; John Opwith 10 minutes to play that kept Hamilton; Larry Dryer, 665 West Henry, Voogd; Children’s LiteraRobert Formsma are hostesses.
penhuizen, route 3, Hudsonville,no
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowman Word has come from the Michi- Hope from shooting past the 100 22nd St.; Mrs. James Quinlan, 205 ture by Mrs. Henry Schoon; Apoperator’s license, Holland townand daughter, Laurie, were Sun- gan Department of Agriculture mark.
ship, 39.30; Wade Cox, Jr., of 1746
Pine; Ray Gillespie,617 Midway; plied Music by various members
As it was. the game provided Karen Goodyke,route 3; Raymond of the music faculty; Industrial
day evening visitors with Mr. and that starting Jan. 1. 1957. all catWest 32nd St, cut through gas
Psychology, Mrs Barbara Wilson;
Mrs. Howard Hulsema and chil- tle except steers, spayed heifers, De Vette with an opportunity to Miles. 521 East Eighth St.
station to avoid light Howard and
dren, Earl and Mary Lou in Over- and calves under eight months old, use his entire 14-<nan squad for
North River, 39.30; Chester
Admitted Sunday were Mrs. Sam Introduction to Social Case Work,
George Zuverink will arrive at
isel, also attending worship serv- come under federal control to the first time this campaign and Fabiano. 26 West Eighth . St.; Mrs. Marguerite Hadden; and PubCharles Downer, route 2, FennScottsdale,Ariz., next month with- ice in the Overisel Reformed curb the spread of brucellosis.
13 of them scored. Only Mert Van- Mrs. John R. Mulder, 80 West 16th lic Speaking by Paul Ried.
ville, no mud flaps on truck, USThe new rules are aimed pri- derlind, who sacrificed his sub- St; William Tornovish, 2022 South
out his contract signed.
31 in Holland township, 37.30.
Church.
3 Scout
The Rev. Carl Van Farowe. pas- marily at strengthening and unify- stitute role to some others far- Shore Dr.; Robert Cole. 1688 South
' Doris Boerigter,of 136 West 30th
Zuverink wasn’t satisfied with
tor
of the South Gate Community ing control of interstate movement ther down the bench, didn’t score Shore Dr.; Mrs. Donald Overway,
St, speeding45 in 35, M-21 in
the figure quoted on the first pact
Hope had its best night from the 1502 Godfrey Ave.; Mrs. Marie
Church at Wyandotte was an over- of cattle relative to brucellosis,
Georgetown township, 39.30;
sent him in December and he renight guest with Mr. and Mrs. particularlyto counties and states floor and for the first time they Powers, Douglas.
George Louis Parker, Harvey, HI., Win 'A’
turned it. He plans to confer with Henry Van Farowe and Harvey already designatedmodified cer- really seemed to jell for a home
Discharged Sunday were Mrs.
red light, US-31 and M-21, Holtified brucellosis• free under the crowd. They fired exactly 100 Gerald Slikkers,74 East 32nd St.;
the Baltimore Oriolesclub officials Friday.
land township, 35; Egbert BauScout
Clifford Hallgren, route 2, South
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Mienders- accelerated federal - state cooper- times and hit 42.
mann, route 4, stop sign at railupon his arrival. He will leave
way crossing, Lakewood Blvd., At First Aid
ma. Jay Veldman and Miss Vir- ative brucellosis eradication pro- Particularly pleasing again was Haven; Mrs. Ben Klaynick, Doug- Gene VandeVusse, lacol chairHolland Feb. 16.
The big righthander has been ginia Bronkema of Coopersville,gram. Violation of the regulation the balanced double-figured scor- las; Mrs. Carl Ebel, route 1, West man for the 1957 Scout Week
37io.
Karl F. Borden, South Haven, Three local Boy Scout troops re- busy getting in shape officiating Mrs. Alfred Gemmen and Larry is a federal offense. A regulation ing. Four of the regularsmade Olive; Mrs. Earle Vander Kolk and events, announced today that a
speeding 60 in 40, M-21 in Holland ceived a Class A rating at the an- basketball games this winter and of Hudsonville were Sunday after- already in force will still apply 16 or more points and three of baby. 310 West 11th St.; Mrs. Melwindow display contest between all
after Jan. 1. 1957 to reactors to them had 10 or mor$ in the first vin Brandt and baby, 517 Pinecrest
township, 319.30; James Van Durnual Chippewa District First Aid has been limbering up about three noon callers with Mr. and Mrs. the brucellosistest.
Scout Units will beheld Feb. 6 to
half.
Dr.;
Mrs.
Leonard
Kraker
and
times a week either in Civic Cen- Ed Veldman. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
en, of 176 West 26th St, impropPaul Benes. who reached new baby; 130 North 120th Ave.; Mrs 12, during the anniversaryweek.
er left turn, Eighth and Reed, meet Monday night and were de- ter or the Armory for the past Dykstra of Grand Rapids were
Robert Rescorla, district comStrawberry growers will be in- heights with his backboardsweeps. Eugene Jacksort and baby, New
314.30; Arie William Lemmen, clared eligible for participationin couple weeks.
callers there on Mondy.
missioner, was named to head up
Richmond:
Mrs.
Man-in
Dyke
and
(Dugan) Zuverink, Mr. and Mrs. Harris Veldman terested in knowing that seven
route 1, East Saugatuck, speeding the Grand Valley Council Meet
baby, route 1; Earl Neal Forman arrangementsfor the contest.
50 in 40, M-21 in HoUand town- Feb. 28 in Grand Rapids. Approxi- George’sbrother, has been catch- and Marcia were among those Michigan nurseries were select to MIAA Standings
Jr.. East Saugatuck;Mark Wilson Judging will take place on Saturing him. Vem is a candidatefor who enjoyed a sleigh ride on Sat- further propagate for commercial
ship, 39.30; Gordon' De Vries, of
mately SO Scouts and adult lead- Hope College’s baseball team.
route 6; Robert Van Ark. 69 East day afternoon. Feb. 9.
urday evening. Others in the group use certifiedvirus-freestraw785 Columbia Ave.. speeding 65 in
Special ribbons will be presented
Albion
..................
6
32nd
St.; Rickey Collins, 867 West
ers
attended
the
event
at
Montello
“The first time I worked out I were. Mr. and Mrs. Ted Knap and berry plants. Varities available
55 nighttime,M-21 in Holland townto each Unit participatingin the
32nd St.
was stiff.” George said, “but the children. Bob and Ellen Kay of are Catskill,Marshall, and Robin- Kalamazoo .............5
ship, 514.30; Maurice Heck, route Park School.
Hope ...................4
Admitted Monday were Herbert contest. Two prizes, one for the
second time the arm felt good, Grand Rapids. Mr. and Mrs. Al- son.
1, stop sign, M-21 and 112th Ave.,
The Class A Patrols were Flying
Alma
.................... 4
Huntley,
231 Pine Ave.; Mrs. Ju- most attractive window and one
just like in the middle of the sea- fred Gemmen and Larry, Lyle and
Some small fruits adapted to
37.30.
Eagle, Troop 8, St. Francis de son and I had to hold myself down
Calvin ..................3
lius Prins, 14% West 16th St. for the best portrayal of the theme
Michigan
are
available
for
purNeal R. King, of 588 West 24th
Mary Ohlman of Hudsonville and
Adrian ......
3
Sales; Flaming Rattlesnake, Troop so as not to throw too hard.
Glenn McNitt, route 2, Hamilton “Onward for God and My CounSt, speeding 55 in 45, M-21 in
Jerome Dyk and Jerry and Mar- chase. A strawberry variety called Olivet ...................
Simon Posma, 109 East 23rd St. try,” will be awarded at the Scout*
44, Maplewood Reformed; Deer,
1
Zuverink will referee the Detroit
Pocahontas
looked
good
for
two
Holland township, 59.30; Richard
Martinus De Boer. 136 East 16th ers roundtablemeeting Feb. 12.
Hillsdale ...............0
Troop 21, Zeeland Second Reform- Lions - Grand Rapids Sullivan's lene of Allendale.
Smallenburg, route 4, expired opSpecial music for the Sunday years in southernMichigan both
St.; Mrs. Santiago Gaitan. 172 East
ed.
game in Grand Rapids Civic Au- evening worship sej'vice was giv- for processing and shipping, a
orator’s license, US-31 in HoUand
First-Aid-O-Reedirectir was Otto ditorium Jan. 30. He will also ofmade
four tipins in the first 10 16th St.; Mrs. Henry Morren, 36
mid-season
variety,
productive
township. 59.30; Lyle Olson. Plainen by the choir who sang “For
minutes to lead the early attack, West 22nd St.
Dressel. A1 Walters served as re- ficiate the Jackson-Kalamazoo
high
fruit, firm, tart, and bright red
well. red light, M-21 and US-31,
God So Loved the World".
DischargedMonday were Timbut had to wait for Hope's first
gistrar^ and the scorekeepers were school game Friday.
39.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Ensing fruit.
basket of the second half to enter othy Lubben. 603 Lugers Rd.; Mrs.
Charles H. Gilman. Saugatuck, and
Spring training officiallyopens
black raspberry variety
James Van Dyke, route 4; BenjaMax Flowerday.Timekeeper was Feb. 23 and Zuverink will contin- and child were Sunday evening worthy of trial is New York 3001, double figures.
visitors with their parents,Mr.
The Dutch fractured an Adrian min A. Bosma. 100 Vander Veen
George Swnerenga.
ue to work on his fork pitch along
mid-seasonvariety, maturing a
Dressel commented that the with his sinker, which is his na- and Mrs. Henry Feenstra and fam- high percentage in its first pick- zone-press so fast that after six Ave.; Mrs. Carl E. Myrick, 121
Drivers
ily.
minutes elapsed, the outcome was West 18th St.; Mrs. Bernard Tinproblemswere some of the tough- tural pitch. The sinker, referred
ALLEGAN, (Special) - All six
John Stob led thh Young Peo- ing, looks promising as a process- evident. Jun Buursma was a big holt and baby, route 1; Jack De
est that the patrols have encoun- to as the “Zuverinkzinker,” has
ples Society of the Christian Re- ing variety.
Vries,
12
West
16th
St.; Mrs. Mar- county chairmen in the Fourth
reason
for
breaking
up
the
zone
as
helped
George
in
relief
chores.
tered in the past few years. They
Dundee is a new variety but one he hit sefen jumping one-handers inus Smeenge. 436 Pine Ave.; Congressionaldistrict have put
He is undecided on trying to formed Church Sunday evening.
involved first-aid skills taught for
The Girl’s Society did not meet that is not too popular. ^This black from outcourt in the first half.
Michelle Macqueen. 205 West Ninth their signatures to a letter enthe First Class rank in Scouting. pitch without a windup. A few
Monday
night so that the Girl’s n^berry has good possibilities on
St;
Mrs. Tellies Knowles, 19M Ot- dorsing the candidacy of Vemy
Warren
Vander
Hill
added
12
pitchers
are
expected
to
try
hurlThe Michigan School Bus Driver Class B Patrols were; Skull and
could attend January League a local market and as a home points on a variety of shots Ray tawa Beach Rd.
J. Reynolds, Allegan, for the job
EducationProgram wiU move in- Tiger. Troop 7, Third Reformed; ing without a windup this year be
Hospital
births include a son, of Republican State Committee
meetings of the Holland - Zeelaand garden variety. It opens in mid- Ritsema . picked up another 10
cause
of
the
success
of
Don
Larsen
to Ottawa County Feb. 6, 13, 20 Skunk and Eagle. Troop 10. MethoLeague of Young Women’s Socie- season. Berry is high in quality with his work under the basket. Kendall Mark, born Friday to Mr. Chairman.
and 27, for a 12-hour,county- Aide dist; Beaver. Troop 34. Pearl in the World Series last year.
ties in the Zeeland North Street and a good producer.
These contributions worked the and Mrs. Alvin Dozeman. 106 West Copies of the letters which citZuverink
expects
to
be
the
No.
training program.
Methodist; Lightmng, Troop 6.
Christian Reformed Church.
score at the 10-minute mark to 29th St.; a daughter, Glenda, ed Reynoldsfor "outstanding lad1
righthanded
relief
hurler
for
the
Site for the instructionwill be First Reformed; Beaver, Troop 3.
On
Tuesday evening the Men's Ottawa County poultrymen will 29-15 and the halftime count to born Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Ben ership, organizationalability .
Orioles
this
season
and
he
sees
Allendale Town Hall.
HarringtonPTA; Fox, Troop 22,
Scholten, 461 Riley; a son, Robert were being distributed this week
the Birds finishingsixth again this Society met with Bernard Gelder hear latest developmentsin poul- 48-35.
It Is designed to provide better Beechwood Reformed.
campaign.
Baltimore starting introducing the after-recesstopic, try productionand management Ritsema. whose big hands are Mark, born Saturday to Mr. and to Republicans throughout the
training for school bus drivers and
Patrols rating a Class C award
from university and business re- going to play an important role in Mrs. Henry H. Boeve, route 5.
state.
greater protection for children were; Indian, Troop 46, Pames- pitchers, according to Zuverink, “The Reformed Press".
A son, Mark Lynn, bom Satur- Those signing the letter were
will be Ray Moore. Connie JohnThe
annual banquet of the Beav- searchers. leading farmers, mar- Hope’s backboard game for the
riding school buses. *
town Reformed: Buck, Troop 7,
keting specialists,and freedmen next few years, really got going day to Mr. and Mrs. Neal Brow- Fred McDonald, Allegan county;
Merton J. Turck, instructor in Third Reformed; Beaver, Troop 12, son. Don Ferrarese, Charles Bea- erdam Christian School Alumni
man. a rookie who pitched a few will be held on Thursday evening at Farmers’ Week. Jan. 28-Feb. in the second half. The 6'5’’ fresh- er. route 1, Hamilton; a daughter, Glenn W. Smiley. Van Buren; Althe college of educahon at Michi- Trinity Refrmed.
1, at Michigan State University in man plucked off six buckets in .Tresa Ann, born Sunday to Mr. bert L. Osborn, Barry county;
gan State University,will conduct Troop 29. Saugatuck Congrega- games last Septemberand probab- of this week at 6:30 p.m. in the
ly Hector (Skinny) Brown.
East Lansing. The first poultry 10 minutes, includingfive in a row and Mrs. Elmer Harrison, 618 Mrs. Hazel V. Moore, Cass CounAllendale
Town
Hall.
classes including first aid, safe tional,attended as observers.
Fred Be.sana will probably be the
The
Dorcas
Society will meet program on Tuesday, Jan. 28, will and pushed Hope to a 78-45 mar- PleasantAve.; a daughter, Doris ty; Mrs. Albert Hartleb, St Jodriving practices, the Michigan
Otto Dressel was presented with
first lefthanded reliefer. Irv Palice
begin with the showing of films gin at the second half. 10-minute Margaret, bom Monday to Mr. and seph and $rIongomery Shepard, of
Vehicle Code, emergency proce- a special certificate in recognition is expected to follow Zuverink as Friday at 7:45 p.m. Their last
meeting
was
postponed due to the on management at 9:30 a.m. mark. Thlrt^five points, a half- Mrs. Kenneth Givens, route 4.
Berrien.
dures and the role of the school to his many years of leadership a righthanded fireman.
Among the topics to be discussed minute later, was the game’s big- A daughter.Paula Jean, bom
McDonald is also chairman of
weather.
bus driver in the total education with the First-Aid program in the
Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Henry the committee working for ReyBob Boyd, with help from Boh The talent program of the newly will be comparisonof rearing gest spread.
program.
local area.
Hale, Bill Gardner. Willie Miranda
In the shooting breakdown,Hope Tammlnga, 321 160th Ave.;
poultry on the range with connolds' election to the GOP’s top
Training aids, films, discussions Judges were: Gerald Bolhuis. E. and George Kell will make up the formed Calvinist League will be
made
19 out of 48 shots in the daughter. Patricia Sue. born Tues- state office. Other committee offifinement;new advances in chick
presented
on
Thursday
at
8
p.m.
and practical demonstrations will Oudman. Frank TenHave. Ear\ Baltimore infieldand Tito Franfirst half and 23 out of 52 in the day to Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Bee- cers include Weldon Rumery, Althe Borcuk) Christian Reformed nutrition,a safe vaccination probe utilizedfor classroom instruc- Nienhuis. Cecil Holten, L. Haight, cona, Dick Williams and Bob Nie- in
Qiurch"
gram for broilers and replace- final 20 minutes. Adrian connected len, 304 West 27th St.; a daughter. legan, vice chairman; H. T. Wintion.
F. Poppema, C. Von Ins, B. Baron. man the outfielders.
on 26 out of 87 in the game for Jill Ann. bom Tuesday to Mr. and chester, Allegan. Thomas Cain,
The county superintendentof C. Kramer, R. Tague, C. Kowal- Big Gus Triandos is the catcher Jerry Stob. son of Mr. and Mrs. ment stock.
Mrs. Joseph Smutny, 233 Lucy St., Niles, Leon Kimball, Sturgis,Jan30 percent.
We
still
have
a
few
Farmers’
John Stob, who has recently been
schools office is cooperating with ski, F. VandeVusse.
with Joe Ginsberg in reserve. ZuWeek
program
booklets available Leon Harper, Adrian’s high Saugatuck.
et Marcelletti,of Paw Paw, Barinducted
into
the
navy
is
stationed
MSU in this program.
verink said Richards will attempt
A daughter bom Tuesday to Mr. bara Van Reis, Hastings and
at Great Lakes TrainingStation. in our office. Diop us a card if point man with 21 points, most of
All public and private schools
to make outfielder Jim Pyburn inand Mrs. Lannie Givens, 449 Gor- Manly Welcher, of Marcellus.
Mrs. John Kloostermanfell and you would like a complete pro- them on layups following clever
in Ottawa County are scheduled Cherry Pie Contest
to a catcher, a spot he played in
gram for the week of Jan. 28-Feb. fackes. was especially impressed don St.; a son bom Tuesday to Mr.
broke
her
arm
while
in
Holland
•to send representatives.
college.
with the Dutch. "That bunch is and Mrs. Gordon Veurink, 31 East
Scheduled in County
1.
The program is sponsored by
3 Drivers Involved
The Baltimore manager was re- recently.
the best we’ve seen this year,” 24th St.
Mrs.
Willis Zwagerman has been
the Department of Public InstrucThe Ottawa Cherry Pie Contest ported by Zuverink as wanting to
the 6’3” all-MIAA forward said.
tion, Lansing, in cooperation with is scheduledat 9 a.m.. Saturday, obtain Jim Brideweiser and Jack confined to her home for a number Citizens’ Safety Council
Among eyeglass wearers in the In Mishap at Bridge
Ritsema took top scoring honors
Michigan colleges and universi- Jan. 26. at CoopersvilleHigh Phillips from Detroit for reserve of weeks due to a throat infecwith 24 made on 10 baskets and United States, about 61 per cent
To Hear Shipman Jan. 28 four free shots while Harper was us plain lenses and 39 per cent GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ties.
School. Mrs. Elizabeth Vander- infield strength in exchangefor re- tion and sinus condition.
Three cars were Involved in an acMr.
and
Mrs.
Marvin
Wabeke
hyde. home economics instructor, lief hurler Mike Fomieles.
cident at 4:17 p.m. Saturday on
Gerald R. Shipman, executive followed by Jerry Giilbert 6’ bifocals and trifocals.
and
children
of
Hudsonville
were
Zuverink will be accompanied
is general chairman.
guard, who racked up 19 points
US-31 at the Memorial Bridge
Sunday
evening visitors with Mr. secretary of the Michigan State
south
by
his
wife,
Lorainne,
and
The winners from the Zeeland
in such a way as to leave no
where the L W. Lamb ConstrucSafety Commission, will speak to
and
Mrs.
Ted
De
Jonge.
Sharon
and
doubt why he was an all-state Vanderlind,g ... 0
area will compete with those from their two children,
the
second
annual
meeting
of
the
tion Co. of Holland is widening the
The children of Burnips school the Coopersvillearea. Canned David.
and Jack after the evening worB. Ritsema, c ..... 1
Ottawa County Citizens’S a f e fry Pennsylvania prep player last
bridge.
had a half-day vacaationThurs- cherries will be furnished for this
ship service.
Woodcock,
f
.......
1
year.
Cars were driven by Jane E.
day afternoon and all day Friday, contest.
Several relatives and friends Council Monday, Jan. 28,81 8 p.m
Benes was second for Hope with Scbut, f ......... 0
Gould, 18, Spring Lake, Peter
Jan. 17 and 18, due to stormy All other ingredients are to be Terms oi 3 Allegan
from here attendedthe funeral at Allendale town hall.
.....
2
18 and Buursma and Vander Hill Hendrickson,
Shipman is now working with
Kieft, 60, Grand Haven and Allen
weather conditions.School resum- furnished by the contestants.Pies City Officials Expire
service of Benjamin Kroodsma in
Thomson, f ...... i 1
the coordination of traffic safety each added 16.
Ray Hull, 21, route 2, Spring Lake.
ed Monday morning.
the Vriesland Reformed Church cm
Kempker,
g
....... 1
Henry
Hughes,
the
most
valuaare to be made with lattice tops.
the state, according to
According to city police who
Prayer meetings will be held to- Prize money is providedby the
ALLEGAN (Special) — Terms Thursday afternoon. Mr. Ktoods- throughout
0
ble player in the MIAA two years Sledentop,
Avery D. Baker, director of the
charged
Hulf with failureto stop
ma
was
the
father
of
Mrs.
Cyrene
day at Burnips Methodist Church, KentOttawa HorticulturalSociety. of three city officials will expire
1
ago, scored only seven points,his Hood, c .......
county group. Baker said Shipman
in an assured clear distance ahead,
according to the Rev. Garold Tinthis
spring,
according
to
City Huyser, Several out of state relalowest
total
in
four
years
of
comJudges are Mrs. D. .C. Tanis,
will discuss state and national leg
Totals 42 15 21 99 the Hulf car struck the Kieft car
dell, pastor.
Manager P. H. Beauvais.
tives included Mr. and Mrs.
petition. Coach Stan Albeck chose
Allendale; Mrs. Mary Lillie,
islationpertaining to safety and
forcing it into the rear of the
Adrian (73)
PTA met recently at the school Coopersvilleand Mrs. Russell Low- Positionsto be filed at the April Edward Schreur Mrs. Pierce De will answer questions.
to shuttle the 6’5” forward in and
FG FT PF *P Gould car as all were traveling
1 election include two council Jager and Mrs. Dick De Jonge
with the program given by Mrs. ing Conklin.
out
of
the
game
frequently and
A business meeting and resolu4 21 north.
members and the municipal judge. who are nieces and nephews of the tions on proposed legislationalso the Adrian unit appeared to oper- Harper, f .........
Jihtin Sale and her accordian band
of Hamilton.A social time followDr. L. C. Curlin and Francis deceased from Orange City, Io- are on the agenda.
ate better with Hughes out of the Hughes, f ......... 3
Orhman, c ........ 4
Quarterly Meeting
Hanson, whose terms on the coun- wa. also attended the service.The
ed.
game.
To Stay With Union
Hope, busy with exams this GUbert, g ......... 6
The WSCS of the local Methodist ALLEGAN (Special) — George cil expire, are not expected to relativeswere dinner guests with
The Holland Color and Chemical
Church postponeda visit to Alle- Nanna. president of the Allegan seek re-election.MunicipalJudge their uncle and aunt, Mr. and Art Exhibition
week, doesn’t play again* untU Keller, g ..........0
Co. employes voted 38-30 Tuesday
B.
Stephens,
g
..... 1
gan County Infirmary due to weath- ImprovementAssociation,an- E. L. Andrews probably will be Mrs. George Schreur on Saturday SOUTH BEND, Ind. - The 8th Feb. 2 when Ferris comes to Civic
night to remain affiliated with the
Me Cormlck, f .... 0
er conditions last Thursday after- nounced Wednesday (hat the organ- a candidate to succeed himself. and supper guests wih Mr. and annual Michiana Regional Art Ex- Center.
Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers
Howard,
g ........ 3
Hope
(ft)
Several
names
have
been
menMrs.
Cyrene
Huyser.
hibition
is
scheduled
March
10
ization will return this year to its
union of the international AFL*
Evans,
g
..........
0
FG
FT
PF
TP
The Salem Township Volunteer originalschedule of quarterly gen- tioned as possible candidates for Mr. and Mrs. Edward Schreur, through 31 at the Art Centef GalCIO. Howard Reissing, presidentof
1 24 J. -Stephens, g .... 0
f ..... 10 4
Department at Burnips was eral membership meetings. Firsl the two council posts, but none Mrs. Pierce De Jager and Mrs. leries, 620 Washington Ave.. South
local 7-664, ’reported today. It
Nims.
f
...........
1
0
16
0
.......
8
1 Thursday evening to put such session has been scheduled have announcedthemselves as yet. Dick De Jonge of Orange City Bend. Entry cards for the show,
marks the second consecutiveyear
Paveiko,
g
........
0
3 18
0
fire in ann old house near for Wednesday, Jan. 30. at 8 p.m. Deadline for filing nominating peti- Iowa visited with Mr. and Mrs. which will offer 32,500 in prizes, Benes, c .
the vote at the plant has favored
3 16
2
O 7
toward home on Dorr in the ;k>wer lounge of the Gris- tions will be at noon Saturday, Andrew Gelder on Friday even- are due Feb. 19 and may be ob- Vandef Hill R
Totals 26 21 21 73 the union, Hb aaid.
2
0
Tauairfi,g
ing.
Mai'ch 9.
tained at the Art Center.
bouse was destroyed. wold JD.oaonal building.
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Dutch Again
To Bears,
In

24,

1957

Chix Grab 5th Straight

Improved Maroons

Bow

Take 6043

92-75

Win

Win

-

Holland Christian's Maroons
romped to their third straightwin
and their sixth , of the year by
outclassinga strong Dowagiac
quintet, 6<M3 on the Civic Center
court Friday night A homecoming
crowd of 1,600, held down by the
weather,watched the well-played

ST. JOSEPH (Special)- A redhot Holland High basketball team
played its best game o( the season here Friday night but wasn’t
good enough to beat a sizzling St.
Joseph quintet in a racehorse

game.
The final scor^ was 92-75 in the
St. Joseph gym before 1,500 fans

affair.

The Hollanderswere a poised,
smooth working outfit Friday

Holland hit its biggest point total of the seasoh in compiling its
best shooting average. The Dutch
sank 27 baskets out of 71 attempts
for 38 percent.
/
Les Overway, whd chose to be a
"sleeper” several times, connected on eight baskets and added
six charity tosses to amass a 22point total, highest made by any

night and continue to improve with
every contest. Dowagiac,which
had lost only twice in seven starts
before Friday's clash, couldn’t

*

/

stay in the game once the second
half got underway.
Again a tight Christian defense
and some fine rebounding were
telling factors in the Dutch victory
Coach. Art Tula continued to rotate
his players and kept the club at
peak efficiency.throughout the
tilt. Warren Otte, a junior, who
didn’t start, but came in at the sec
ond quarter played a terrific ball
game on the boards and shone offensivelyas well. He teamed along
with Cal Klaasen, another junior,
to give the Dutch almost complete
domination of the boards after the
first period. Standoutperformers
the Dutch offense were Dave
Klaver, with his outcourt swishers,
and Herm Tuls with his driving
tactics. Between the two of them,

4?

they garnered one half of the
Dutch markers.
Dowagiac, coached by Walt Wilson,

was

truly

a

fine

baH

Kenewa Loop Play

COMSTOCK PARK (Special) the third period and Zeeland held
Although outscored from the floor _ 52-31 advantageat the quarter's
by three baskets, Zeeland High’s finish. Then came the final eight
basketball team countered with minutes and the last Panther push
some good free throw shooting to which at one time narrowed the
win its fifth straightKenewa score to 48-U.
League game and remain unbeat- Comstock Park used a full-count
en In league play with a 64-60 win press in the late stages of the
over Comstock Park here Friday game and it bothered the Chix.
night, v
Boeve led both teams in scorThe Chix sank 22 out of 34 foul ing with 22 points and sank 10
tosses while the Panthers could out of 11 free shots. Dave Van
tally on only 12 of 27 attempts. Peursem followed with 13 and
The ‘loss was Comstock Park’s Max De Jonge popped 10. Forfifth in league play.
tune had 16 for Comstock Park.
Comstock Park threw Its big- The Chix entertain Hudsonville
,ge?t score in the fourth quarter next Friday night In another Kenwhen they outscored Zeeland, 19- ewa League game. The Eagles lost
19, But the four points at the to Coopersville,57-56 Friday night.
game’s close was the closest the
Zeeland (64)
/ FG FT PF TP
Kenewa League Standings De Jonge. f ..... . 5 0 4 10
Beyer, f ..........4 1 5 9
I
Boeve, c ..........6 10 0 22
Zeeland
..........
^
Van Peursem, g .. 3 7 3 13
Fremont ............
4
5
3
3
Tania, g ...........1
Coopersville
.........
:
Berens, f ......... 0 1 0 1
Sparta ...................
2
4
0
2
Rigeterink. c ..... 2
Hudsorivllle ...... ........
Den Ouden, g .... 0 0 0 0
Comstock Park ...........0
Totals 21 22 17 64

For 3rd Straight

Racehorse Tit

in

club,

w

............................

.

....

:

^
3
1

-

Comstock Park (W)
Panthers came In the contest fol4
5
Cordcs, f
..... 2
1
lowing a one-point lead 11-10
Fortuna,f ........ 7 2 4 16.
the fist quarter.
Zeeland led at the end of the Gelder bloom, o .. 3 2- 3 8
2
5
1
first period, 16-11 and then had Humphrey, g ..... 2
a 17-polnt second quarter to go Denhardt.g .......6 1 5 13
ahead 33-32 at halftime. Big 6'4’ Hackmuth, f ...... 2 1 0 5
....

Ed Boeve paced the drive with

Howlett,

c

........ 2

4

2

8

eight points.

Both teams hit for 19 points

Mss

Judith

In

Ann Ypma
Holland Reserves

Marries Edwin Elzinga

Total* 24 12 20

Ottawa County
Real Estate

and one of the strongest met by
the Maroons this season. Three
outcourtperformers,Sam Keys,
First Reformed Church parlor front at the perky bow and cascad
Bill Reynolds and Jim Waters, in Zeeland, decorkted with palms
Pancls '» U115 l'eraUn<! in
Les Overway
back. Their headpieces were fashwere the best the Dutch have enST. JOSEPH (Special)—Holland
Jack Wells Dean & wf. to Daniel
and
altar bouquets of white and
. . . season's high
ioned of matching velvet and net,
countered all year. The entire
. Bell St wf. Pt. SEK» SW14
High’s
reserve basketball team lei
yellow
carnations,
was
the
scene
of the Dutch this campaign and
iprinkled with rhinestones.
Chiefton offense revolved about the
32-8-15 Twp. Robinson.
tops for both clubs.
Douglas Elzinga attended his a big St. Joseph second quarter Siegel W. Judd & wf. to Donald
setting up of screens for these of a wedding Friday evening when
St Joseph for the second time
brother
as
best
man
and
Glen
prove
too
much
for
them
and
they
boys to shoot one handed jump Miss Judith Ann Ypma and EdH. Freeman & wf. Pt. Lot 179, 180
this season racked up more than
shots from well outcourt.AH three win D. Elzinga were united in Schrotenboer and Evert Schroten- ff.iledto come back and received Grand Haven Beach Sub. No. 2,
90 points against Holldhd. The
are great ball handlersand con- marriage. The double ring cere- boer, Jr., setted the guests.
their second defeat against five Twp. Spring Lake.
first game Dec. 27, saw the Bears
Wedding music was played by
stant threats, with or without the mony was performed at 8 p.m.
Harry F. Covington Jr. ft wf. to
victories.
setting a Civic Center mark with
by the Rev. John den Ouden, pas- Bernard Vugtcveen, organist.
ball.
Lester DePree ft wf. Lot 1 MidThe
Little
Bears
won
the
game
97 tallies.
For
her
daughter's
wedding
Although the Dutch shooting peri
way Sub. Twp. Park.
The Bears turned in a highlyParents of the couple are Mr. Mrs. Ypma chose a rose beige 5W7.
centage was below that of the
Exec. Est Nellie Roelots, Dec. to
respectable accuracy mark of 45
sheath
dress
of
brocade,
trimmed
Chiefs, it was an Improvement and Mrs. John Ypma, 39 Sanford
Tied at the end of the first per- Ray A Beek ft wf. Pt NW14
percent derived from 36 field goals
over recent games. Christian hit St., Zeeland, and Mr. and Mrs. in satin, with matching hat, black iod, 8-8, the St. Joe seconds got 15-5-13Twp. Jamestown.
in 75 tries.
on 23 out of 76 tries for about 30 Dick F. Elzinga, 245 Lincoln Ave., accessories and a corsage of rolling on a smooth fast break and Adm. Est. May Minderhout,
The winners were phenomenal
white roses. Mrs. Elzinga, the scored 17 points to HoUand's eight
per cent while the losers connect- Zeeland.
Dec. to Peter Rens, Pt NW14
in the first half and that was the
The bride was attired in a floor groom's mother wore a dress of and led at halftime 29-16.
ed on 19 out of 57 for an even 33
1-5-13 Twp. Jamestown.
story of the game. St. Joe con
Dior
blue
lace
with
navy
accesslength
gown
.
of
antique
taffeta
per cent.
They maintained this* margin Henry J. Blauwkamp ft wf. to
verted 21 of 35 shots for 60 perDowagiac, fresh from wins over with a chapel sweep. She chose ories and pink rose corsage.
cent to supply the cushion against
BOARDING A PLANE for their first flight in top picture are St. Joseph and Three Rivers, look- a simple but elegant styling with A reception in the church base- throughout the second half holding H. B. Renick ft wf. Pt NW14
a comfortable4642 third quarter 30-6-14 Twp. Blendon.
the relentlessHolland team.
Mrs. Alice Nienhuis, 77, (left) and Mrs. Roy Billings,82, of
ed sharp in the opening quarter, a fitted bodice which compliment-ment was attended by 100 guests. advantage.
Ray A Beek ft wf.' to Hilbert W.
The Bears scored the game's
Assisting as master and misHolland, who flew to New York City from Grand Rapids airport
to connect on over 50 percent of ed the unpressed pleates 'in the
Hubby Harrington led HoUand Hllzey ft wf. Pt. NW# 15*13 Twp.
first 10 points , holding the Dutch
tress
of
ceremonies
and
also
in
full
skirt.
'Die
short
sleeves
and
a few days ago. This modern transportation was a sharp their shots, from well outcourt.
with 10 points while Jim Overbeek jamestown.
scoreless for 2:45. Once Holland
They took an early lead and once enchanting scoop neckline were charge of the gift room were Mr. and 'Ron Dorgelo £ach had eight
contrast to the old days when the two women were children.
got started they moved right
Albert Vegter ft wf. to John W.
led 11-7, before the Dutch rallied. enhanced with lovely scroll detail- and Mrs. Roger J. Brouwer. Mr. Other Holland scorers Included
along and sliced the margin to
That was a matter of walking or horse and buggy. Bottom
DeVries ft wf. NW% NE% SW%
and
Mrs.
Roger
L.
Brower
preChristian still trailed15-11 at the ing. Her dress buttoned in the
Chuck Ritters, ; Jim Van Putten, NE*4 15-5-15 Twp. Holland.
six points, 26-20 at the end of the
picture shows a popular mode of transportation in the days 50
back and was completed by a sided at the punch bowl.
quarter mark, however.
5; Bob Chambers, 4; Dave Wehrfirst period.
Jacob Vanden Bosch ft wf. to J.
or more years ago. Mrs. Nienhuis is one of the passengers in the
Following the reception the newThe Dutch sparked by Otte and perky bow. She selected a simple
meyer, 2; Jack Hulst, 2 and Ted Russel Bouws ft wf. Pt. Lot* 75,
Holland added another 14 points
surrey outside a Holland parsonage.
Tuls began to move once the pillbox styling for her headpiece lyweds left on ;a honeymoon to Walters, 1
In the second quarter to leave the
76 Riverside Add. City of HoUand.
second period got underway. They enhanced with sequins and seed Washington D. C. They will be at
George Ericksonhad 14 for the Stuart Heyboer ft wf. to Philip
floor at intermission with 34, their
home
in
Mt.
Pleasant
after
Feb.
tied the count at 15-15, before the pearls and fingertipveiling in imwinners and Tom Schadler sank 12
best offensiveshow of the season.
J. Heyboer ft wf. Pt. SW% NW1.
Chiefs again took a 16-15 lead at ported bridal illusion.
But St. Joe matched it witl\ anfrl % 29*16 City of Grand Haven.
The
groom
will
resume
studies
Her
attendants,
Mrs.
Willis
E.
the four minute mark. Two straight
other 26 points to walk off with
Norman C. Poel ft wf. to Henone handers by fuls gave the Hall of St. Joseph, matron of hon- at Central Michigan College in Emblem Club Members
52 points, Holland’s worst defenrietta Taylor Pt. Lots 82, 83, 84
Februtry
where
he
is
affiliated
or,
and
Miss
Mary
Elzinga,
sister
locals the lead, which they never
sive show of the season.
Pinehurst Add. Grand Haven.'
Discuss Future Events
The Bears made the first basket
again relinquished. The Dutch of the groom, bridesmaid,chose with Tau Kappa Epsilon FraternArthur Reender* ft wf. to
ity. He is a veteran of two years
taffeta
gowns
styled
similar
to
the
of the third quarter but the Dutch
continued to pull away
A regular monthly business Arthur B. Buitenwertft wf. Pt.
military
service
with
the
U.
S.
bridal
gown,
in
lovely
Arcady
countered with the next 12 points
steadily and held a 27-21 halftime
meeting of the Holland Emblem S% NW% SE% NW% 28*16 City
blue. The princess styled gowns Army in Germany. The bride atto narrow the margin to 54-46.
Club was held at the club rooms of Grand Haven.
Modern air transporation proved city. Those were the days of horse- margin.
tended
Western'
Michigan
College
featured
velvet
panels
in
deeper
Two minbtes later a basket by ed quite a thrill for two Holland drawn fire engines, and it was al Holland took over immediately
Thursdayevening with 18 members Adm. Est William Brusse, Dec.
Tom Aye made U 58-51, the closest women a few days ago when they most a daily occurrence to see in the third stanza, and before the shades of blue, meeting in the at Kalamazoo.
present, despite the inclement to Vogelzang Enterprises, Lot 8
second half gap. But in the last
boarded a plane at the Grand runaway teams. In th^ winter, ruts firing was over had pumped in 22
weather.
Blk. F. Bosman's Add. City 6t
three-and-a-halfminutes the Bears
Mrs. Marie Botsis, president, Holland.
Rapids airport and flew to New became so deep that cutters often markers to the Chiefs 10. Before
Man
Released
Without
sparkledwith 14 points to none
the quarter was half gone, the
was in charge of the business AUyn WestenbroekSt wf. to OtYork City. It was their first would tip over.
for Holland to ice the game.
Bond in Desertion Case
It was just 75 years ago Jan. Dutch held a 35-25 lead. Klaver
meeting. Tickets were distributed tawa Savings ft Loan Assn. Lot
flight.
Trailing 72-51 at the start of
hit four of his specialities to lead
the inter - fraternal auxiliary 18 Westenbroek Sub. No. 1, City
As
they
winged
across
the na- 13 that Mrs. Nienhuisarrived
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - for
fourth quarter, Holland out- tion, Mrs. Martin P. Nienhuis, 77. New York City from the Nether- the Dutch attack.
dance to be held in the Tulip Room of Zeeland.
Jasper L. Lunsford, 30. Gary. Ind.,
scored the Bears, 22-19, including
Dowagiac, known for its comelands. She had learned to walk on
of the Warm Friend Tavern FriFirst
School Dist. 4th Class No. 28 to
|Who pleaded not guilty previously
a seven-point run midway in the and Mrs. Roy Billings, 82, had
day. Feb. 15, for the benefit of Carl F. Erickson & wf. Lots 4-10
plenty of time to contrastthis the boat coming over. This trip backs in the foqrth quarter, startto nonsupport and desertion chargperiod.
ed out in earnest in the finale to
marks her first return visit
Huis.
Blk 24 Village of Ferrysburg.
MUSKEGON (Special )-Holland es, appeared in Circuit Court Fri- Prestatie
Balanced scoring was evidenced mode of modern transportationto
whittle the margin to 49-37, before
The Emblem club Is serving the
America’s largest city.
the
old
days
when
they
were
chilRaymond J. Nykamp et al to
day afternoon and in view of the
on both clubs but the difference
High's
ninth
graders
picked
up
The two local women had gone the Maroons again took over to
luncheonto be held Thursday at Douglas W. Vander Hey ft wf.
came as the Bears had four boys dren.
fact that his trial will not be held
Mrs. Nienhuis remembers the to New York to consult a hearing Hit the game out of reach. The their first win of the season here for 2*2 to 3 months, the court 1 p.m. at the Elks Club Jan. 24. Lot 109 Post's Fourth Add. City
with 15 points or more and the
days
when a trip from Holland to specialist. The Nienhuis family re- Hollanders held their biggest lead, Friday afternoon, besting the released him on his own recog- for Robert Burns, presidentof the of Holland.
Dutch had to be satisfied with getMichigan Elks' Association. The
Grand Rapids with horse and bug- ceived word a day or so ago that 57-39 with three minutes left in Muskegon Catholic frosh, 49-42.
Edmund E. Applehof ft wf. to
ting five players 10 or more.
nizance.
South Haven Emblem Club No. 149 Jack DeYoung & wf. Pt. Lots 25,
they
were
making
fine progress. the tilt. Tuls emptied his bench
gy
would
take
all
day.
She
rememFollowing Overlay was Aye
The Dutch were never headed,
Edward Fox, 50. Ferrysburg.
with 11 while Dave Hilbink and bers being snow bound in the Mrs. Nienhuis said she "had in the final minutes as the Dutch and held 11-4, 22-11 and 39-32 who previously had requesteda has invited the Holland club to 26 Water's View Twp. Spring
their meeting on Wednesday, Feb.
coasted to the victory.
Rof Plagenhoef, starters,and sub country for a week at a time. thrown away her hearng aid."
Lake.
quarter margins as they peppered court-appointedattorney to deThe plane on which the two woFrom the foul lane, the locals the basket with a balanced attack. fend him at public expense,re- 6. at 8 p.m. All members not pres- Michigan Builders ft ContracPeople in those days walked to
Gary Gibbons,each had 10.
ent at the meeting and wishing to tors, Inc. to Audley L. Joslin ft
Jerry Neidlinger,playing the Holland from Crisp and North men flew was- a new Viscount connected
Ralph Lawson's 12 markers were appeared in Court Friday and
powered
by
Rolls
Boyce,
carrying
Dowagiac
was
hitting
just
go are asked to call 9716.
while
Dc
Holland
carrying
their
farm
prowf. Lot 50 Gunneman’s Sub. Twp.
best game of his career, led the
tops for the club. Ron Maat had pleaded guilty. Bond of $1,000 was
It was unanimouslyvoted to conBears with 21 points and all- duce. They would sell .t in local 44 passengers. With a cruising five out of 16 attempts. Klaver eight and Harley Hill, Ed Loncki not furnished. Fox allegedly had
Polkton.
state center Jason Harness had stores and then walk back home speed of 385 ntoles an hour, the was high man for the Maroons and Burton Wiersma had seven assaulted his sister. Mrs. Mary tribute $25 to the March of Dimes
Herman J. Ten Broeke to Marplane left Giend Rapids airport at with 18 followed by Tuls with 13.
18. Dick Kesterke,who finished with groceries.
garet Tinholtet al Lot 27, 28 Post’s
apiece. Bill Scott tallied four and Sands, at her home Jan. 5 Inflict- Polio fund this year.
The late Mr. Nienhuis was for- 9:10 a.m. and arrived in New Waters, in a reserve role, led the Jerry Groters and Jerry Rice each ing two broken ribs. Ally. George The next social meeting will be First Add. City of Holland ft pt.
his prep play because of Febraury
held at the home of Mrs; George E% SE% 13-5-15 City of Zeeland.
Chieftans with 13, followed by netted two.
graduation,netted 17 and was mer owner of the Holland Packing York City at 11:59 a.m.
Lievensc of Holland had been asMrs. Nienhuis lives at 707 Wash- Reynoldswith 11 and Key with 10.
Botsis, 367 Arthur Ave.. on Thurshoisted on the shoulders of h 1 s Co. on West 14th St. and as a
Holland clicked on 17 field goals signed to defend him.
WiUian H. Nies ft wf. to Arnold
day, Feb. 7 instead of at the home W. Hertcl ft wf. Pt. Lots 2, 15 Blk.
teammates and carried from the sidelinewould train racing horses ington Ave. and Mrs. Billings Key fouled out in the closing stag- to 15 for the losers and added 15
of Mrs. George Michmcrhuizen.
floor. Dave Dase, who bothered as operate a farm west of the lives at 245 West 17th St.
es.
free throws to 12 for Catholic.The
31 City of Holland.
License Denied
Refreshmentswere in charge of
Holland here especially last
Crusaders only missed three charIrvin L. Heyniger ft wf. to WilGRAND HAVEN (Special) - the Mesdames Herman De Vries liam
month, popped 15.
ity tosses as the Dutch had only
A. Weatherwax ft wf. Pt.
Coach Fred Weiss, who said
nine personals charged against Circuit Judge Raymond L. Smith and K. Stokes, co-chairmen, as- SE*4 NW*4 18-5-15 Twp. Holland.
Friday
denied
restoration
of
an
sisted
by
the
Mesdames
Fred
that spirit has remained high on
Little
them.
Kenneth E. Taylor ft wf. to John
Holland Christian (60)
the club despite its 1-6 record, was
Coach Bill Noyd’s team will take operator's license for Robert E. Stokes, Al T i m m e r and Joyce Hoeksema ft wf. Pt. SE% SE%
Holland (75)
FG FT PF TP
pleased with the offensive showing
FG FT PF TP
its 1-3 record out against the Mus- De Jonge. 26. Allendale,who was Wadsworth.
li*14 Twp. Blendon.
During the social period a Chi- Martin E. Bleckley ft wf. to
2 18
but was disappointedwith Hol- Hilbink, f .........
0 10 Klaver. f ..: .......
kegon Heights frosh Jan. 30 here. given a 30-day suspension by the
Coast
to
1 8
examiner from the drivers' divi- nese auction was held in charge of Emil G. Engle ft wf. Pt. S% SE%
land's "lack of quick reaction” on Overway, f .......
6 '2 22 Klaasen, f ..... ,...2
Kool, c ............
1 1
sion of the Secretary of State'sof- the refreshment committee.
defense.
11
4
Aye, c ............
12*14 Twp. Polkton.
0( 2
The Dutch return to Civic Cen- Plagenhoef, g ....
fice Jan. 3 for being "habitually ' Major and Mrs. Raymond JohnHlland Christian's Little Mar- Placed on Probation
4
10- Mulder, g .........
Nicholas Stielstra ft wf. to Walter next Friday night to play un- Tornovish, g .....
Tuls, g ............
3 13 oons got off to a fast start Frinegligent." De Jonge has been son from Grand Rapids will con3
9
ter T. Victor ft wf. Lot 24 StielIn Non-SupportCase
duct
special
services
at
the
Salvabeaten Muskegon Heights. The Gibbons, c
Otte,
c
............
4
8
day night on’ the Civic Center court
operating his own diesel truck and
10
.....
stra’s Sub. Twp. Park.
2
Tigers won their eighth straight Teusink, g .........
and then coasted in to their eighth GRAND HAVEN (Special)- trailer. He had admitted four tion Army Citadel Sunday at 9:30
5
0 Joldersma, f ......
Ada Holstege to Arthur W. BillMouw,
f
...........
0
2
8.m.
and
7
p.m.
Special
music
Friday with an 81-45 win over Gilbert, c .........
win
of
the
season
by
topping
Do0 0 2 Weener, g .........2
Edward Powers, 29, Muskegon, speeding violations during 1956,
strand ft wf. Pt. W% SW% SWV*
0 6 wagiac's reserves, 49-32. The Hol- was placed on probation for two also passing at an intersection. will be provided by the band. The SW!4 34-5-15 Twp. HoUand.
Muskegon.
1
Alderink, ........
landers have lost two contests so
public Is invited.
0
Rice, f ............
years by Circuit Judge Raymond
Totals ... 23 14 12 60 far this season.
Mrs. Lester Cook. Virginia Park,
Otting, g
1
0
L. Smith Friday, atfer Powers
Dowagiac (43)
will entertain members of the Vir- Methodist Men Give
A
20-point scoring outburst in the
Stoel, g ............
0
FG FT PF TP first period, sparked by Jim Hulst pleaded guilty to charges of nonginia Park Home Extension group.
support and desertion of his wife
Featured will be discussion on ‘Ladies Nitef Dinner
Tucker, f ..........
2 and Jack Bouwman, sent the
Totals ... 27 21 24 75
and daughter.
“UnderstandingYoung Children.” The annual "Ladies Nite” given
Stasiak, f .........
6 Dutch off to a 20-9 lead. Christian
8t. Joseph (92)
The court decreed that Powers,
Nelson, c
0
1
by 'the Methodist Men Thursday
netted 10 before the Little Chiefs
FG
FT
PF
TP
Lists 4
Key. g .............
5 10 could score. With redferves filtering who has no job at present, must
drew approximately100 men and
15
Dase, f ...........
Funeral Services Held
Reynolds, g .......
2 11 into the lineup,the scoring tapered pay $22.50 out of the first $50 he
women. A welcome to the ladies
Neidlinger,f ..... .9
3 21
makes, and half of any more he
Waters,
g
.........
6
2
13
was given by the Methodist Men’s
off
to
give
the
Dutch
a
28-13
lead
The Holland Township Board re- Harness, c .......
For
Mrs.
Anna
Seii
18
makes, plus pay $5 a month overPhillips, c .........
0 at halftime.
president,Harold Ror.ch. Bernard
ports that four applications Mr Kesterke, g ......
17
The Dowagiac outfit narrowed sight fees. There must be no
Mrs. Anna Seif, 84, of 308 West Shashaguay gave the invocation.
zoning permits Were filed in the Burton, .....
5
the gap to 12 points before the drinking and he cannot leave the
12th St. died at 3:15 a.m. Friday A meal was served by the Wotownshipduring the first half of- Callendar, g ...... . 0'
2
4
Maroons again spurted to lead 37- state.
at Holland Hospital where she had men’s Society.
January as follows:
Koch, f ............
4
The court pointed out that
18 at the third quarter horn. The
Singing was led by Arthur Marbeen taken Thursday.
New houses — Ray Ten Haven. Engler, f .........
2
2
Chain Reaction Crash
Hollanders’ biggest margin was 44- Powers has a bad criminal record
Born
in
Holland
in
1872, she tin with Raymond L. Smith at the
Crescent Dr., $12,000, and Gordon Miller, c .........
2
20 at one point in the fourth period. and he failed to assume his oblilived here all her life. She was the piano. The devotional was given
De Jonge, Lot 15. Puizenga Subd., Montei, g
4
Three cars were damaged in a
Hulst led the locals with 23 tal- gations to his family properly. The
widow
of Carl Seif who died in by Robert Jaehnig.
$7,000.
0 chain reaction accident blamed on lies, followed by Bouwman with 10, only thing in Powers’ favor was
Wolters, g ........
Program chairman, Robert
1944. She was the daughter of
New House and garage attachslippery roads Thursday evening. Ben Bonselaar with five, Vem the fact that he returned to Grand
the late Mr. and Mrs. Arend Ver Freers introduced Merlin Terrill,
ed — Gordon De Jonge, lot 59,
Totals ... 36 20 24 92 Allegan County deputy. Henry Wedeven with four, Arlyn Lanting Haven voluntarily from CaliforLee. She was a member of St. who performed magical trlcta with
Huizenga Subd., $9,000.
Bouwman said the collision began with three, Paul Rillema and Bob nia. Prosecutor James W. Bussard
audience participationby Mr. and
Francis de Sales Church.
Service station — Sun Oil Co.,
when an automobile driven by Kapenga with two each. Terry Fer- had been in the process of having
Surviving are four daughters, Mrs. Rudolph Mattson, Mrs. John
17th St. and Homestead Ave., Child Hit by Car
Ray Wiersma, <46, route 1. East guson led Dowagiac with 12.
the man returned under the UniMrs. Cornelius Mool, Mrs. Don O. Hagans, and Mrs. Robert
$15,000.
| GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Sauyatuck, 'slowed down to disform Reciprocal EnforcementSupRypma, Miss Helen Seif aU of Hol- Freer*. The benedictionwas given
Pierre Gerber, five-year-oldson of charge a passenger about three
port
•
land and Mrs. Henry Wieten of by Rev. John O. Hagans
Mr. and Mrs. Harold A. Gerber of miles south of Holland xm US-31. Fishing Fine Paid
Pine Windows Tested
Grand Rapids; three sons, Joseph
1013% Madison St., Grand Haven, A car driven by Clifford Shoemak- GRAND HAVEN (Special)
V. Seif of Chicago,Herman Seif
Window units of ponderosa was slightly injured when he was er, 23, route 1, Holland, then hit Maurice B. Harmelink,37, Grand divorce (ranted
and Carl J. Seif both of Holland;
Miss Eleanor Ruth Hoek
Rapids,
paid
$5
fine
and
$7.80
costs
pine are prefitted at the factory struck by a car driven f>y Mrs. the rear of the Wiersma’s car. A
. and Mrs. Walter Hoek of 22 grandchildren; 38 great grancGRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
where they must pass tests for Isabel Vaughn, Spring Lake, at third vehicle, operated by Bernard in Justice Eva Workman’scourt
1182 GraafschapRd., announce the children;four sisters, Mrs. Charles
air irrffltratlonand where Weath- Fulton and DespelderSts. at 3:32 Greving, 28, route 2, Hamilton, Friday night for fiihlngwithout a A divorce decree was granted In
engagement of their daughter, Liester of Evansville. Ind., Mrs.
Ottawa
Circuit
Court
Friday
to
ciuanci autv.
erstripping is precisely installed. p.m. Friday. The child was taken then struck the Shoemaker
auto. realdent fishing license. The arEleanor Ruth, to Walter B. Jones, Henry Van De Water, Mrs.
Nellie
Vice
from
Louis
Vice,
both
The wood also Is treated chem- to MunicipalHospital in an am- Damage to the three cars was es* rest was by Conservation Officer
son of Mr. and %s Walter Jones, Emmlck and Mrs. C A.
of
Holland.
Custody
of
the
minor
tickets\were
Harold
Botfdltch
in
Grand
Haven
timated
at
$300.
No
ically to resist warpidg, shrink- bulance and was released. No tickof HoUand. „
Jr., of route 1, west Olive.
child
was
granted
to
the
mother.
township Jan. }2.
issued.
ing apd swelling.
et was Issued.
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Sub-Committees Named

Martin Stops Saugatuck to Increase

for

Area Annexation Study

City Engineer Seme felt that
Recreation — Henry Meinheksel, Townsend, BPW Supt Guy E. Bell
chairman,Mrs. John Van Deusen and City EngineerLavern Seme. service on streets, roads' and walks
pointed for special study at a
William H. Vande Water, secre- would be largely a matter of perGeorge Good and one to ba apmeeting of the 32-member Citizens
tary-manager of the Holland sonnel and equipment, although
pointed. #
Annexation Advisory Committee Sewage Disposal— W. H. Connor, fdlrly large area to be annexed, there might be nqed for Special
Thursday night in Peoples State chairman, Merle De Feyter, Jacob tentatively112th on the east, 48th study if the boundaries should exon the south, Lake, Michigan on the tend far into the rural area. HolBank. Committee Co - Chairmen Zuidema, Vern Van Lente. ,
Private-owned*utilities— James west, and the north not deter- land city’s general policy on pavEarnest C. Brooks and Marvin C.
ing and walks has been a matter
Lindeman appointed the chairmen Brooks, chairman, Mrs. Alvin D. mined.
who in turn convened to select Bos, Merle De Feyter and an ap- Allegan county representatives of petitionsfrom property owners,
were particularlycohceraed with although in some cases City Countheir own committees from the pointee of Laketown township.
committeemembership.Each Legal — Gerald J. Van Wyke, the split of the Maplewood school cil has ordered jobs done.
City Attorney Townsend explaincommitteehas four members, two chairman,Edwin Raphael, George district, and felt boundaries could
ed procedure on voting for annexbe improved.
from the city and two from the Lemmen, George Good.
BPW Supt BeU said HolIapB’s ation. In case of a proposal to anIndustrial and commercial
townships.
William' H. Vande Water, chair- new water supply system would be nex to the city, the people in the
Committees follow:
' Schools — Mrs. Bruce M. Ray- man, Peter Kromann, Gordon Van adequate to service a large area annexed portion under consideration have their own vote which
mond, chairman, Peter Meurer, Putten and Edwin Raphael.
Budget and taxation — Clarence and said water could be supplied must have a majority. Also castJames Lugers and Peter Kromann.
Water— George Lemmen, chair- Jalving, chairman, Russel} as soon as water districts clear ing votes would be the city and
man, John Siebelink, John Van Klaasen, John Van Dyke, Jr., Vern legal channels. Between the Hol- the remainder of the township in
land power plant and Consumers question. The total of these votes
Dyke, Jr., William H. Vande Van Lente.
The committees will begin work Poewr Co. which have agreements also must havd a majority in faWater.
Light and power— Bertal Slagh, immediately on the separate stud on their own boundaries there vor to make annexation complete.
chairman, A. J. Cook, James ies and will present preliminary should be no trouble in supplying Should the Maplewood area be anreports at a meeting Thursday, light and power, It was generally nexed, property owners would pay
Lugers, Gordon Van Putten.
Police and fire — Tom Parker, Jan. 31, at 7:30 p.m. in Peoples agreed that sewer service would city taxes to Holland but county
take a longer time. This would in- tax to Allegan county.
chairman, Walter Vander Haar, Bank.
Many questions were asked dur- volve study on whether there After annexationis resolved,
Bertal Slagh and Leonard
Steffens.
ing the general question period should be one central plant or there would be an “accounting’’
Zoning and planning — Walter over which Earnest C. Brooks smaller plants.It was pointed otu between city and township of certhat if water ‘is availably the tain properties such as township
Vander Haar, • chairman, Jacob
Zuidema, Russel 1-Klaasen and presided. . Special guests present threat of contamination from sep- halls located in newly annexed city
areas.
were City Attorney James E. tic tanks is not so great.
John Siebelink.

Eleven subcommitteeswere ap-

Al-Van Lead; Lawton Nips Fennville
-

MARTIN

(Special)
Martin
School's basketballteam
Local Girls Capped
Tuesday night showed Saugatuck
why they are on top of the Al- At Junior College
Van league with an unblemished
league record by thumping the Local area girls received their
caps from the Grand Rapids Pracvisitors, 7(M9.
The winners took the lead after tical Nurse Division at capping

High

exercises held Friday.
They have recently completed
classes at Junior College and will
begin their affiliation with three
Grand Rapids hospitals on Jan.

Uw

Indians had scored the game’s
first basket and never relinquished it They led, 22-7 after the first
period, 37-23 at the half and 60-38
going into the final quarter. Saugatuck crept to within nine points
in the second period for their nearest advance.
For Saugatuck,now in fourth
place with a 4-3 record, it was a

dismal night

from the

floor

which cost them the game. Holding their own on the borads, the
Indians could connect for only 14
field goals in recording a misera-

Al-Van League Standings

W
Martin

.

7

.

m

—

28.

Those affiliating with St. Mary’s
Hospital are Miss Shirley Diepenhorst, Miss Marlene Folkert, Miss
Verna Grotenhuis and Miss Norma
Jalving, all of Holland.
Affiliatingwith Butterwbrth
Hospital are Miss Frances Riemersma and Miss Millie Vander
Zwaag of Holland, and Miss Betty
Van Omen of Zeeland.
Miss Donna Winkels of Zeeland
will be with Blodgett Hospital.
Graduation exerciseswill be held
in September.

•

5
. 5

Fennville

Gobles ...

4
Saugatuck
Lawton ................
3
Covert .................2
Bloomingdale..........1
Lawrence ..............0

Beechwood Group

mmm
DELWYN OVERBEEK, 11 -year-old son of

Discusses Schools

Mr. and Mrs. Willis

Polio

Campaign

By Peter Boggs

Overbeek of 108 Jefferson Ave., is shown here in the whirlpool
in Thomas Jefferson School where he goes twice a week for
therapy treatments by Ethel J. Herrick, shown with him. Delwyn
returned home just a year agojifter 13h months in Butterworth
Hospital. Both he and his twin brother, Duane, contracted polio
some 14 months ogo but Duane'made a quick recovery. Main
improvement for Delwyn the past year was removal of the
throat tube, and he now can breath "on his own." He is in the
fourth grade in Beechwood School. He can take his left arm
out of the brace 15 minutes of the hour and the right arm out of
the brace three hours a day. His swallowingis improvedto the
point where he can even eat a hamburger. He still goes to

All-Orchestra Concert

The Dog That Cures Hay Fever
Well
This has been told to me many
times
and
I
pass
it on to you for
Three musical groups from the
At
what it is worth. At least 50 peoHolland Public School Music Deple have told me that they had
partment who have been prepar- In
been sufferers of hay fever but
ing a program since last Septemwhpn they purchaseda Chihuahua
(Special)- The
dog their trouble ceased. The Chiber will present an all-orchestraMarch of Dimes campaign in Zeevey Slotman had 15 and Frank
huahua is the small dog that ori- by Willis S. Boss, 4-H Club Agent concert Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in
the way the initial municipalanland, Zeeland township and New
Lamb 12 for Saugatuck.
ginated in Mexico. Just whdt powthe tygh school auditorium.
Leaders
training meetings were
Groningenarea is well under way.
Saugatuckwill see its final ac- nexation proposal had been preer these dogs have in curing hay
Featurded will be- the grade accordingto Mike Van Oort of
tion before the Al-Van tournament sented and in favor of reorganizafever I don’t know, but there must scheduledthis week in the three school orchestra and the junior
Holland, chairman of the South
Friday night when they trek to tion of the area north of the
districts, — Holland, Coopersville,
be something to this thought
high orchestra directed by Carle- Ottawa polio campaign.Dr. A. P.*
Butterworth clinic every two
(Sentinelphoto)
Covert to meet the Bulldogs, de- Black River into a single school
too many peddle have told me and Hudsonville.Each district ton Kelch and the high school
Centolellais Zeeland city chairman
fending loop champions.The Inabout it to be only a myth. I president was to be in charge of orchestradirected by Arthur C.
district which would provide high
and Mrs. L. Bensinger is chairman
dians topped Covert earlier in the
the
meeting
in
his
district,
—
Fred
thought it interesting enough to
school facilities.
HUls. «
of the Mothers March which will
season.
Vander
Ploeg,
Holland
district;
pass
it
on
to
you.
Let
me
know
if
The comments came up at an
Opening the program will be a be staged Thursday from 6 to 7
you have ever had any experience John Simons, Hudsonville district; group of selections ^y the grade
informative meeting at the BeechLAWTON (Special)— Although wood School at which Dr. George
and Mrs. Louis Randall. Coopers- school orchestra including “O p.m. ,
along these lines.
The Zeeland Lions club Ls solicitFennviHe's basketball team manville district.
Mallinson, dean of the graduate
Worship the King,” traditional; ing the city’s industrial, commeraged to outscore Lawton from the school at Western Michigan ColThe Ottawa County 4— H Coun- “Missouri BeU,” DeLamarter;
Should You Give a Dog a Bone?
In
cial and professionalfirms. The
floor, they didn’t counter with
Several members of Montello
Only young puppies should be cil will meet Jan. 30 at Allendale “Hymn,” Gluck; “By the Brook,
lege, joined with Superintendent
Kiwanis club is handling “dime
enough free throws and lost a cruTown
Hall
at
8
p.m.
There
will
Lloyd Van Raalte and board of
Park Christian Reformed Church given bones to gnaw on. It helps
DeLamarter. .
cards” for school children.The
A recommendationto City Councial Al-Van league game to the
to strengthen his jaw muscles and be a discussion centered around
education presidentHarvey De
The Junior High musicians will Rotary club is in charge of the
Blue Devils, 45-42, here Tuesday Vree in a panel discussionto pre- cU that recreational arena be Ina
at is an aid in removing his tem- organization and choosing leaders
present “March of the Crusaders,” polio plank and already collected
night
porary teeth. Many dog owners tor the Leadermete.
sent to the audience the results eluded in the annexation study a* reP“ar mecli"8 01 ,he
traditional “Song of the Volga $286.19 the first weekend. The club
The Blackhawks made 17 field and progress of the area school
tian PsychopathicHospital Circle believe that bones keep their pets
Boatman.” Rifssian folk song; will man the plank again the comwas
unanimously
passed
Monday
goals and Lawton tallied 16 but in
No. 10 Monday evening at Maple teeth in good condition.However, Junior leaders are reminded to "Clown’s * Dance,” Woodhouse;
study.
ing weekend. The American Legion
night
at
a
meeting
of
the
advisory
the free throw departmentsank
after a pup gets his permanent send in their applicationsfor jun- “Mozart Fantasy,” arranged by
Van Raalte, speaking of the sugis handling dime cards, canisters
only eight while the winners cashior
Leadership
School.
teeth, forget abut giving him
gestion from the audience, said he
Weaver, and "Whistle While You and posters to commercial estabed in 13 times.
bones. All they will do for an oldbelieved the matter of reorganizaWork."
friends attended.
lishments in Zeeland.
Big 6’7” Ed Edwards picked tion north of the river “must be
The Leadermete is a new award
Larry Wade, Arthur Read and
Concluding numbers on the pro“Husbands Are Human” was er dog is wear down his teeth.
For the Mothers March Thursthis game to be his best of the
There are many dogs today whose for outstanding leaders in the gram are by the senior high group.
further exploredto bring out all
day, all m^chers will report to
season and swished in 20 points. advantagesand disadvantages to John Keuning drew up the resolu- the title of the play presented by teeth are worn down practicallycounty. This event will be a twoEdwarjds, head and shoulders the people concerned so that it can tion stating that recreationalareas the Mesdames G. Vander Bie, to the gums because some ill-in- day affair starting1on March 2 They include “AUemande from Van Raalte’s restaurant after the
Minor,” D’ Albert; solicitation. Money collected will
Handlogten, Henry Tien, formed owner thought bones were and lasting through Sunday, Mar. Suite in
above the FennviUelads, was fed be compared to the advantages be developed The a re a s
"Sonatina in G Major," Beet- be counted and coffee and doughcontinuously and would lay the
a necessary part of his pet’s died. 3, .and held on the campus of hoven-Sopkin; “Vignettes - Allegro
and disadvantagesof annexation
nuts will be served. The drive is
ball up, pass off or be fouled.
WiUiani It won’t hurt occasionally to Michigan State University.The
to the city."
Deciso, Larghetto, Molto Vivace, scheduledfrom 6 to 7 p.m., one.
Czerkies.
In previous games, the foes had
The
committee
wishes
to
inform
give
your
dog
a
bone
for
pleaspurpose
of
this
meeting
is
to
reAnother suggestionfrom the
“Kirk; “Street Scene," Newman hour earlier than last year. Resibeen able to hold down Edwards floor questioned the possibility of
ure's sake, but make sure it is a cognize outstandingleaders with and “Tango LuUaby,” Gillis.
dents are asked to turn on their
to about seven or eight points a re-organizationso that one section
hard knuckle bone and is uncook- a program highlightingfellowship,
porch ‘lightsto aid marchers.
game. The Lawton club is probably would not be preventedfrom an- ignated for recreationalpurposes. and conducteddevotions.In a re- ed. Never let young dogs chew on recreation,exchange of ideas,
port read from the Central Board
In Zeeland township, Mrs. G. J.
the biggest in the Al-Van League,
Barnard Arendshorstsuggested
cooked bones. They have a tenden- speakers,and a devotional sernexing because another part of the
Kemme and Mrs. Arend Driesenga
it was announced that the 14th
with two 6’2” boys, one 6’3” and
that
the
facilities
committee
of
the
cy
to
splinter.
vice,
with
banquets,
luncheons,
and
same area had decided not to anare co-chairmen, and the drive is
Circle has been added to the
one 6’4” along with Edwards but nex.
recreation group obtain the views
the stay at Kellogg Center paid
being carried on the entire month
group.
This
is
located
in
the
Home
doesn’t possess any speed.
The Russians Have
by the Michigan 4-H foundation.
Dr. Mallinson told the group that of the Board of Education, ChrisOfficers
of January.
Lawton led at the end of the any time a community proposed tian schools, Catholic school, Sev- Acres area. Delegates to the CenSomething We Want
Ottawa County is to have six re#
In New Gronigen area, Mrs.
tral Board from Qrcle 10 are Mrs.
first quarter, 10-7, but Fennville
The Russians haven’t much that presentatives.
annexation, the proposed annexa- enth-Day Adventist school and othMrs. W. F. Young was elected Philo Riemersma and Mrs. Robert
Louis
Hoekstra,
Mrs.
Clarence
came back and tied the score 10- tion must include:
er groups in regard to a cooperawe in this country would care to
president of the Holland Council Zylstra are co-chairmen.
Jalving and Mrs. Zwier. Mrs. J.
all at halftime. The third period
have — with perhaps one excep- Winter achievement days will 0f Camp Fire Girls at the annual
1. A significantnumber of stu- tive development of recreational
The quota for the Zeeland area
D.
Mulder,
wife
of
the
doctor
who
score favored the winners 31-27. dents to warrant the operation of areas owned by these schools. The
tion, a certain breed of dog. Be- be held the last week of March dinner meeting of the Council Monthis year is $4,214. The county
has served as head doctor at
The win evened up Lawton’s seafacilities
committee
will
report
its
hind the iron curtain is an inter- and first ot April.
12 grades.
day night in Grace Episcopal quota is $57,679, or 11 percent less
Pine Rest for 25 years, is presison’s mark at 3-3 and left Fenn2. An adequatetax base to sup- findingsat the next regular meetesting group of animals — a type
We
especially want to call at- Church.
than the $64,7W.83 collected last
dent of the Central Board.
ville tied for second with a 5-2
ing.
of dog used by Russian Shepherds. tention to members who have comport the entire school system.
Named to serve with Mrs. Young year.
Hostesses
for
the
evening
were
record.
A total of $5,000 has been set
3. A strong enough community
For almost one hundred years pleted three years of club work, were Mrs. Joseph Lang, first vice
1
Bob Coffey, tied with Bud Snook interest to provide from the tax aside for capitalimprovementsfor Mrs. Gordon De Vries, Mrs. Russian shepherdshave been debeen a junior leader, are in the president; Mrs. Robert Kouw, secof Martin for the scoring leaderEliper
Hirdes,
Mrs.
Henry
Vanrecreational
purposes
in
Holland
base adequate funds to operate
veloping one of the best all - upper half of graduating class, ond vice president; Mrs. Donald City Tax Collection
ship in the Al-Van League, paced
der Meyden and Mrs. Jake Stei- around sheepdogs in existence.
the entire school system and a and Joe Moran, city recreation diand who plan to attend college. Vink, secretary and Mrs. John
the Blackhawks with 15. Jerry willingness to contribute their et- rector, was instructedto draw up genga, members of Calvin Chris- One interesting feature of these
Goes Over 90 Percent
A 4-H scholarship is avaUable and Plewes, treasurer.
Smith followedwith 10 while Doug forts to the formation and improve- a report on what improvements tian Reformed Church.
dogs is that they are so well train- those members eligible, should
New members of the board are
Better than nine-tenths of the
Allen had seven.
ment of a good educational sys- are needed and how the moneji The February meeting will fea- ed that they can be left alone make applicationsoon. This schol- Mrs. William DeLong, Mrs. Joe
Lawton hit 36 percent of its shots
city fall taxes were paid before
ture
a
book
review
by
Mrs.
Don
should be spent.
tem.
for weeks with their own cache arship will be awarded at the Moran and Mrs. Earl Van Eenenand Fennville 34 percent.
the deadline Monday, City TreaThere was considerable discus- Elenbaas.
Walter Vander Haar and Peter
of food while they guard a flock 4— H achievementdays.
aam. Re-elected to the board were surer Alden Stoner reported toThe Fennville reserves stopped Meur also attended and answered sion on the responsibilityof Holof sheep. Each day they will eat
Members
are also reminded to Mrs. Harold Klaasen, Mrs. Nelson day. As a result, a three percent
the Lawton seconds, 54-37 in the questions about the 32 - member land to provide funds and facilities
only a small amount of their food, start thinking about the talent Bosman and Mrs. Joe Fabiano.
preliminary. Turner led the wincollectionfee will be added to the
citizens’committee recently for recreation, paid for from the
leaving the rest for days to come. show held during the achievement Decorations were carried out in
ners with 21 followed by Loudin named to study annexation.
tax dollar.
Somehow these dogs realizethat days. If they can act, sing, give the red, white and blue color $29,822.31 which remains to be
with 19. Baird had 16 for Lawton.
The meeting,Van Raalte said, Committee chairman Bill Hinga The Ladies Aid of the Christian the food left with them has to last readings, or perform in some way scheme with white styrofoam and paid before M^rch
League leading Martin invades was purely for informativepur- conductedthe meeting in Civic
The figure represents 9.79 perReformed Church me* last week a certain length of time and they and have been a 4-H member en- the crossed logs and flame of the
Fennville Friday night
poses, and no action has been tak- Center and presented an article Tuesday afternoon.The opening budget their eating accordingly. roUed in last summer’s or this Camp Fire symbol. Red and white cent of the $301,690.75 levy which
en on any of the suggestions from the Physical Education devotions and Bible lesson were in Too bad we couldn’ttrain some of winter’s 4-H program, they are flowers on the speakers table were has not been paid. Stoner referred to the 90.21 percent collection
Journal “Fitness for Youth” which
raised.
charge of the Rev. John C. Meden- our dogs the same way. Wouldn’t eligibleto compete.
arranged by Mrs. Lang. Book figure as “normal” for the city
prompted the resolution.
dorp. Others taking part were it be nice to leave your dog in
covers were in blue with white and expected that eight percent
Mrs. Albert Meiste and Mrs. Wil- his kennel in the back yard with
Jan. 28 - Feby 1 — Farmer's symbolgrams.
of the remainder will be paid beliam Dykhuis. The closing pray- his own food while you went away Week at Michigan State UniverAnnual reports were presented fore March 1. At that time the
Two-Act Play Featured
er was offered by Mrs. Dykhuis, on vacation?'
in mimeographed form in the tax rolls are turned over to Ottasity.
The Ladies Aid of Second Re- At Womens Guild
File
and refreshments were served by
Jan. 30 — 4-H Council Meeting booklets.
formed Church will hold its reguwa County for collection.
The Question Box
Mrs. Fred Brinkhuis.
at Allendale Town Hall.
Mrs. Young presided at the meetDog license purchases are still
lar meeting on Thursday afternoon
The Women’s Guild of Third ReQuestion
:
Does
a
dog’s
heart
Most taxpayers who find that
Men's BrotherhoodMeeting was
Feb. 8-14 — Summer Leader ing and Mrs. Andries Steketee, exe- moving slowly, Stoner said. Up to
at 2 p.m in Fellowship Hall. Mrs. formed Church held its regular
they are due refunds on federal
held in the Reformed Church Mon- normally beat fast or slow?
Training Meeting at Bostwick cutive director presented her re- today, 303 licenseswere bought of
Lnglund will conduct devotions and meeting Monday night in the Felincome taxes withheld in the pre- Miss Dorothy Bee will speak of lowship Hall. Mrs. George Ste- day evening. Student Fenton Answer: An adult dog’s heart- Lake.
port of the year’s accomplishments.
an estimated 800 which should be
beat is about 90 beats a minute. Feb. 19, 20, 21 — Junior Leaderceding year will make every effort
Mrs. William Venhuizenwas in- obtained before March L After
her work with the Mount Hermon phens presided at the business Strickland of the Western SeminAs he ages it drops to about 60 ship School.
to prepare and file returns as soon
troduced to the group as the new that, licenses must be purchased
Missionary College for Women in meeting and announced the ap- ary, a converted Catholic,was the
beats per minute.
as the filing season starts, in hopes
speaker.
March 2 - 9 — National 4-H field director, assisting Mrs. Steke- in Grand Haven at double the curEngland.Mrs. C. Van Dyke and pointmentof several chairmen.
of an early check from Uncle Sam
Cub Week.
tee.
Mrs. M. Smith will be hostessesj Mrs. Nelson Bosman, treasurer, The Girls League of the Reformrent price of $1 for male and unto reimbursethe excess tax payed
church
held
its
meeting
at
the
Mrs. Plewes was general chair- sexed dogs and $2 for females.
March 2 - 3 — Leadermete,at
Februrary
Bride-Elect
read
the
financial
statement
for
and Mrs. R. Ruch will have charge
ments.
man for the meeting, assistedby
Michigan State University.
1956 and answered; question*>per- home of Faye De Witt Monday
of the nursery.
Honored at Shower
“We'rer..
glad to receive returns."
leaders, assistant leaders, spon......
At the midweek service on Thurs- taining
- ......o to it. The ^devotions
--------- were
----- evening, with Delores Ramaker as
sors and board members. The Jaycees Solicit ‘Able*
District Director A. M. Menmnger day evenjng at 7:30 a presentation led by two high school seniors who leader. Installation of officers was
Miss Dolores Westveld who will Trinity Couples Club
smorgasborddinner was served by
said. “Most of them can be pro- of the over.an spiritual challenge had spent a week at Annville,
be married Feb. 14 to Roger
St. Anne’s Guild of Grace Church Citizens to Be Candidates
cessed pretty quickly and refund 10 the Church 0f Christ within our Ky., last spring. Miss Carol Dulyea The Rev. Clarence Denekes of
Hears
Eugene
Scholten
O’Conner,was guest of honor at
and the invocation was given by
Bentheim
had
charge
of
the
eve• checks sent on their way back to'own borders, “Mission to Amer- read scripture and took the auda shower given lasl Wednesday Eugene Scholten, diagnostician the Rev. William C. Warner, rec- A committee of seven members
these alert filers. But we’d also l:ar will 5e featured
ience on a brief campus tour. ning service in the Reformed
of the Junior Chamber of Comevening by Mrs. Burton Borr and
like to get some of that same cofor the Holland public schools,ad- tor of the church.
The Priscillaand Acquilla soc- Miss Mary Ellen Steketee related Church Sunday. His sermon submerce is at work today attemptoperation from two other classes iety will meet on Wednesday even- experiencesthe girls had while ject was “They Saw His Glory— Miss Sandra Westveld.
dressed the Trinity Reformed
Attendance at the meeting was ing to secure candidates for the
The
party
was
held
at
the
Borr
of taxpayers— those who owe ing. Jan. 30.
Church Couples Club Monday about 125.
working and living with the stu- at the Well.” A local instrumenApril city election.
home, 321 Wildwood.
nothing, and those who owe a few
night on the subject “You and
The Rev. Harold Englund, pas- dents in the dormitory. Articles tal group played two selections,
The committee was appointed
Guests
included
the
Mesdames
dollars.
tor of Second Reformed Church, made in Annville were on display. “Sweeteras the Years Go By” and Melvin Groteler, Willard Deur, Your Children."
Tuesday night by Jaycee PresiImprovement
Association
“We suggest that every taxpayer, preached the sermon, “The Great- A two act play, “Janey." was “This World Is Not My Home.”
Introduced to the club were Mr.
dent John Fonger after a motion
and especially those who spent est Doctor of Them All” (John’s presented under the direction of At the morning service Frank James Michielsen,Russel Koetsier, and Mrs. Adrianus Schoens who Endorses Special Vote
providing for the committee carJohn
Wiersma,
Jowan
Slagh, Louis
during 1956 large sums that might Portraits of Jesus) at the morn- Mrs. Melvin Van Tatenhove. The Immink and Silas Barkel were inarrived a week ago with their son,
ried. The motion reads, in part,
Popperaa,
Barnard
Poppema,
Dick
ALLEGAN (Special)- At a re- be deductible, compute his tax ing service and the choir sang the play showed how God could change stalled as elders and Oscar OldeBilly, from the Netherlands. The
Poppema, Le Roy Brookhouse, family is sponsored by the couples cent board meeting, the directors that the committee will "encourboth ways, or by taking the stan- anthms, “The Lord Is a Mighty the life of an unloved and un- bekklng, George De Witt, and
age able and qualifiedpersons to
of the Allegan Improvement Assodard deduction and itemizing de- God” by Mendelssohn and, “If wanted child to a responsible cit- Leslie Schipper as deacons. Rev. Ernest Diekema, John Masselink,
become candidates for each office
Jacob
Bosma,
Marvin
Bosma,
Harizen.
ciation
unanimously
went
on
recductions — then file under the With AU Your Heart,” MendelMr. and Mrs. Paul Vander Hill
Greving’s sermon subject was
be filled in the 1957 biennial
old
Bosma,
William
Bosma,
BerThe cast included Mrs. J. Hoim- “The Meaning of Service” and the
took charge of devotions.Two ord as endorsing the action of the
4 method which is to his advantage.
ssohn. At the evening service his
ty election with no intent to back
The taxpayerwho does that now, sermon topic was “Bread and the lund, Mrs. W. Wichers. Miss Flor- selection sung ty the choir was nard Bosma, Clarence Renkema, selectionswere played by a piano city council in seeking voters' ap- any particularcandidate.”
even if he finds he owes a few Bread of Life.” The choir sang, ence Olert, Mrs. A. Vollink,Mrs. “’Tis So Sweet to Trusf in Jesus.” A. Me Cord, Peter Van Dyke, C. duo, Hewitt Johnston and Paul proval of a $40,000bond issue for
D. Paul and Mrs. J. Leenhouts. A daughter was bom to Mr. and O’Connor and Floyd Westveld. Lucas. Refreshments were served constructionof a new fire depart- Jack Ewart was named comdollars, wifl be putting behind him
Holy Art Thou,” by Handel.
mittee chairman. Other members
Also the Misses Marcia Koefater, by Mr. and Mrs. Dale Brower, as- ment building.
Following the play refreshments
a task which he must find easier
Mrs. Roger Timmer Sunday.
are Bill Forberg, A1 Dyk, Paul
Betty
Bosma.
Judy
GroUer,
Jane
were
served
by
the
tea
committee,
to look back on than forward to.”
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Maatman of Scully and Sharon Westveld. Un- sisted by Mr. and, Mrs. George President George Nanna said the De Kok, John Benson, Howie Topp
Mrs. F. Beeuwkes, Mrs. H. Buter,
Semi Drops Gas Tank,
need
for
the
new
building
Was
obDalman
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Hamilton were last week Tuesday
and Louis Hallacy.
able to attend were Mrs. W. Van Koop.
Mrs. J. Barendse . and Mrs. C.
vious and that the council’sproevening visitorsof Mr. and Mrs.
Borns Completely
Zoning Change Approved
Dyke,
Mrs.
R.
Van
Dyke,
Mrs.
J.
Groenewoud. Door hostesses were
Plans were announced tor a posal to build a “bare necessity”
Gerrit J. Lampen. On Friday eveGRAND HAVEN (Special) Mrs. R. Hume, Mrs. T. Van ZanBorr and Mrs. C. Dys.
buildingon the Monroe St. site was Hearings on Will
sleigh ride Feb. U.
GANGES
(Special)- A semi
ning
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Lampen
City Council Monday night approvden, Mrs. W. Van Howe and Mrs.
a
sane and economicalapproach GRAND HAVEN (Special)- A
trailer and tractor were completely
of Hamilton were visitorsat the
Wilson Diekema.
ed rezoning along Beacon bouleto the problem.
hearing was held before Circuit
destroyed by fire Tuesday mornPlanks Net $333/
Lampen
home.
Youth Pays Fate
vard from Industrialto R-3 resiVoters will decide on the bond
Raymond L. Smith Monday
ing when a saddle tank of gasoline
James Bussies submitted to sur- GRAND HAVEN (Special)
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - issue at a special election here Judge
dential. This is the first zone
in the estate of Laura Dutton, defell off the truck and ignited on Tavern Entered
gery
at
Holland
Hospital
last Polio planks in Grand Haven apd Carl R Naas, 17, of 219 North
change along US - 31 and there
Tuesday, Jan. 29. On Nov. 6 voters ceased, which consists of $60,000
GRAND HAVEN (Special) UJOAAF
WsTsTIV.
Spring Lake yielded $33.93 last} Fifth St., Grand Haven, paid $10
were no objections from council- US-31 at the south limits of
Ganges.
The sheriff’s department is inves- Best Nienhuis is recuperating at Friday and Saturday, chairman fine and $5.50 costs in Municipal turned down an $80,000 bond issue personal property and $30,000 in
men.
for a more elaborate fire hall to real estate. Judge Smith ruled that
Harry Gilbert Clark, 45. of Kala- tigating another break-in at the his home from a heart attack he Jack Leonard reported. Grand Court Monday on a charge of
replace the present one which has Mrs. Dutton was mentally compemazoo, driver of the truck, esti- Embassy, a liquor establishment suffered last week Thursday.
Haven residents donated $233.92 simple larceny. He allegedly stoic
Missionary Speaks
mated the loss at more than $5,000. on M-50 in Robinson township. The
Otto Schaap is confined to his and $100.01 was received in Spring a quantity of gas from a Christian been condemned by the state fire tent, leaving the partiesin Interest
marshall’s department
to compromise their differences.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Dr. The load of tar paper and shingles job was discovered at 8 a.m. Tues- home with ciatir. rheumatism. Lake.
school bus parked at the school
Living heirs include a sister and
Tena Holkeboer of Holland, a mis- was not severly damaged, accord- day. The back door had been foryard. Saturday night.
There are several places in the several nieces and nephews.Mrs.
sionary working with the Chinese ing to South Haven state police.
ced open and the coin boxes of
The Emperor Charlemagne of There are 32 types of poisonous
The first Palominosin the ocean of the world where fresh Dutton, a former Spring Lake rein the Philippines,was a speakFire trucks were called from the juke box, pool tables and cir- the Franks was crowned on the snake in the Panama Canal zbne.
Ncwa World were sent to Mexico water may be found. This is caus- sident, died Dec. 27, 1954. Her will
er at the evening service at First Glenn and Ganges and spent more garette machines had been smash- site of what is now the church of
by Queen Isabellaand ed by springs escaping from sub- was dateri April 7, 1950, with a
Reformed Church in Grand Haven
an hour extinguishingthe ed. Loss was n4t determinedim- St Peter in Rome, on Christmas England once was the center
codicil July 6, 1950.
terranean
;
Sunday. She is home on furlough.
mediately.
day, 800.
of horse breeding *in Europe, ~
___ tiled

ble 15 percent shooting average.
Martin sank 32 buckets in their
offensivedisplay.
Martin’s Bud Snook, tied with
Applause from an audience of
Bob Coffey of Fennville for the
conference scoring lead, paced •more than 500 persons greeted
both quintets with 18 points.Har- comments from the floor against
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